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Abstract 

A multi-fiequency Gdactic plane survey was proposed as a means to unrave1 some 

of the mysteries of the interstekir medium. The main component of this survey 

is a complete mapping of atomic hydrogen emission from a sizeabie ftaction of the 

Galactic plane, as well as radio continuum emission at 408 MHz and 1420 MHz. 

using the Dominion Radio Ast rop hysical O bservatory 's synt hesis telescope. In the 

observatory7s standard mode of operation at the time the project was proposed. 

these obsen-dtions wodd have required far too much time, over six years to cover a 

?O0 x 8O area. It was therefore irnperative that a new observing method be deviçed 

and tested to ascertain the feasibility of the s w e y  as well as its potential usefuiness. 

In 1993, an 8O x 6 O  area of the sky covering the W3/W4/w5/HB3 region was 

imaged. These observations served to develop an efficient observing strategy for the 

Galactic plane survey, optimizing scheduling, calibration, sky-coverage. etc. The 

processing of the resuiting large database stimulated the development of nem soft- 

ware. The resulting images proved that the fidl survey would be of great scientific 

value for decades to corne. 

The astrophysical emphasis of this, the pilot project, deals with the effect of 

massive stars on the interstellar medium. The HI1 regions W3, W4 and W5. as well 

as the supernova remnant RB 3 are studied. The spectral line data cube reveals a 

wealth of shells, arcs, bubbies and filaments. Some of these c m  be linked to the HI1 

regions or to HB 3. The origin of many of these structures can be traced back to 

the stellar winds of energetic stars. The most exciting discovery is that of a Galactic 

chimney above the W4 HI1 region. It is thought to have been blown by the stellar 



winds emanating fiom the stars of the open cluster OC1 352. This is the fkst clear 

example of a chimney in our gaiaxy. Other structures of note include two HI shells 

with, at the centre of each, a B-type post-main sequence star. It is thought that the 

stellar winds fiom these stars created these bubbles. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction: why survey the W3/4/5/HB3 

region at the DRAO? 

1.1 The interstellar medium in our galaxy 

On a clear night, fax from the lights of the city, a plethora of stars are offered to 

our sight, pinpoints of Light that have been the object of fascination for centuries. 

Kowever. in the solar neighbourhood the ratio of the diameter of stars to the average 

distance between them is - 3 x IO-$, indicating that stars occupy o d y  a very s m d  

fraction of space. This begs the question of whether the remainder of space is empty 

or if there is rnatter in some other form. 

In 1811 William Herschel observed bright nebdae and came to the conclusion 

that the abundance of nebulous matter must exceed all expectations. Nevert heless. 

untü the 1920s most astronomers retained the belief that the space between stars 

was mninly empty, Mth only a few isolated gas and dust clouds. With the advent of 

photographie plates and the possibility of long integrations to detect fainter emission 

as weil as the advent of technology to observe outside the optical regime, it became 

apparent that, in addition to the isolated, easily detectable nebulae, there was a 

widespread component to the matter between the stars. This interstellar medium 

(ISM) is composed of gas in various forms - molecular, atomic and ionized - as 

weil as particdate matter termed "dust" . 



1.1.1 The phases of the ISM 

The first mode1 of the ISM was presented by Field. Goldsmith & Habing (1969). 

It predicted properties for a two-phase, quiescent ISM, un& urbed by supernovae. 

However. Cox & Smith (1974) showed that supernovae can greatly modiS. the jenerai 

aspect of the ISM by adding a hot. raxefied gas to Field et al. 's cold and warm media. 

Observations subsequently showed that this third phase accounted for a sizeable 

fraction of the volume of the ISM. This lead McKee & Ostriker (1977) to develop 

a quantitative theory for a supernova-dominated, the-phase model of the ISM. In 

their model, cool, dense clouds (cold neutrai medium or CNM) surrounded by a 

wa.rm intercloud medium ( w m  neutral medium or WNM) are embedded in corond 

gas (hot ionized medium or KIM). Molecular clouds are not specifically included in 

these theories of the ISM because they are mostly self-gravitating and so are not in 

pressure equilibrium with the other phases. 

In the McKee & Ostriker model, the supernovae which are responsible for the 

Hm1 are randomly distributed, resulting in a wide-spread hot medium. L€. however. 

the supernovae are concentrated in associations of young stars, then the HIM would 

be less pervasive, contained in superbubbles. Absent boom their model is the warm 

i0niz.d medium (WIM) which was brought to light by H a  emission observations (see 

Reynolds 1984 and references therein). Additional problems of the model concern the 

filling factors of the various components, particularly of the FVNM which is greatly 

underestimated. 



The warm medium: neutral and ionized 

The warm neutral medium has a typical temperature of 58000 K. It comprises 

roughly half of aJl the HI and occupies a substantial fraction of the volume of the 

ISM. Its distribution can be determineci h m  atomic hydrogen (HI) emission data 

(see Mebold 1972 and Heiles 1980). The average turbulent velocity of the WXM is 

8.8 km s-' . In some models the WMM is seen as a sheath covering the CNM clouds. 

IR others it is the all pervasive medium in which the Ch%I clouds are bathed. 

Like the WNM, the WIM medium is widespread and it has a temperature of 

-8000 K. It constitutes -30% of the mass of diffuse gas. Its presence was revealed 

by non-IocaJized detection of Ha! emission. 

The cold neutral medium 

The CNM occupies a very small fraction of the interstellar volume. It is contained 

in relatively dense, cold (-80 K) ucl~uds'~l. The presence of cold HI is indicated 

by nmow features in HI  absorption spectra. These narrow features are not present 

dong every line of sight, unlike the broader features associated with the WX51. 

indicating that the CNM has a srnder f i h g  factor than the WNM. The cloud- 

cloud velocity dispersion in the CNM is approximately 6.9 km s-l. 

The hot ionized medium 

The hot ionized medium has typical temperatures of 406 K. There is no consensus 

as to its filling factor though the detection of dithLse soft X-ray emission suggests 

that it is large. However, X-rays do not penetrate further than - 100 pc and could 

'The term "clouds" applied to HI is something of a misnomer. The clouds are more likely to be 
filaments and/or sheets t han spheres. 



therefore be misleading, especidy considering that the Sun appears to be located in 

a local bubble of hot, ionized gas (see Cox & Reynolds 1987 and references therein). 

Molecular clouds 

Though not explicitly inciuded in the models rnentioned above. molecular clouds are 

an important component by mass of the in te r s tek  medium. About half of the m a s  

of the Galactic ISM is in molecular form ( b e r  1988) and it is mainiy containeci 

in a srnall number of gant clouds. These are generally cold ( 4 0  K) and very dense 

(typically a few hundred to a few thousand cm-3 ). 

Structure of the Galaxy and vertical distribution of the phases of the ISM 

The structure of the Galaxy The Milky Way is a barred spiral galaxy (Weinberg 

1992) which can be subdivided into a disk component and a spheroidal component. 

Each component has char acteristic st ellar and non-stellar populations. 

The spheroidal component is an approximately axially spmetr ïc  system. It 

contains very little dust and gas, its characteristic objects being stars and globular 

clusters. It can be divided into several subcomponents of which only the halo is of 

direct relevance to the pilot project, the others do not extend far enough fiom the 

Galactic centre to be encompassed by these observations. The halo has a radius of 

30 kpc or more. The existence of a gaseous halo or corona was fhst postulated by 

Spitzer (1956) and it is now recognized as an important region of intersteilar space 

where heated and overpressurized disk gas can vent its energy. 

The disk is populated by interstellar dust and gas, and metal-rich stars. The 

steuar component can be subdivided into a thin disk and a thick disk. The transverse 

( z )  scale height of the exponentidy distnbuted thin disk is a few hundred parsecs 



component 44 [cm-3 1 n(z) [cm-3 1 
(from Bloemen 1987) (fiom McKee 1990) 

Table 1.1: The vertical distribution of the ISM in the solar vicinity 
The distance above the plane, 2, is in parsecs. The scale height for the WM. Hw. is 
discussed in the text. The WNM has been subdivided into two components one of 
which, W M r ,  extends into the halo. 

whereas the scale height of the thick disk is 1.5 kpc (Gilmore & Reid 1983). The 

bulk of the m a s  of gas and dust is well within the thin disk. at least for the inner 

Galaxy. The scale height of the gaseous disk increases with galacto-centric radius 

(see e.g. Kulkarni et al. 1982). 

D I  

~2 

The Vertical distribution of the ISM The vertical distribution of the com- 

ponents of the ISM in the solar viciniv near the plane is given in Table 1.1. The 

information in the second column is based on Bloemen (1987) whereas the third is 

hem McKee (1990). 

Lockman (1984) identified three components to the HI distribution. The lowest 

scale-height component is associated with the CNM (HI "clouds") whereas the other 

two are associated with the intercloud medium (WNILlI and WNE/I2). One of these 

has an exponentid distribution which extends into the halo. This has been confirmed 

- 
0.30exp --f (%)* 

- 

0.0015 exp (- &) 
0.54 exp -- t (%) *- 



by ultraviolet observations of high-latitude stars (Lockman et al. 1986). 

There appears to be a relatively thick disk of warm ionized gas in o u  gala-. 

Results for the scde height (H,) vary* with a mean of about 800 pc if the distribution 

of the HIM is similar to that put forward in the McKee & Ostriker model. 

1.1.2 Interactions between stars and the ISM 

Stars and the ISM are not decoupled. Out of the dust and gas starç are formed 

and back into this medium much matter is retunied when they die. enriching it 

with heavier elements. In the intervening time they ionize and dissociate neab-  

gas, as well as shock, cornpress and sweep it up through stellar winds and supernova 

explosions. Most of these take place within the disk of the Galaq- 

Star formation and HI1 regions 

The dense: cold, molecular clouds are the building blocks of star formation. Once a 

shock has compressed a molecular cloud sufficiently, self-gravitation t *es over. The 

gas and dust contracts; -50% of the gravitational energy is converted to thermal 

energy and the rest to radiative energy. Eventually, the core heats up sufliciently to 

d o w  nuclear hision reactions to begin, signaling the birth of the star. The star oniy 

becomes visible once it has either somehow dissipated the surrounding material or 

bas accreted it. 

Young, hot, early m e ,  stars wiU further Muence their surrounduigs through 

the photoionization of the ambient gas. Wavelengths shorter than 912 A can ionize 

hydrogen, and shorter than 504 A, heliurn. The resulting free electrons and nuclei 

then either recombine, emitting new photons, or heat the gas by colliding with other 



atoms. The star's energy is thereby t r d e r r e d  to the surroundhg gas. 

According to the idealized scenaxio (see e.g. Tenorio-Tagle, 1982). when the star 

reaches the main sequence, a spherical, supersonic ionization front is formed. It 

rushes through the gas, leavhg it hot and ionized but mostly undisturbed. As it 

moves away fkom the parent star, the fkont is constantly slowing d o m  because of 

recombinations and dilution of the ionizing radiation. Once it has slowed d o m  siif- 

ficiently, it develops within itself an increasingly large pressure gradient which, in 

turn, causes mass motions. Dynarnically, therefore, this front behaves like a compres- 

sion wave. As the ionization front slows further, the pressure gradient evolves into a 

shock front. The shock fiont overtakes the ionization hont while the latter becomes 

subsonic. This stage of evolution, the longest, is characterized by the presence of 

an outnriird moving sheIl of neutral materid between the two fronts. pushed by the 

ionization front. During this phase, the ionization front behaves like a rarefaction 

wave which slowly transfers material frrim the dense shell into the low density HI1 

region. It ends when the pressure of the ionized region becomes comparable to that 

of the extemal medium or when the exciting star moves off the main sequence. 

Supernovae and supernova remnants 

Massive stars evolve through stages of nuclear fusion, producing heavier and heaiier 

elements. Fusion past iron is endothermic however. Nuclear reactions cesse? robbing 

the core of support against gravitational collapse. During the coilapse much of the 

binding energy (-10~~ erg) of the core is released, carried away by neutrinos formed 

through electron capture reactions. Approximately 1% of this energy is transfomed 

into kinetic energy which violently expels the star's envelope. The m a s  of ejected 



stellar material for this type of supernova - Type II - is ten to a few tens of solar 

masses (LoPnskaya 1992). Members of the second principal class of supernovae - 

Type I - are thought to be the result of an accreting white dwarf in a binary system 

being pushed over the Chandrasekhar 1 s t  and have a -1-2 MO ejecta (Lozinskaya 

1992). 

The ejected matter expands into the ambient gas, sweeping it up and tramferring 

the energy of the explosion - some 10~' erg - to the surrounding medium. The 

amassed material forms a supernova remnant (SNR) of which there are three main 

types, each Mth its characteristic morphology and radio wavelength spectrum (S x 

ua where S is the flux at frequency v and a is the spectral index). SheIl-type SXRs 

constitute the rnajority of catalogued remnants; approximately 78% of the 215 SXRs 

iisted by Green (1996) are shek or possible sheb. A brief outline of the evolution 

of such a remnant is given in Chapter 4. As their name suggests. shell rernnants 

appear as limb-brightened, circular sources which are assumed to be the projections 

of spherical shea  on the plane of the sky. The spectral index of such a remnant is 

typically in the range of -0.3 > CY > -0.8 with a mean value of -0.5. FUed-centre 

SNRs constitute only -4% of all catdogued remnants (Green 1996). Con t rq -  to 

shell-type SN&, t hey are not limb-brightened but rather are brighter towards the 

centre. Their spectra are generdy flatter than for shells, with spectral indices in the 

range of O > a > -0.4. Finally, 4 1 %  of the SNRs in Green's catalogue2 are Listed 

as composite or possible composite remnants. They mesh characteristics from the 

above two types. Their central region has a Bat spectrum and this is surrounded by 

*As a quick sum shows, this does not amount to a total of 100%. The missing 7% are of unknown 
type according to the catalogue, though they are more likely to be sheil-type. 



shell of steeper spectnun. 

SteUar winds 

Throughout its Me, a star loses m a s  through a stellar wind which meeps the gas 

neax the star into a colder, denser shell. This shell encloses a region of tenuous hot 

gas: it is a stellar wind bubble. 

In 1967 D.C. Morton discovered the wind fkom early-type stars. Subsequent 

observations showed that al1 high-liiminosity stars (earlier than type B2) have as- 

sociated strong matter outflows (see e-g. Snow & Morton 1976). The most massive 

stars have the strongest stellar winds and can input as much energy into the IShI in 

this manner during their core hydrogen burning phase (main sequence: MIS) as they 

do in the explosive supernova event that ends their Me. For the most massive O-type 

stars: according to the empirical relations deriveci by Howarth & Prinja (1989) for 

stellar mass loss, the mass loss rate is typically 10-j-*' M, yr-'. The velocity of this 

ejected material is - 3000 km s - ~  and, as a result, over its main sequence lifetime (3 

Myr, using the expression given by Chiosi et al. 1978 and the mass given by Howart h 

& Prinja) , such a star would input .- 2 x 1oS1 erg of kinetic energy into the ISM. 

Where many massive stars Lie near each other, as is the case in a cluster or 

association, the winds of the individual stars combine to form larger bubbles reaching 

dimensions of hundreds of parsecs. S tellar winds and their interactions wit h the ISbI 

are discussed further in Chapter 4. 



1.2 Surveying the ISM: the Galactic Plane Survey 

Recently, a consortium of astronomers undertook a project rvhich is iïkely to shape 

for decades to corne our understanding of the Galactic ISM. The Galactic Plane 

Survey (GPS) began as a project to image both the radio continuum emission and 

the atomic hydrogen spectral line emission fiom the plane of the Miky Way. It has 

gram since to include contributions at other wavelengths, making it a valuable tool 

for the interpretation of interactions betmeen the arious components of the ISM. 

1.2.1 The gathering of data 

In March 1995, the Dominion Radio Astrophysical Observatory (DMO) began ob- 

servations for the Galactic Plane Survey with its super-synthesis telescope (SST). 

The GPS will image the Galactic plane between longitudes 7S0 and 1 4 5 O  . and lati- 

tudes -3O and +5O by constructing a mosaic fiom a large number (186) of individual 

synthesis fields. The observations will yield an atomic hydrogen spectral line data 

cube with 256 velocity channek. As weU, the telescope will Mage continuum emis- 

sion (arising from ionized gas) at 408 MHz and 1420 MHz, with Ml polarisation 

information at 1420 MHz. The resolution of the telescope is -3.5 arcmin at 408 

MHz and -1.0 axcmin at 1420 MHz. Obse~ations will require approximately 4 

years. This data set will provide a factor of ten improvement in spatial resolution 

over the best previous HI wide-field survey. As well, contraty to many single dish 

surveys, it will yield a fully sampled data set down to the resolution of the telescope. 

W'hile DRA0 observations are the conierstone of the project, other sites are 

providing complementary data. The Five Colleges Radio Astronomical Observatory 



(FCRAO) is canying out a 12CO(J:1-+0) surwy of the second quadrant of the Gala~y  

(Heyer, 1995). The Mullard Radio Astronomy Observatory (MRAO) has completed 

15 1 MHz obsemtions of the Galactic plane, wïthin f 5 O  in latitude, between the Crab 

Nebula (near 1 = 180°) and Cygnus A (near 2 = 70°), with a resolution of a little 

more than 1 arcmin (Vessey, 1996). The Infiared Processing and Analysis Center 

(IPAC) has reprocessed the IRAS 60pn and 100pm images of the Galactic plane 

using a destripping algorithm to improve the data quality (Cao et al. 1996), yielding 

an effective resolution of 1-2 arcmin. And h d y ,  the M i y g  O b s e r v a t o ~  operated 

by the Beijing Astronomical Observatory (BAO), will be surveying the Galactic plane 

at 232 MHz and 327 MHz and may be invited to join the GPS consortium. 

1.2.2 The scientiûc projects 

The combination of all these databases wiil provide an unprecedently powerN tool 

for the study of the TSM. The radio continuum observations d map the distribution 

of ionized gas in our galaxy as weil as serving to catalogue compact sources ma- 

of which will be extemal galaxies. The multi-frequency aspect of the continuum 

information will aid in ascertaining the nature of the diverse sources through the 

determination of spectral indices. The 21 cm spectral iine data cube wdl yield an 

unparallelecl view of the Galactic HI with a greater spatial resolution than any other 

wide-fieid atomic hydrogen study. The combination of the HI data with the infrared 

and molecular information of similar resolution will greatly help elucidate questions 

concerning the origin and distribution of these various components of the ISM. 

The many processes and phenornena occurring in the ISM, some of which have 

been briefly outlined, combine to form the intricate, evolving structure of the Galan;. 



To analyse the wealth of information fÎom the GPS, the consortium has created 

science teams, each team focusskg on a specific element, a specific phenornenon or 

type of structure. 

Physical states and processes in the ISM 

From the point of Mew of the study of the phases of the ISM. the main strength 

of the GPS lies in the possibility of studying each phase at  similar high resolution 

over a large area of sky. The extended range of spatial scales offered by the GPS 

will provide better estimates of the volume W g  factors and mass fractions of the 

phases as weil as insight into associations between the variow phases. The large scale 

images of these phases and their interfaces will provide an insight which cannot be 

matched by targeted observations of a few special regions. The D M 0  obsemations 

will help to cl* the question of the blend of cold and warm components of r he ISbI. 

The combination of the HI data and the infrared may protide the key to rnapping 

the three-dimensional distribution of the dust component. As for the magnetic field 

and cosmic ray components of the ISM, insight will be gained through the study of 

the non-thermal emission to which they are related. Specificaily, the synchrotron 

radiation from relativistic electrons in magnetic fields will be mapped through the 

combination of the DRA0 dud-fiequency continuum observations and the lower 

frequency data provided by MRAO and possibly BAO. 

Sharp boundaries and interfaces - e.g. shock fronts, ionization fronts. and pho- 

todissociation fronts - abound in the Galaxy, covering a wide range of sizes; signal- 

ing the presence of underlying chernical and physical processes. The unbiased. large 

scale samphg of the sky £rom the GPS will include a wide sample of "frontal" e s -  



tems, thereby compensating for our inability to follow one particular system through 

time. This will be invaluable for the development of related models which, so far. 

have typically relied on the observational constraints provided by only a few, selected 

regions. 

Many oew HI1 regions d l  be revealed by the GPS thanks to the combination of 

radio continuum and infi.axed Mages, with the multiple radio frequencies providing 

spectral index information. W3en combined with the HI and CO, these data w i U  

provide important insight into massive star formation. The complete census of both 

high and low star formation regions provided by the GPS will be important to 

developing a picture of where star formation occurs in a Giant %Iolecular Cloiid 

cornplex, at the edge or towards the centre. 

Topology and structural evolution 

To date, understanding of the fabric from which stars are formed and of the Galaxy 

as a whole has been hampered by the inadequacy of available data sets. The GPS d l  

remedy this situation. The HI data cube wiil reveal a range of three-dimensional 

structures, fiom scales within star forming regions to entire spiral arms. and the 

related motions, on both large and srnail scales. HI features have quite diverse foms 

and are often many degrees in extent. The GPS will permit their study in their 

entirety at an unprecedented resolution. 

Energy injection from stars 

The GPS' high spatial resolution will d o w  the systematic study of interactions 

between stars and the ISM on the scale of the interaction itself (parsecs). 

The interactions between SN& and the ISM are not M y  understood. There 



have been few clear observational examples to provide definitive data with which to 

study how the ISM and the S h i  auence each other's evolution. tVith its multi- 

frequency, arcminute resolution data, the GPS will remedy this situation. -4s weU. 

the spectral line data, both HI and CO, will allow distance determination to maq- 

SXRS. 

As for stellar winds, the radio and infrared componeots of the GPS nnll provide 

more complete and systernatic identification of cavities in the HI distribution and 

ionized shells around high mass loss stars. This will dow,  for the first time. general 

conclusions about the entire class of stellar wind related phenornena. Shese data 

will be particularly useful for large bubbles blown by a combination of stars. where 

the sensitivity to emission on all scales provided by the DRA0 spthesis telescope 

is essential, 

Disk-halo interactions 

Discrete, vertical gas structures at the disk-halo interface in both our om-n (e-g. Koo 

et al. 1992) and other galaxies (eg. Irwin & Seaquist 1990) have been observed. 

suggesting that dynamical processes connect the disk and the halo. The panorarnic 

spectral imaging of the Galaxy will provide an opportunity to study, in unprecedented 

detail, the structures at the interface, providing insight into the processes which 

create them. Most such studies have been extragalactic and so the Mprovement 

in h e m  resolution ofTered by the GPS is 4 - 2  orders of magnitude. The very few 

Gdactic studies had an angular resolution approximately LO times poorer than that 

offered by the GPS. 



1.3 The W3/4/5/HB3 observations as a pilot project 

However impressive and promising the GPS may seem, prior to undertaking such a 

project at the DRAO, its feasibiüty needed to be ascertained. To this end a pilot 

survey was conducted in 1993. Observations of the W3/4/5/HB3 Galactic complex 

in the Perseus spiral atm, associated with the Cas OB6 association (Fi-gure 1-1). 

mere carried out in June, Juiy, November and December of that year. These served 

not only to assure the feasibsty but also to identfi potential problems. to optimize 

the observing method and to catalyse data processing softwaire developments. This 

dissertation describes the pilot project for the DRAO GPS. 

1.3.1 Technical considerations 

Multiple fields 

The W3/4/5/HB3 complex was ideally suited as a target for the pilot project. To 

encompass the entire region required observing ten fields with the D R A 0  SST. Such 

a number of contiguous fields had not been observecl before at that obsewatory; o d y  

recently had they begun to observe sets of 2-3 fields (see e.g. Moriarty-Schieven et 

al. 1996a), and this was the exception rather than the de. Creating a good quality 

image from many different fields requires uniformity in the quality of the data: which 

in turn sets constraints on both observing and data reduction techniques. 

Time 

With the standard observing techniques then in place at the DRAO, sweying the 

entire GPS area would require 2 232 days, i.e. over six y e m  with the telescope ded- 

icated Mi-time to this project, with no allowance for delays of any sort. This codd 



Figure 1.1: The W3/4/5/HB3 region at 2695 MHz. 
These data are £iom the Effelsberg 11 cm Galactic plane s w e y  (Fürst et al. l99O). 
The main constituents of the complex are labeiled as are the supernova remnant 
3C58, the starburst galaxy MaEei 2 and the galaxy 3C69, which will be mentioned 
in later sections. 

be significantly reduced if the obsenring technique was modified to dom- continuous 

observations, 24 hours a day rather than the standard twelve. For the bill GPS, t his 

can be done by interleaving high and low declination fields, the lower ones having 

a narrower window of opportunity for observations. For the pilot project. however. 

this approach was not used as it would have yielded images of two unrelated chunks 

of sky. 

To observe several contiguous fields continuously, 24 hours a day, required that 

they never set. For the DRAO, this sets the lowest possible declination at 5 5 O .  The 



lowest dechation field required to image the W3/4/5/HB3 region is at Sol l'lf.6". 

Dynamic range 

A limiting factor in data quaüty is the abiliw to reliably image faint structures in 

the presence of very bright sources. The dynamic range attainable is a function of 

the technique used to reduce the data as well as of the observing instrument itself. 

Choosing a region which has both faint and very bright structures would dom- a 

rigorous test of the processing technique and software. 

The W3 region of star formation is a very bright, evtended source and is adjacent 

to the relatively faint shell-type SNR HB3. Previous studies of this region with the 

DRA0 SST were unsuccessfd in irnaging the remnant at 1420 MHz due to the 

artefacts from W3 (Routledge et al. 1991). The upgrade of the telescope Erom 4 to 7 

anteanas has since made seIfcalibration possible. W3/HB3 is a perfect test area for 

the development of the relevant software. 

1.3.2 Ast rophysical considerat ions 

In order to study the effects of massive stars on the ISM, the area observed should 

be large enough to include many massive stars as well as various forms of their 

interaction with the ISM. Ideaily, these should al1 be at approxirnately the same 

distance in order that the results and conclusions not be marred by relative distance 

uncert ainties . 

The W3/4/5/HB3 Galactic complex is the perfect choiee for such a study. It 

includes the open star clusters OC1 352 and OC1 364, the KI1 regions w3 (IC 1793). 

w4 (IC 1805, S190) and W5 (IC 1848, S199), a giant molecular cloud; a complex of 



dust clouds, and the supernova remnant EB3. The location of these components are 

indicated on Figure 1.1. They are thought to be within the Perseus m. 

W3, W4 and W5 form a chai. of HII regions that frequently serve as a test-bed for 

the study of OB star formation in out galaxy. The expansion of the W4 ionization 

fiont is thought to be responsible for triggering star formation in at least part of 

the W3 molecular cloud. It has &O b e n  speculated that the Sm HB3 could be 

partially responsible for cloud collapse in W3. And hally there is large scale diffuse 

ionized gas around W3/4 which may be a very old HI1 region. 

1.4 The W3/4/5/HB3 region: previous studies 

Previous observations in this area either have poor resolution or concentrate on only 

a s m d  portion of it, most often W3 or a subcomponent thereof. Analysis of HI 

structures has been somewhat neglected thus far, the best of the very few HI studies 

having a spatial resolution of 10 arcmin (Braunsfurth 1983). These observations did 

however reveal large scale structures associated with the star forming regions. 

1.4.1 General description 

It is generally agreed that W4 was the fht of the three large HI1 regions to be fomed 

and that its expansion triggered coilapse in at least part of the W3 molecular cloud 

(Dickel1980, Thronson et al. 1985). Dickel derived an evolutionary mode1 of the W3 

complex based on molecular observations, as did Thronson et al. As eady as 1954. 

it was speculated that W5 was also physically related to W4 (Sajn ~ 1 5 4 ) .  However' 

Braunsfurth points out that formation of the stars in OC1 364, which excite W5. 



cannot have been triggered by the expansion of W4 because they are too distant 

h m  that MI region and only süghtly younger than its ionizing stars. The SXR 

HB3, to the west of W3, is a sheil-type remnant which is sometimes thought to be 

interacting with this HI1 region (e-g. Caswell 1967) or with the molecular material 

associated with W3 (Routledge et al. 1991) and may have triggered cloud collapse 

and star formation. 

1.4.2 Questions which could be addressed using the pilot project data 

Specific questions that could addressed using the pilot project obsenmtions are as 

follows: 

0 Braunsfurth's observations show structures that appear to be cavities in the 

HI which may be associated with the dynamics of the region. The detailed 

geometry and kinematics as well as the nature of these has not yet been ascer- 

tained: are they an absence of atomic gas (ionized or swept out) or are they 

self-absorption by cold HI? Obsemtions to date do not have sufEcient resolu- 

tion to d o w  useful cornparisons with data at other wavelengths which could 

provide an answer this question. 

What was the sequence of events: is the expansion of the W4 ionization front 

responsible for triggering star formation in all or part of W3? did HB3 play a 

role in the collapse of the W3 molecular cloud and in the curent star formation? 

is W5 causally connected to W4? 

0 There is faint extended radio continuum emission around W3/4. 1s this due to 

an old HI1 region or could it be caused by a breakout of flux and energv from 



the current regions of star formation that is ionizing the diffuse HI background? 

And if the latter explanation holds, why is there no such structure around %K.? 

0 Where iç the SNR HB3 located in relation to W3 and tv4? 1s it interacting 

with W3? 

These were questions prompted by the results to be found in the literature at 

the time this project began. However for the pilot observations, as with many other 

data sets, the most interesthg and intriguing results have been those that were 

udooked for. The amount of potential information present in the pilot project data 

is irnpressive and many questions, whether they were formulated before or after the 

observations, will have to wait a while yet for an answer. The focus of the project 

shifted over the years that it took to evolve £tom observing proposal to data analysis. 

now centring on the effects of massive stars on the ISM, maialy through stellar Ninds. 

This illustrates that one of the most important tools of research is an open min& 

1.5 The structure of this dissertation 

In the chapters that follow, the &ous aspects of the pilot project s h d  be examinecl. 

First , technical considerations relating to the DRA0 SST and observing technique 

as well as the observations themselves shall be presented and discussed. This is 

followed by a description of the data reduction dong with comments on subsequent 

improvements to the software as a result of the pilot project. 

After these technical chapters, the focus will shift to astrophysics. In order that 

the discussion of features in the data not be weighed down by lengthy general ex- 

planations, there is first a chapter presenting much of the necessary background for 



the understanding of the subsequent analysis. Chapter 5 provides an overview of the 

entire pilot project data set, followed in Chapter 6 by considerations pertaining to 

specific structures possibly associated with the winds fiom massive stars. 



Chapter 2 

Observations and technical considerat ions 

ThZs chapter presents considerations pertaining to the obseruïng me- 

thod and to the observations thernselves. The obseming method was 

novel, making use of the telescope 24 hours a day. This appmach has 

since been adopted by the observatory. 

The buik of the observations for this thesis project were carried out at the Do- 

minion Radio Astrophysical Observatory in 1993. Hïgh resolution images at 408 

MHz and 1420 MHz in the continuum as well as in the HI spectral line at 1420 

MHz were made using the super-synthesis telescope (SST). Monnation about low 

spatial frequencies for the AI data was gathered using the 26 m telescope. For the 

continuum, the short spacing information was taken fkom previousl published data. 

the Haslam et ai. (1982) data being used at 408 MHz and a combination of data 

fkom the Effeisberg 100 m telescope's Galactic plane survey ( K d a s  & Reich 1980. 

and Reich et al. 1990) and from the Stockert survey (Reich 1982. and Reich & Reich 

1986) being used at 1420 MHz. 

Complete coverage of the region chosen for the pilot survey required obsena- 

tions of ten fields with the SST, i.e. observations using ten different sets of pointing 

coordinates. This is iUustrated in Figure 2.1 on which each circle represents the 

field-of-view at 1420 MHz for a given pointing centre; the choice of field centres n-ill 

be discussed in 52.4.3. Because such a large quantity of data was required it %-as 
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Figure 2.1: The ten SST fields coverîng the W3/4/5/HB3 region 
These data are fiom the Effelsberg 11 cm Galactic plane survey. Each circle repre- 
sents one field at 1420 MHz, Le. the area of sky imaged at 1420 MHz by pointing 
the telescope at the centre of that circle. The fields are larger at 408 MHz. 

necessary to optimize the observing met hod to keep the tirne investment reasonable. 

Also, because many fields were to be merged to form one large image, it was impor- 

tant that instrumental parameters be well understood, more so than it would have 

been for a single isolated field. Therefore several aspects of instrumentation were 

euamined before observing began. 

The observing method for this project did not follow standard D R 4 0  procedure. 

Many aspects of the methods developed have since been adopted by the observato. 

For this reason they will be described in some detail. 



2.1 The DRAO synthesis telescope 

The DRAO SST is a seven element est-west interferometer, each of the se$-en 

parabolic antennas (numbered 1 to 7 fiom W e s t  to east) antennas havhg a diameter 

of approximately 9 meters. It is equipped to simultaneously observe at two con- 

tinuum fiequemies as weIl as  in spectral iine mode at 21  cm, with the feeds being 

located at the prime focus of the dishes. The 408 MHz system is described by Veidt 

et al. (1985) and the original 1420 MHz system was presented in an article by Roger 

et al. (1973). The field of view at 408 MHz is approximately 8 O  whereas at 1420 

MHz it is -2.6" - 

2.1.1 Visibility plane coverage 

The array is designed to provide complete coverage of the visibility plane, Le. it is 

sensitive to dl scales of emission down to the resolution of the telescope except for 

the very largest scales. This is accomplished by regularly sampling interferometer 

baselines up to a maximum of 617.14 m. Four of the seven antemas are fuced (1.5.6 

and ?), whereas the other three (2,3 and 4) can be moved dong a precision railroad 

track. Fuil visibiüty coverage is attahed by observing for twelve 12-hour periods. 

the may configuration being different for each period. The moveable antennas are 

kept at a fked distance fiom each other (spacing 12 = 51-43 m) and are marched 

down the track by one spacing increment (4.286 m) between observing periods. In 

this fashion all multiples of the spacing increment from 3 to 141 are observed. as 

well as spacing 144 which corresponds to the baseluie between the westernmost and 

easternmost antennas. Spacings 1,2, 142 and 143 cannot be observed because to do 



so would require that antenna 2 be dangerously close to antenna 1 and they could 

collide. 

With a maximum spacing of 617.14 m, the SST has a resolution of 3.5 x 3.5 csc 6 

arcmin* at 408 MHz and 1.0 x 1.0 csc b arcmin2 at  1420 MHz, where 6 is the decli- 

nation of the centre of the observed field. The minimum spacing of 12.86 m implies 

that structures larger than approximately l.OO at 1420 MHz and 3 . 3 O  at 108 MHz are 

not sampled. For this reason, these spacings must be derived from single antenna 

observations and added to the SST data when making the images. The s m d  spacing 

uicrement means that grating responses fiom sources within the field of view will 

not appear in the image. At 408 MHz, the east-west radius of the first grating ring 

is 9.8" and at 1420 MHz. it is 2.8". 

2.1.2 Continuum 1420 M E b  system (C21) 

In continuum mode at 1420 MHz each telescope is equipped to observe both right- 

and Ieft-hand circularly polarised radiation (RCH and LCH). The polarimeter was 

a recent addition to the SST when the GPS pilot observations began. Polarimetric 

data were gathered, but procedures for calibration were not developed until later. 

For thiç reason üttle use was made of this instrumental feature in the work presented 

in this dissertation and it will not be described here; the interested reader is referred 

to Smegal (1995) for details. 

The 21 cm continuum system is made up of four bands ('A', 'B', 'C' 'D'), each 

having a bandwidth of 7.5 MHz. There is a gap in freguency coverage at 1420 MHz 

in order to avoid detecting HI spectral h e  emission from the Mi& Way. The 

central frequency of the cumulative bandwidth is tuned to that requested for the 



spectral iine observations. Table 2.1 gives the international frequency allocations 

and how they relate to the DRA0 observing bands. The values given in the table 

for the C2i bands are those used for these observations. Of the four C21 bands. two 

are fully within the regime docated for radio astronomy use only. Bands C and 

D are not at Eiequencies assigned solely to astronomicd observing. However. there 

shouid not be much interference because the permitted emitters are ail ground based. 

Unfort unately, the U.S . rnilitary does not always follow international guidelines and 

has operated a couple of satellites in the 1427 to 1435 range for years. They emit in 

three narrow bands staxting at 1427.1 MHz and in several broad bands between 1430 

and 1435 MHz. As a result bands C and mostly D sufZer heavily from interference and 

require more data editing. AU these band assignments are constantly being reviewed: 

filters and bands may have to be modified as there is much pressure for access to 

these fiequemies by commercial users. Note that , while a strong interfereuce spike is 

quite obvious in the visibility plane, its effect on the image is to produce a low-level 

ripple. 

The main reason for using 4 bands instead of one, or rather instead of two if one 

m t e d  to exclude the central portion, is to reduce the effect of bandwidth smearing. 

If there were a single band spanning 1402.663 MHz to 1437.663 MHz. there would 

be a radial elongation of sources due to bmdwidth of 0.025 times the distance from 

the map centre. At the edge of the field, i.e. at 78 arcmin from the map centre. 

this would correspond to an elongation of 1.92 arcmin which is greater than the 

synthesized beam. With the individual bands, the elongation is approximately 0.005 

times the distance from the map centre, which translates to 0.41 arcminutes at the 

edge of the field of view. 



Frequency Allocation Mected DRA0 bands 
(MHz) 

406.0-406.1 Earth to space C74 (406 - 410) 

406.1-410.0 Radio Astronomy, mobile and C74 (406 - 410) 
fixed communications iinkcs 
(except aeronaut ical mobile) 

410.0-420.0 Fixed communications links [C74 (406 - 410)] 

1400-1427 Radio Astronomy 

1427-1429 Space Operations (Earth to space) C21-C (1422.663 - 1430.163) 

1429- Mo bile (excep t aeronaut ical) C21-C (1422.663 - 1130.163) 
C21-D (1430.163 - 1437-663) 

- - - - -- - -- 

Table 2.1: kequency allocations and the DRA0 bands 

2.1.3 Continuum 408 MHz system (C74) 

At 408 -MHz there is a single 4 41Hz band. It is ;tlmost completely within the fre- 

quency intenial dedicated to radio astronomy. The Earth-to-space emitters shodd 

not cause much interference. Crash locaters for aircrafts operate in the 406 to 406.1 

MHz regime and, in principle, they emit only when a plane has crashed. Occasion- 

aily, they go off when a plane has not crashed and therefore c m  cause interference. 

More problematic are the meteorological aids, Le. weather balloons, which emit at 

frequencies slightly below the nominal band cutoff- There are two such baiioons 

launched every day fkom a site just north of the town of Kelowna which is located 



approximately 80 km north of the observatory- These rise to altitudes of approsi- 

mately 30 km. Very good filters are therefore needed to exclude their signal Erom 

detection. The fixeci communications at frequencies between 410 and 420 MHz can 

also pose problems. For instance, the Osoyoos border crosshg uses a 411.4 MHz 

carrier for communications. Fortunately, they plan to move it up in fkequency- Since 

these observations were made new filters have been purchased slightly reducing the 

bandwidth. 

There is another major source of spurious signals at 408 MHz: though this one is 

not man-made. For short baselines the sun, entering through the antenna sidelobes. 

can drown out the field signal. The sun is a strong, highly variable source at 408 

MHz. Because it subtends a large angle, it is not detected by the longer baselines. 

though occasionally small-scale active regions on its surface may contaminate them. 

Solar interference is more of a problem at 408 MHz than at 1420 'IlHz because 

a given baseline corresponds to larger mgular scales at the lower frequency and 

also because the SUR'S radiation is stronger at the longer wavelength. As a residt. 

daytime observations cm be problematic at 408 MHz. It should be noted however 

that the interference is very quickly varying and so, while the effect may seem severe 

when viewed in the visibility plane, it may not be important in the image plane. 

transforming as it does to a slow, low-level ripple across the image. Some spatial 

frequency filtering could be done to attenuate its effect. Also, as  the inner section of 

the visibility plane is more densely observed than the outer region, some information 

can be sacrificed without the effect on the maps being disastrous and so severely 

affected data are edited out during data reduct ion. 

The bandshape at 408 MHz deviated fiom a weU behaved rectangular shape. It 



sioped somewhat, the response at the lower frequency end being stronger than at  the 

higher fiequency end. The effect was to make the effective fiequency slightly lower 

than the nominal 408 MHz, however maps were calculated assuming 108 MHz. As 

a result, maps were slightly shnink. From a cornparison of the positions of bright 

sources in overlapping fields, this effect is seemed to be negligible. the positions 

agreeing withui uncertainties. The C74 filters were replaced in June 1995. improving 

the bandshape. 

With a 4 MHz band centred at 408 M K z ~  the elongation due to bandwidth smear- 

ing is 0.0098 times the distance fkom the map centre. At the edge of the field of cien 

(242 arcmin) t his corresponds to 2.37 arcminutes. slightly less t han the resolut ion. 

Because of the large amount of emission that can be present in a field at -408 

MHz. the receiver output could vary substantiaily between observations of the object 

field and of the calibrator field1, This codd cause non-hearities in certain electronic 

cornponents of the system. In order to avoid this situation the C74 system is equipped 

with Automatic Level Control (ALC) which keeps the receiver output constant. 

The gain variations are not recordeci during observations; the correction factor is 

detennined kom cornparisons between low resolution and SST maps at the data 

reduction stage. 

2.1.4 Spectral line 1420 MHz system (S21) 

At t the time of the observations, the S21 system consisted of spectrometers having 128 

channels. The central velocity can be set anywhere h m  -1100 to f3000 km s-l with 

respect to the Local Standard of Rest (LSR). Six difFerent total bandwidths can be 

'Calibrators are generally fat removed Eiom the clutter of the Galactic plane. 



used: 0.125 MHz, 0.25 MHz, 0.5 MHz, 1.0 MHz, 2.0 MHz and 4.0 MHz- The total 

velocity span of the spectrometers for a bandwidth of B MHz is 211B km ss-' with a 

channel separation of 1.649B km s-' and a channel width of 2.64B km s - ~  . Both 

left circular (LL) and right circular (RR) polarisations can be observed. For one 

polaxisation the r-ms. noise at the field centre for each channel is AT = 3.4B-L/2 sin d 

After the upgrade from four to seven antemas but before completion of the 256 

velocity channel spectrometers, there were not enough spectrometer boards avail- 

able to allow one to observe both RR and LL polarisations for all fkedxmoveable 

baselines*; a choice had to be made between resolution (spectrometers for alI base- 

ling but only one circular polarisation) and sensitivity (spectrometers for the imer 

half of the visibility plane coverage but both polarisations). 

The analog-to-digital converter for the spectral line system uses a 3 level quan- 

tization scheme. In order to make optimal use of this 1.5 bit quantization. the S21 

system is equipped with an automatic level control. For Nyquist samphg, the sen- 

sitivity for 3 level quantization relative to the unquantized case is 0.81. If the signal 

is too strong, ody two levels are redy  used and therefore the relative sensitivïty 

approaches that of a two level system, Le. 0.64. If the signal is too weak. oniy one 

level is used and all information is lost. The gain is adjusted to minimize the signal 

degradation by optimdy using the three levels. The gain adjustments are evaluated 

when processing the data. 

20nly fixedxmoveable baselines are observed at S21 because of the cost of spectrometer boards 
and the fact that ody redundancy and one basdine are lost in this way. To quote a DR40 
astronomer: "Spectrometers are big and expensive and take a (very) long time to build and they 
produce oceans of data and are otherwise d e n d l y ,  so we want to keep their numbers as low as 
possible." (Tom Landecker) 



2.2 Calibration 

2.2.1 Continuum caiibration 

To calibrate the SST, one must determine the complex gain of each antema. This 

is done through observations of unres01ved sources of known flux density. There are 

seven antema-based gains to be determined but there are 21 baselines and therefore 

21 correiations. The output of the correlators is approximately proportional to the 

product of the complex gains of the two antemas participating in the basehe. And 

so there are 21 equations but only 7 unknow~ls; the system is overdetermined. It is 

solved by least squares fit. 

When this project began, calibrator sources were observed for an hour each. 

or half an hour if they were used to calibrate at 1420 MHz only. The reason the 

integration t h e  on the caübration sources was so long was that there is oot only 

the desired, strong calibration source in the field but others as weU. This problem 

is of course more severe at 408 MHz where the field of view is much larger: this is 

why caübration times were longer at 408 than at 1420 MHz. Because there is more 

than just a point source at the centre of the field, there will be an imaginaxy part to 

the visibilities. If the calibrator field is observed for an hour, the phase fluctuations 

due to emission away fiom the phase centre sbould start to average out. Idedy 

however one would want to spend as little time as possible on caübration in order to 

maximize the t h e  available to observe the fields of interest. 

If there were a full synthesis done of the calibrator fields. subsequent calibration 

times would be determined by signal-to-noise considerations as it would then be 

possible to deduce the gains of the antemas by cornparison of the visibilities of the 



Table 2.2: SST parameters relevant to calibration calculations 

short calibration observation with those of the full synthesis. The flux density r.rn.s. 

noise for a two elexnent interferorneter is given by 

where r is the integration time, Au is the bandwidth, T,, is the system temperature 

of antema i and ri is the sensitivity of antenna i. The sensitivity of an antema is 

related to its geometricd collecting area (A,) and aperture efficiency (%): 

where k is Boltzmann's constant. Generdy S < *, in which case 

For the DRA0 SST, some relevant parameters are given in Table 2.2. The inte- 

gration times required to obtain signal to noise ratios of 100 for each baseline when 

observing calibrator sources are given in Table 2.3. It is seen that even while allowing 

for a signal-to-noise ratio of 100, the required integration time is less t han 2 minutes. 

An additional advantage of this model-based approach is that the calibrator need 

not be unresolved. Thus 3C295, which is unresolved at 408 MHz but resolved at 1420 

bdHz, can serve as  a calibrator at both continuum frequencies. 



calibrator u s ( TL-? - 2  72-3 

Table 2.3: Calibration times for 5 = 100 per baseLine 
The calculations were done with a system temperature of 65 K at 1420 MHz. The 
numerical subsclipts refer to the antemas involved in the basehe. htennas  1 and 
7 are larger than antemas 2 through 6 as is discussed in 52.3.1. 

@Hz) (Jy) 
3C147 408 48.0 

2.2.2 Spectral line calibration 

(sec-) (sec.) (sec.) 
34.2 23.8 27.3 

There is also spectral line caübration to consider. In principal. the method of ob- 

serving a source at the phase centre codd also be used but because the individual 

spectrometer channels have a bandwidth of -10 H z .  the integration time required 

to achieve good signal-to-noise would be some few thousand times longer. This is 

not practical. 

The solution that has been adopted at the DRA0 is termed a "crosstalV' calibra- 

tion3. This method consists in measuring the complex gains of the spectral line 

system relative to the continuum system. The caübration of the back end is separated 

fiom that of the front end. The front end is calibrated through the continuum -stem: 

this is satisfactory because it is fairly broadband and its gain and phase variations 

occur over fiequency ranges of tens of rnegahertz. Relatively narrow-band filters 

define the bandpass of the backend before the signal goes into the spectrometers. As 

3~ the initial design of the telescope, spectral line caiibration was done by inducing crosstalk 
between one antenna path and another. The method has changeci but the name remains. 



the amplitude response of these filters varies with frequency, gains and phases must 

be measured in every channel of the spectrometers. A correlated. common noise 

signal is injected into each antema path. Because the phase of this noise signal is 

the same for al3 patbs, this is equident to observing a strong source at the phase 

centre. The signal is sufnciently strong that satisfactory spectrometer calibration 

can be done in about 10-20 minutes. 

Although the pointing of the antennas is not direct1 relevant to the crosstalk 

operation, and one might therefore speculate that time could be saved if crosstalk 

calibrations were carried out while the telescope is slewing fiom field to field. tlus 

is not possible: at least not at present. During the crosstaik calibration. au seven 

antennas are pointed in different directions at high Galactic latitudes and the re- 

ceiver is tuned off to +500 km s-l to minimize the possibility of correlated sigals 

from the sky being present. h o ,  at the moment, the telescope control system is 

unable to make any measurement except when pointed at a fixed right ascension and 

dechat ion. 

There is some drift in the ratio of spectral line to continuum gains. but how 

quickiy this varies is not well estabüshed. Running crosstallc calibrations once per 

configuration is necessary and if this is done every few days. it is deemed to be 

adequate. 

2.3 Telescope performance 

The obsewing method for the Galactic plane survey must optimize use of the tele- 

scope. To this end, various parameters related to telescope performance were exam- 



ined as part of the pilot project. 

2.3.1 The primary beams 

As was stated previously, the seven antennas have a diameter of approximately 9 

m. This is true but they do not a l l  have the same diameter. Two of the antennas 

(1 and 7) have a diameter of 9.14 m. while the other five have a diameter of 8.53 

m. This means that the primary beams are not the same for a l l  antennas and as a 

result the sensitivity is not the same for all baselines as implied by the results Listed 

in Table 2.3. 

Also. the primary beam correction algorithm by default assumes an average pri- 

mary beam of Gaussian shape with N1 width at half maximum (F'WXY) of 103 

arcminutes at 1420 MHz and of 318 arcminutes at 408 MHz. This was considered to 

be accurate out to the 20% level of the beam, which corresponds to 78 arcmin from 

the field centre at 1420 MHz and 242 arcmin at 408 MHz. Ln order to get better 

signal-to-noise over a mosaic of maps, it mould be desirable to truncate the maps at 

greater radii than dictated by the 20% level cutoff. A better determination of the 

DRAO synthesis array's primary beam was therefore needed. 

The 1420 MHz primary beam 

A study of the DRAO synthesis telescope's primary beam at 1420 MHz using data 

fiom the pilot project observations was carried out by C. Mullan during the summer 

of 1994 (Mdan ,  1994a and 1994b). Using the flues of sources in overlapping fields, 

she examined both the shape and the size of the primary bearn. The main conclusion 

of her work was that, due to the uncertainv in both width and shape, the primary 



beams of the dishes needed to be measured (Mdan 1994~). 

More recently. S.M. Dougherty further analysed the shape of the primary beam at 

1420 MHz, sea rchg  for Werences between the primary bearns due to polarisation 

hands, right ascension and dechation, and bands (Dougherty 1995). He found 

that these parameters did not &t the bearns, that the only panuneter caiising 

significant ditferences were the sizes of the antemas. From Gaussian fits. he found 

a F W M  of 104-0 * 0.3 arcmin for antennas 2 to 6 and of 96.8 3~ 0.6 arcmin for 

antennas 1 and 7, and when assumuig a cos6 shape, 108.8 I 0.9 arcmin for antennas 

2 to 6 and 101.8 f 1.2 arcmin for antennas 1 and 7. Dougherty points out that a 

cos6 function provides a better fit to the data than does a Gaussian. 

The pilot project stimulated the exsrnination of the primary beam and provided 

a starting point but the data presented in this dissertation was processed using the 

103 arcmin, gaussian beam assumption. The effect on the data is not large, however. 

as can be seen £rom the left-hand panel of Figure 2.2, being at most 6.5% at the edge 

of a single field (defined as the 20% level of the assurned beam). 

The 408 MHz primary beam 

Recently, observations similm to those describecl by Dougherty for the C21 beam 

were carried out for the C74 system. A. Wendker (1995) found that, assiiming a 

Gaussian shape, the FWHM was 307 I 7 arcmin for antennas 1 and 7 and 335 & 7 

arcmin for antemas 2-6, resulting in an "average" beam of 327 arcmin. In light of 

what was found at 1420 MHz, Doughem re-examined the data and concluded that 

once again a cos6 function provided a better fit, though rnarginally, with FWHM of 

315 f 5 arcmin for antemas 1 and 7 and 342 f 6 arcmin for antennas 2-6, git-ing an 
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Figure 2.2: Primary beam comparisons 
The solid lines show the current best estimates of the pr ima.  beam shapes for the 
D M 0  SST: i.e. cos6 functions, with FWHM = 106.8 arcmin at  1420 MHz and 
FWHNl= 334 arcmin at 408 MHz. The dashed lines show the primas. beam shapes 
assumed during data processing for the pilot project. The ciifference betnreen the 
two is greatest at the edge of the field (the 20% level of the assurned beam) : 6.5% 
at 1420 MHz and 5.2% at 408 MHz- 

At the t h e  of writing this dissertation, C.L. Butenhoff is analysing the 408 MHz 

f lues  of compact sources from the pilot project fields analysing the primary beam 

and pointing considerations. The results of his hdings will be included in his M.Sc. 

thesis to be completed in 1997. A preIiminaq analysis of this type was carried out 

by A.R. Taylor in 1994. Itis results indicated that, for a Gaussian beam shape. a 

FWHM of 305.5 arcmin provided a better fit to the data than did the standard 318 

arcmin previously assumed. This is the value that was adopted for the processing 



of the pilot project data. Dougherty's and Taylor's estimates are compared in the 

right-hand panel of Figure 2.2. Again, the clifference between the taio is s m d  withui 

the radius defined by the 20% level of the assumed primary beam. 

2.3.2 Pointing corrections at the DRA0 

During the second set of observations, it was realized that telescope pointing infor- 

mation was lacking near lower culmination. Prior to the pilot project. observations 

were scheduled to üe near the hour angle range -6h to +6h. Pointing information 

was therefore mostly avsilable for these hour angles, and pointing corrections out- 

side this range were calcuiated by fitting the available data and extrapolating. This 

fit was not always well constrained. Also, from this extrapolation, it seemed that 

the necessary pointing correction differed significantly for h o u  angles just above and 

just below 12 hours; the situation was considered to be critical for dechations above 

710. Fortunately, for this project the highest field centre declination was 63? 

Nod runs were interleaved with the second set of obsemtions in order to correct 

for t his oversight. Nod runs track a calibrator source, making 5 minute measurements 

of 1420 MHz signal strength at four points around the source (1" north, south. east 

and west), at approximately the haif-power point of the primaq beam. hfter the 

run? a solution for the individual antenna gains is found and Gaussian beams are 

fitted to the data to obtain the position of the peak source response. The pointing 

tables were reviewed and updated in the spring of 1994. 



2.3.3 Antenna gain stability 

The interval between continuum calibration observations depends on the long-term 

stability of the antenna gains. Previous to observations for this projeet, the contin- 

uum antenna-based gain coefficients accumulated since the telescope came back on 

line after the upgrade to seven elements were examined for stability and in order to 

track down any systematic enors which might needleçsly detract fiom the quality of 

the data, 

Stability over tirne and intervals between calibrations 

Examples of phase and amplitude variations with time are shown in Figure 2.3 for the 

period of January 1st 1993 to March 25th 1993 (Julian dates 2448988.5 to 249078.5): 

as there are 126 possible gain coefficient sets which can be shown (C74 amplitude 

and phase for each of seven antennas, and C21 amplitude and phase for each of 

seven antennas, for each of two polarisations~ for each of four bands) these plots 

are examples to illustrate the general appearance of the data. The SST is generally 

relatively phase stable at 1420 MHz but much less so at 408 MHz. 

At 1420 MHz the time dependence of the phases appews to be common to all 

bands. This indicates that the cause of the variation is in front of the IF stage. Le. 

before the incorning signal is mixed with the bcal oscillator signal. either at the RF 

stage or in the atmosphere. There was also a similarity of the gain d a t i o n  from 

antenna to antenna, which would suggest a slowly varying atmospheric effect . 

More specific tests were done to simulate the effects of less fiequent caiibration. 

For the period £rom December 20th 1992 to January 18th 1993 and intenals of 1. 

2 and 4 days between calibrations, x2 values comparing interpolated to true values 



Figure 2.3: Examples of SST gains for January-March 1993 
The top two panels show the amplitude and phase variations for antenna 4 at 408 
MHz, whereas the third and fourth panel show the same quatities at 1420 MHz. 
Positive values of C74 phase coefficients were 'kapped around" (Le. 360" was sub- 
tracted) to make trends more apparent. 



were calculated. For an interval of two days between calibrations. the residuals 

were examined. Results varied with antenna number, band and polarisation but 

it was found that the array was sufficiently stable to &ow- less frequent calibrator 

observations; the average value of the rms of the residuals at 1420 hiHz was Il0. 

Trends in the calibration coefficients 

The coefficient database was also searched for any trend in the data that could be 

due to instrumental problems which codd be repaired either in the hardware or the 

so ftm-me. 

From an analysis of the DRA0 calibration coefficient database in Febru- 1993. 

it was noticed that there was an hour angle dependence of the 408 MHz phases (Fig. 

2.4). Though always at a maximum at 12 hours in hour angle. the amplitude of the 

variation differed £rom anteana to antenna. 

This effect was f ir t  thought to be due to the irreguiar shape of the 408 MHz 

bandpass and the offset central fiequency. The central fiequencies were therefore 

adjusted to be identical for ail antennas. This did not remove the hour angle depen- 

dence of the phases. Other avenues of investigation included checking the baseline 

errors used by the 408 MHz system and verifying that all baselines were receiving 

the same time information and that this time was in agreement with the 1420 MHz 

fringe stopping system. 

The cause of the problem was in fact much simpler. When the upgrade was made 

from 4 to 7 antennas, much of the observing system was modifiea. At that tirne. the 

DRA0 changed the antenna coordinate convention used kom the Cambridge system 

to the Very Large Array system. At 408 MHz, the modification was improperly 



Figure 2.4: Hour angle dependence of antenna phase gain at 408 MHz 
An error in 
hour angle. 
omitted as i 
fÙst part of 

the antenna coordinates created an artificial dependence of phase nit h 
Each plot shows calibrator phases for one antenna; antenna 5 has been 
t is the reference antenna for phase measurements. Data are bom the 
the pilot pro ject observations. 

made resulting in incorrect signs for the x-component of the antenna coordinates. 

A software fix has been written to correct the dected data. Figure 2.5 shows the 

corrected phase for the calibrators observeci with the first four fields of the pilot 

project. The quality of the 408 MHz images has been greatly irnproved. 

While selfcalibration may be able to remove this effect and other slight phase 

errors which were noted during this analysis, it is preferable for these trends to be 

modeled and corrected for in the daily reduction software or in the hardware. in 

order that the initial field mode1 £rom the data be as accurate as possible. 



Figure 2.5: Phases at 408 MHz after correction 
m e r  correcthg the signs of the antenna positions, the 408 MHz gains no longer 
exhibit a dependence on hour angle. 

2.4 Basic observing scheme and choice of parameters 

This project constituted the pilot project for the Galaçtic Plane Survey? and as such. 

a certain amount of care had to be given to the choice of observing parameters. It 

was initidy hoped that the pilot data could be used as part of the survey itself but 

the spectrometer system was changed in the intervening months, upgrading it to 

256-channel spectrometers. Also, in the new system there are two spectrometers per 

observed baseline for a l l  fixed x moveable baselines, thereby increasing the sensitivity. 

Table 2.4 summarizes the instrumental and observing parameters. 



Bandwidth 408 M H z  4 MHz 
1420 MHz continuum 30 lMaz 
1420 MHz spectral line 1 MHz 

Polarisation 408 MHz RR 
1420MHzcontinuum RR,LLIRL,LR 
1420 MHz spectral line RR 

Calibrators 408 MHz 3C147 (48.0 Jy)? 3C29.5 (54.0 Jy) 
1420 MHz 3C147 (22.0 Jy): 3C295 (22.1 Jy). 

3C286 (14.7 Jy) 

Centre coordinates Galactic (134.76O, 1.2') 
52000 (2h33m56.08s, 61°42'42.6") 

Spatial coverage 408 MHz - 14O x IO0 ( 1  x b)  
1420 MHz - 8' x 6' (1 x b)  

Spatial resolution 408 MHz 3.5' x 4.0f (EW x KS) 
1420 MHz 1.00' x 1.14' (EW x NS) 

Centra. velocity 
Velocity coverage 
Channel width 
Chamel separation 

Sensitivity 408 MHz 1.9 mJy/beam-16.5 mJy/beam 
over the mosaic 1420 MHz continuum 0.23 mJy/beam-1.15 mJy/beam 
(Io, theoretical) 1420 MHz spectral üne 3.0 K-15.0 K 

Table 2.4: Observational parameters for the synthesis telescope observations 



2.4.1 The basic observing scheme 

The main obstacle to carrying out a survey of the Gdactic plane with the D U O  

SST was the duration of the project. Previous to the pilot project, the synthesis 

telescope only observed one field per day, along with its ac~ornpan~ying calibrations. 

and the configuration was changed each day. In effect, the SST lay dormant almost 

half of every day. 

In order to reduce the time required for the GPS observations. an obsen-ing 

scheme was developed wherein the telescope operates 24 hours a day for a few days 

on end. The cornerstone of the new approach is obsenring many fields before chang- 

ing configurations. making it possible to slew £rom field to field. with continuum 

calibrations interspersed and one or two spectral Iine calibrations. depending on the 

length of time spent in the one configuration. For adjacent fields. this is 00 possible 

if they are at high declination, as is the case for the pilot project fields. For fields at 

lower dechation, it is possible to interleave them with higher dechation fields or 

to interleave fields separated by 4 2  hours in right ascension. 

As mentioned previously (§2.1.3), daytime observations are affected by the pres- 

ence of the Sun above the horizon, particularly at 408 MHz. In order to minimize the 

effect of solar interference on the pilot project data, the observing templates were 

constructed such that , for a given field, observations alternated between daytime 

and night time from one configuration to the next. In this fashion, only half of the 

spacings for each field were observed in daytime, thereby diluting the iii effects of 

the Sun. 



2.4.2 Parameters for HI observations 

The Galactic complex chosen for the pilot observations, the W3/W4/W5 /HB3 re- 

gion, is at  an estirnated distance of - 2.2 kpc (Routledge et al. l99l). Many processes 

of interest in star forming regions, such as the formation of dissociation zones around 

young stars, occur on scales of a parsec or les .  With spectrometers on all baselines. 

the SST has a resolution of 1 arcmin which corresponds to 0.64 pc at the distance 

of this complex. whereas, if there were o d y  spectrometers for the i ~ e r  half of the 

visibility plane, the linear resolution at the distance of W3/4/5 would be 1-28 pc. It 

rvas therefore decided to observe in high resolution mode. 

At the Galactic longitude of the W3/4/5 complex (1  - 135'). the HI spans 

velocities fkom -120 km s-' to +20 km s-' according to the Weaver Si Wiiams 

(1973) spectra taken from single dish observations. A bandwidth of 1 MHz was 

therefore necessaxy to fully sample the HI distribution and a central veiocity of 

-50 km s-' was chosen. With this choice of parameters, the velocity coverage is 

211 km s-' , the channel separation is 1.649 km s-' and the channel width is 2.64 

km s-L . The sensitivity at the centre of each map is 3.4 sin b Ky -2.9 K for the 

dechation of the pilot project fields. 

2.4.3 Field centre separation 

The survey images will be comprised of a large nurnber of synthesized fields. A U  of 

the fields will be combined to fonn a 3-dimensional mosaiced cube of the Galactic HI 

emission. When deciding on the angular separation of the synthesized fields. t here 

are two aspects to be considered: the sensitivity over the mosaic and the duration 

of the project. The more overlap between the fields, the better and more uniform 



the sensitivity but the longer the time required to carry out the swey.  The range 

of separations to be considered depends on both astrophysical and instrumental 

considerations. The maximum of the noise over the central part of the mosaic. 

its average value and its standard deviation for the DRA0 SST obserting in the 

continuum at 1420 MHz are shown in Figure 2.6 as a function of field separation. The 

fields were truncated at the 20% level of a Gaussian primary beam with FCVHM of 

103 arcmin, and the mosaic was assumed to have been made with uniform weighting 

of the fields. In fact, when mosaicing, the fields are generdy weighted according 

to the primary beam. The noise over such a mosaic would be less than the case 

considered here. The levehg off of the maximum noise curve corresponds to the 

point when the field centre separation is such that there axe gaps in the mosaic. 

The upper M t  of the sensitiviw range, and therefore of the separation range. is 

determined by the types of object that one wishes to detect over the entire mosaic. 

As an important limiting example, for an HI1 region associated with a B3 star at 

the distance of the W4 region (- 2.2 kpc), and using the gas density evaluated by 

Lada et al. (100 cm-3), the flux density is approxhately 0.9 mJy. This is above 

the maximum theoretical noise level of the mosaic for field centre separations of less 

than 131 arcmin. 

As this is a principally an HI survey it would be better to consider the dissociation 

zone set up around a B3 star ,  rather than the ionized region, in order to determine 

the field centre separation. The brightness temperature of a dissociation zone set 

up around a B3 star after 4 x 104 years (Dickel, 1980, estirnates that star formation 

began approxhately 4 x 104 years ago in the W3/4 region) is appro-ximately 10.5 

K. The mzwcimum of the '?nosaic noise7' at the la level per spectrometer channel 



Figure 2.6: Determination of field separation 
The maximum, average value and standard deviation of the noise over the centrai 
part of the mosaic at 1420 MHZ are shown. Calculations were done for a mosaic 
made using uniforrn weighting, with each field cropped at the 20% level of the primar-y 
beam, which was assumed to have a FWHM of 103 arcmin. 

for a 1 MHz total bandwidth with the 12û-channel system reached this value for a 

separation of 130 arcminutes. The average map noise reached one third of this value 

for a separation of 93.2 arcminutes. 

The field centre separation used for the pilot project was 126 arcminutes in order 

to cover the entire W3/4/5/HB3 region with ten fields. Field centres are given in 

Table 2.5 for the ten fields needed to cover the entire W3/4/5/HB3 Galactic comples 

dong with the DRA0 s m e y  codes used to refer to the individual fields. 



code (degrees) (degrees) (h m s) (O ' "1 
H W  131.59 1-20 2 08 18.66 62 47 17.3 

Table 2.5: Survey codes and field centres 

2.5 The SST observations 

Observations wîth the synthesis telescope were divided into two sets of fields: one 

set of four in the siimmer of 1993 and the other six in the autiimn. 

2.5.1 Observing the fust four fields (HW, HX, HY, HZ) 

Observations of the first four fields began June 3rd 1993 and ran through until July 

22nd 1993. A few days in that interval were given over to solar observations and 

inst m e n t a l  difncdt ies caused further delays. Excluding £rom the calculat ion the 

time spent observing the sun, an average of 11.0 days were required per field rather 

than the ideal 7.5 days. Though not ideal, this is nonetheless an improvement on 

the minimum of 12 days per field which would have been required using the previous 

obseniing method. 

Observations for each configuration lasted approximately 2.5 days. Once one 



such interval was complete, antennas 2, 3 and 4 were relocated and the next ob- 

senring run was started, -12 hours after the termination of the previous one. The 

observations began with the second most compact configuration (1 x 2 baseline = 

spacing 4) moving the telescopes down the track progressively, then coming back to 

the most compact configuration once all the others had been observed. This was 

clone because observations in spacing 3 c m  be problematic. Indeed. antemas 1 and 

2 can potentially collide and so the observations have to be monitored more closel- 

As the obsen?ng method was already non-standard. it vvas felt best not to have the 

added complications of spacing 3 at the outset. 

A typical observing ternplate for this nui is reproduced in Table 2.6. The spec- 

trometer crosstalk calibration ('xtalk' in the table) was the first observation to be 

canied out. One crosstalk per configuration is required and it was put in at the bebgin- 

ning of the template in order that the spectrometer data could be post-processed as 

it came off the telescope; it is necessary to have the appropriate crosstalk available at 

the initial processing stage in order to correct for channel-to-channel gai. variations 

(bandflat t ening) . The continuum calibrator used for almost a.il of the observations 

in this run was 3C147. This source is unresolveà at both continuum fiequemies and 

can therefore pull double calibrator duty. It needed to be observed for an hour due 

to the amount of emission present in the field at 408 MHz. The caübration modelling 

process (c.f. page 31) had only just been undertaken at the time of the fmt set of 

observations. For the last few configurations 3C295 was added to the observational 

templates for model testing purposes but it was not used to calibrate these data. 

Also observed was a source c d e d  H l  which was in fact 3C286. This was done for 

cross-polarisation calibration purposes; it is needed to calibrate the polarisation an- 



I mst nt: w r u s : n i , r r  

itn r a  o . w u  u 1 
I 1 COlf Ul: CQltlUt:C21 a 

i con al: QQIIL~S:C?~-~ 
mst sm: eawius:ntq, 

1 me un: o o r l ~ : T l o Y e u  

Table 2.6: Observing template, 1st run 
This template was for observations of the configuration with minimum spacing of 9 
for fields HW, HX, HY1 HZ. 



gle. At the time, cross-polarisation work was not standard at DRA0 - hence the 

fact that it was processed as an observation rather than a calibrator. It was later 

reprocessed as a calibrator for pilot project purposes. These data were collected in 

this form to be used by R. Smegal for development of the cross-polarisation obserc-ing 

system (Smegal1995). 

Also present in the observing template were dummy sources whose purpose n-as 

to get the telescopes away hom the lower culmination limit before swin,@g them 

around to the other side of 12h in hour angle to continue the observations. The 

antennas have limits built in at various levels. both in the hardware and softn-are, 

which prevent them fkom observing near an hour angle of 12h. These lîmits are set 

to prevent damage to the antennas, towers and cables. There is always a gap in the 

visibilit y plane coverage corresponding to t hese hour angles. 

2.5.2 Observing the last six fields (ZA, IB, IC, ID, IE, IF) 

Observations of the last six fieIds began October 29th 1993 and ran through until 

December 2znd 1993. A few days in that interval were given over to pointing runs as 

was mentionecl previously (52.3.2). Some instrumental failmes caused further delays 

but most did not cause complete interruption of obsemtioos. Certain configura- 

t ions were re-observed t O recover lost spectrometer information. An average rate 

of 8.3 days per field was attained this tirne' significantly better than the summer's 

observations. 

Each observing template lasted approximately 3.62 days. The telescopes were 

then moved to the next configuration and the next template was started -4.3 hours 

after the termination of the previous one. Once again, observations began with 



the second most compact configuration (1 x 2 baseline = spacing 4) moving the 

telescopes down the track progressively, then coming back to the most compact 

configuration once all the others had been observed. Shese templates also started 

with a crosstalk but, as they ran for over three and a half days, it was thought pnident 

to aiso have a post-observation spectrometer calibration. By the time this second 

set of observations got under way, a few calibrator fields had been modeIled and the 

calibration time was reduced to 30 minutes. 3C147 and 3C295 were used to calibrate 

at both continuum frequencies. 3C295 was thought to have the better mode1 but 

3Cl47 is necessary to calibrate the level of instrumental polarisation because it is 

itself completely unpolarised. 3C286 was observed to calibrate polarisation position 

angles; as it had not been modelled. it could not be used as a calibrator at $08 MHz. 

The diimmy sources were again necessaxy to help the telescopes out of the danger 

zone near lower ciilmination. 

Instrumental problems 

First set of fields During the summer observations? problems arose connected 

with the air-conditionhg system in the building where the SST electronics are 

housed. The compressor for the unit was hadequate and, as a result, wodd oot 

start up again after power failures. This happened on three occasions. \\'hile the 

crucial elements of the system were on an uninterruptible power supply (UPS) and 

therefore remainecl on-line during power failures, the air-conditioning unit was not 

and when it failed to function the equipment room would overheat and the system 

would go into thermal shutdown. On these occasions a complete reboot was needed. 

A summary of the various instrumental failures that occurred during the obser- 



spacing 
1 x 2  

3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 

ant 6R amp failed (21cm) 
AC fdure antenna control co~ll~~lunication failme 

microvax disk full 
16X delay switch stuck on ant LR (21cm) 

ant 6 tracking mot or dead 

C21 dead for 4.4 hours 

power supply maintenance 

ant 1R 16X delay switch stuck (21cm) 
ant 4.L lost for 2-73 hours (2lcm) 
one rack of spectrometers dead 

Table 2.7: Instrumental failures during the observations of fields H W  and LX 

vat ions of the h t  four fields is presented in Tables 2.7 and 2.8. These tables do not 

include spectrometer clropouts which, while a known problem, did not have a knom 

cause. 

Most of the data lost due to the difficulties listed in the tables were recovered 

through reobservation of the affected hour angle range for the given spacing. For 

observations following the less stringent 12-hou-a-day scheduluig procedure! most 

of these technical problems would have had a minimal impact as appending data 

recovery runs is then much more easily done. The tables are included here to Uus- 

trate the great er need for instrumental stability associated wit h the new o b s e ~ n g  

approach. 

Second set of fields Acting on the experience gained during the first series of 

pilot obsemtions, the air-conditionhg problems had been solved by the time the 



ant 4 power supply breaker blom 
ant 3 out of commission for an hour 

ant 6 stuck at ELA lirnit for Ih ant 6 tracking motor dead 
ant 6 stuck at E U  Iunit for 3-5h 

spacing 
1 x 2  
" 

i sidereal clock port on microww blown 
1 ant 4L lost for 2 hours 

AC fdure 
ant 4~ 10et for 1 hour (21cm) 

multiple spectrometer failures 
ant 3 off-source very often 
ant IR 16X delay switch stuck (21cm) 
AC faiiure 
breaker blown on one rack of mectrorneters 

field HY field HZ 

ant 6R amp dead (21cm) ant6R amp dead for 4h (21cm) 

Table 2.8: Instrumental fdures during the observations of fields HY and HZ 

second set started. In addition, a new UPS had been installed and almost everything 

in the equipment room was on this bigger and better UPS. One rack of spectrometers 

was not on the UPS. As a resdt, in addition to the fact that it was subject to the 

vagaries of West Kootenay Power, the spectrometers on the UPS caused feedbacks 

that prompted failures of the unprotected one. This rack or part of it was often lost. 

A cause for concern for the first few configurations was the presence of very strong 

interference spikes every half hour at 408 LMHz. They were eventually traced to the 

nearby border station. Canada and the United States have reached an agreement to 

standadize communications systerns at border stations and the frequency of 411.4 

MHz was chosen as a carrier. While this is officidy outside the protected kequency 

range, because the signal is so strong and its source close, and because the C74 band 

does not cut off cleanly at 410 MHz, the border station signals are detected by the 



SST. The border station emitted an identifierltest signal every half hour but they 

were persuaded to forego this regular signal. The new C74 flters were designed to 

cut out this signal more effectively- Another source of interference during this run 

was a weather bdoon which effectively drowned out field IB at 408 MHz for three 

hours during the spacing 3 configuration observations. The miçsing data were later 

reo bserved, 

A summary of the various instrumental problems that atfected this second set of 

observations is presented in Tables 2.9, 2.10 and 2.11. These tables do not take into 

account the data recovery observations. The nature of the problems has changed. non- 

being almost exclusively associated wit h the spectrometers as described above: acting 

on the experience of the sllmmer's observations, the stability of various components of 

the obsening system had been irnproved. The main source of the increased stability 

rvas the new UPS. .4s weil, the increased reliability of antema 6 can mostly be traced 

to the wider berth given to the lower culmination hour angle limit. 

2.6 The 26 m observations 

Low resolution HI observations were camed out using the 26 m antenna of the 

DRA0 between June 15th and July 19th. These provided the short spacing spectral 

line information. The 26 m telescope is a total power instrument which operates in 

fiequency switching mode, alternating between the HI line frequency and a nearby 

reference frequency. The reference spectnun is subtracted fiom the Line spectrum 

and in this manner a spectrum showing ody  the HI line, as modified by the fiont-end 

filter's curvatwe, is obtained. This difference spectnun is divided by the bandshape 



spacing 
1 x 2 

3 

4 
5 

6 

7 

field IA field IB 

ant 1 and 2 stopped for 4h - ant 1 and 2 for 0.5h 
interf at C?4 for l h  interf at C74 for 3h 
- S21 1x2 
- S212x6 
- most of S21 1x3 and 1x5 
- S21 2x6 
- ant 4 for 2.5h 
- S21 2x6 

- S 2 1 2 ~ 6  

one S21 rack ofEiine 

- S21 2x6, 2x7, 3x5,3x6,3x7 for 1.39h 
-mt 6 

14 ( - S21 1x3, Lx5 for 0.25h - 0.5h 

Table 2.9: Instrumental failures during the observations of fields LA and IB 

spacing 
1 x 2  

3 
4 
5 
6 

7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 

field IC field ID 

- ant 1 and 2 for 2h - S213x5 for 3.25h 
- S21 1x2 for 2 6h 

- S21 2x6 - S212x6 
- S21 1x3 for 2.32h - ant 4 for 2.5h 
- S212x6 - S21 2x6 

- S21 2x6, 2x?,4x5,4x6, 4x7 for 2 lh 

Table 2.10: Instrumental failures during the observations of fields IC and ID 



spacing 
1 x 2  

field IE field IF 

3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

9 
10 

11 

Table 2.11: Instrumental failtues during the observations of fields IE and IF 

- S21 1x2 off and on 
- S212~6 

- S21 3x6 - S212x6 
- S21 2x6 for 2h 
- S21 2x6, 2x7,4x6, 4x7 for 2h - S21 ix3, 3x5 for 6.9h 

- S21 1x4, 2x6, 2x7, 3~6.3~7. 
4x5, 4x6. 4x7 for 1.4h 

.Pm1 fle lost - S21 2 ~ 7 ~ 4 x 5  for 1.5h 
ant 1,3,6 off source often 

12 
13 

14 

- S212x6,4x7 for 5.# 
- 0.5h C74, C21 A and B 
-0.77h C21 C and D 

- S21 2x6 



to produce the final spectrum. This observing method, though relatively insensitive 

to variations in the overd noise level entering the correlator. is sensitive to varia- 

t ions in the frontend bandshape and therefore requires corrections during the data 

reduction stage for gain and baseline oilkets. There is an automatic level control 

-stem on the 26 m which records the gain modifications. The spatial resolution of 

this instrument is 35 arcmin. 

For these observations, spectra were sampled every 16 mcrnin and the maps me 

therefore U y  sampled. The spectrometer parameters were chosen to be identical to 

those of the SST observations i-e. a bandwidth of I MHz was used and the central 

channel corresponded to an LSR velocity of -50.0 km s-' . Figure 2.7 shows the 

telescope pointings used. A much larger region was sampled than with the SST in 

order to avoid aliasing artefacts when combining these data with the high resolution 

observations- 

The S7 standard region was used for calibration. Its brightness temperature has 

been measured by WiIlim (1973) using a similar antenna to be lOOK at 2H 611 

12.594s' 60D 33' 17.76'' (52000). Unfortunately, it was discovered that when one 

entered the 52000 coordinates for S7, the 26 m control softwaze assumed that these 

were BI950 coordinates and therefore, the telescope mispointed during calibration. 

Fortunately, as S7 is an extended region, this was not catastrophic. The resulting 

error in brightness temperature is calcuiated to be 3.3%. An appropriate correction 

factor was applied when merging the SST and 26 m data sets (c.f. 53.4.2). 



t 1 1 1 1 I I 1 1 
3h 28m 1Zrn ~6~ 4om 24m 0 8 ~  52'" 36m 

% R I W T  ASCENSION ( ~ 2 0 0 0 )  

Figure 2.7: Pointings for the 26 m telescope 
Crosses showing the pointings of the 26 m telescope are superimposed on the 2695 
MHz image of the W3/4/5/KB3 region. There are 3072 pointings. 



Chapter 3 

Data processing 

This chapter presents the data redvction for the pilot project. It pro- 

duced a data set of unprecedented quality, confiming the potential 

value of a fil1 sumey. It also serued to catalyse softvtare deuelopment 

for the GPS by highlighting the various ares for improvement in the 

then clment programmes. 

The data are coIlected in the form of amplitudes and phases fiom the correlators. 

with different correlators being used for each polarisation and each band. Some 

of the initial processing is done automaticdy by the computer as the data corne 

off the telescope The next step involves editing done by a combination of software 

and human beings (mostly human beings). Once the data are edited. they must 

be calibrated using antema based gain coefficients bom observations of calibration 

sources if they are continuum data or a combioation of antenna based gain coefficients 

and the crosstalk coefficients if they are spectral Line data. Images can then be 

produced and refmed. 

3.1 SST daily data files and their processing 

The synthesis telescope is controlled by a microvax computer. The data are ini t idy 

collected on this microvax but are later transferred to a second microvax which has 

a greater storage capacity and is mostly, though not solely, dedicated to the initial 



processing of the data. Observations, continuum calibrations and spectrometers 

calibrations are treated separately from here on. 

3.1.1 Original files 

Various files are created for each obsenring session. There are four different types of 

file created for each observation, continuum calibration and spectral Line calibration: 

post reports (.POST_REPORT), parameter files ( .PRM). error log files ( .EU) and data 

files. 

Idormation files 

The post report is a text fie wwhich contains information about the obserçing mn. 

It is used as a tool for monitoring the daily performance of the telescope. 

The parameter file contains much of the same information as the post report 

except that it is in bioary format and is referenced by much of the processing software. 

It is a critical fde and if lost, the data from that run are useless, a s   as the case for 

the initial observations of IE in spacing 10 configuration (see Table 2.11). 

The error log file contains error messages produced during observations and its 

contents are later used to produce the flag files for the data. The type of erron 

logged here are of the on/off type, i.e. which observing subsystems were on-iine or 

off-line; there is no information about the quality of the data. 

Data files 

There are four types of data files that are produced by the synthesis telescope system: 

C2 1 cross-correlation data files, C21 autocorrelation data files, C74 cross-correlat ion 

data files and S21 cross-correlation data files. 



The C21 system produces 8 f2e: four cross-correlation and four autocorrelation 

data files. There is one file of each type for each band. And each 6le contains 

information about the four polarisation modes (RR, LL. RL and LR where -3W 

refers to the correlation of 'N'-hand circular polarisation fkom one antenna and *SI'- 

hand circular polarisation received by another). Each data point corresponds to a 

5.625 second integration. 

For the C74 system, there is only one band and one polarisation mode and no 

autocorrelation information is recorded. Each data point is for a 7.5 second integra- 

t ion. 

For the S21 observations. done in high resolution mode. there is ody  one po- 

larisation mode (RR). There are therefore 12 mes correspondhg to each of the 12 

fked x moveable baselines. The integration tirne for the spectrometers is 90 seconds. 

3.1.2 Processing of the daily mes 

The processing of the daily data files is automatic and human beings do not geoerally 

have to deal with the data at this stage. As the data corne off the telescope. they are 

£hst stored on the telescope control microvax but are quickly transferred to mot her 

such computer where the automatic post-processing takes place. The processing done 

depends on the type of file. For all files the flagging of bad data due to obsen-ing 

sub-systems being off-line is done. For continuum files, the data are averaged in such 

a way that each data point corresponds to 90 seconds. A spike-hcling algorithm sifts 

through the data to eliminate the more obvious intederence spikes. 



3.2 Producing calibrated SST images 

Once this automatic processing has been done, the daily data are entered into the 

s w e y  databases (one for each wavelength, polarisation, band, and one for each 

spectrometer channel). For the spectral h e  data, bandflattening is done at this 

stage. Human beings now reappeax and take a hand in things. 

The data must first be edited. This is done through visual inspection of the corre- 

lator outputs. Data atfected by interference are flagged (solar interference. weather 

bailoons, border stations, ot her unknown sources). Also. instrumental pro blems of- 

ten show up in the data, problems that were not flagged by the system. Elvamples of 

this are phase jumps, antennas going off h e  or off source in certain circumstances. 

and many other problems the cause of which often remains unknown. 

The image making process is surprisingly robust and it is possible to be rather 

heaw-handed when editing without ill effects. Of course, some baselines are more 

forgiving than others such as those tbat are redundant and, to a point, those for 

which the sampled points are very closely spaced in the visibility plane (Le. shorter 

baselines). 

AU databases, i.e. al1 combinations of polarisations and bands, were edited. Be- 

cause polarimetry relateci software has only recently become available, C21 RL and 

LR databases were not further processed as part of t his dissertation's work. 



3.2.2 Calibration 

The standard form of calibration is to apply corrections to the amplitude and phase 

of the data based on the results of observations of standard sources. Cornplex gains 

are determllied for each antenna from the caübrator. The applied gains were an 

average of those determineci fiom two calibrations: one before and one after the field 

observation. The caIibrations used were constrained to be no more than I day away 

fiom the observations and the closest one was always used. Occasiondy. if there had 

been instrumental problems that affected a calibrator but not the field observations. 

that calibrator was deleted and only one calibrator used for that observation. 

For the spectral h e  data, the crosstalk used to calibrate the backend is the same 

as the one used for bandflattening. The fiont end calibration cornes h m  continuum 

calibrators for bands B and C. 

3.2.3 Producing images 

Once the data had been calibrated, images were produced. Images are created by 

Fourier transform of the visibility data. Various schemes for weighting the visibil- 

ity plane data are possible. Uniform weighting was used here rather than natural 

weighting in order to compensate for the denser sampling of the shorter spacings. 

Natural weighting accords every sampled point equal weight thereby biasing the re- 

sulting image towards larger scale features. Uniform weighting accords equal weights 

to equal area cells in the visibility plane, regmdless of the number of data points. 



Continuum 21 c m  images 

For C21, because of all the anilable combinations of polarisations and bands. many 

different maps can be made. Of interest here were the total intensim or Stokes 1. 

images. These are the average of the RR and LL data, and generdy all four bands 

are averaged together as  was the case here. 

Spectral line 21 cm images 

For S21. one image per spectrometer channel was produced. There should therefore 

be 128 maps per field, each correspondhg to a different LSR velocity There were in 

fact only 127 usehl channel maps: the first channel does not yield usable data for 

reasons unknown. 

Continuum 74 c m  images 

At 408 MHz, there is only one polarisation and one band. A slightly different a p  

proach was adopted for the production of images at 408 MHz. A.R. Taylor processed 

seven fields (ail except HX, HZ and ID) and modified the visibility plane weighting 

in order to have the same synthesized beam for all fields. The processing of fields 

HX, HZ and ID also foilowed this approach. A gaussian taper was not applied to 

the visibility plane data, or rather, one was applied but one which fell to 20% at a 

distance of over 8.5 km- 



3.3 Refining the SST images 

3.3.1 Continuum emission 

One generdy attempts to recover the tme sky intensity distribution from the dirty 

images that contain the instrumental effects. The first step is to deconvolve the 

instrumental response kom the image. Further refinements are sought through self- 

calibration. 

Deconvolving the instrumental response 

To deconvolve the instrumental response kom the actual sky brightness. the CLEAN 

algorithm (Hogbom 1974, CIark 1980, Steer et al. 1984) ïs used at the DRAO. 

The image produced by the Fourier transform of the observed data is not. in fact. 

a map of the true sb intensity distribution, I,,, but rather? the true sIq intensity 

distribution as affected by instrumental and computational parameters. Under gen- 

erdy assumed conditions (small angles and s m d  enough sampling intervals that 

aliasing is not a concern) 

where B(2, m) is the synthesized beam, ( 2 ,  m) are image coordinates and t irnplies 

convolution. The synt hesized beam includes artefacts caused by the regular sampling 

of the visibility plane, i.e. by the 4.286 m spacing increment in the case of the D U O  

SST. To obtain I,, fiom lob one must deconvolve the synthesized beam. This 

seems straightforward enough until one realizes that the convolution with the beam 

has caused a loss of information and that there are therefore an infinite number of 

solutions. 



The CLEAN algorithm works on the assumption that the slq intensiv distribution 

can be represented by a hea r  combination of point sources of amplitude Ail i.e. 

where ~ ( 1 :  m) is the noise distribution of pixel amplitudes. Therefore the observed 

Ïntensity distribution would be 

N 

I&(Z, m) = C AB(1 - li, m - mi) + IR(I. m). (3-3) 
i= 1 

where IR(l ,  m) is the residual map, or noise map, which is the noise convolved n-ith 

the synthesized beam. CLEAN tries to h d  the locations, (li, mi). and amplitudes. -4;. 

of the delta functions, also referred to as CLEAN components. 

CLEAN is an iterative procedure. During one iteration, the position and amplitude 

of the map maximum are found. A certain fraction of this, multiplied by the B(1. m). 

is subtracted fiom the map. The resulting set of point components constitutes the 

CLEAN components. The procedure is repeated until the maximum of the residud 

map is less than a predehed lirnit. The CLEAW components are then convolved &<th a 

CLEAN beam - generdy, as was the case for the pilot project processing, a gaussian 

fit to the main lobe of the dirty beam - and added to the residual map. 

There are several different implementations of CLEAN, but they are ail variations 

on this general theme. At the DRA0 a combination of the Clark algorithm and 

one developed by Steer et al. is used. The Steer et al. algorithm is preferable for 

e-xtended emission and so the transition from Clark to Steer et al. is done when t be 

maximum of the residud map is associated with an extended structure. 

Figure 3.1 illustrates the effect of CLEAN for one of the fields of the pilot project. 



In this field (HUi) there are additional artefacts associated with the loss of 4.36 hours 

worth of data due to the microvax disk being M. 

Selfcalibrat ion 

Because of the tirne dependence of atmospheric transmission and instrumental gain 

there will be time variable residuals to the complex gain calibrations. Selfcalibration 

is used to correct for these short tirnescale (less than 12 hours) variations. 

The procedure is as follows. One starts with the initial visibilities that have 

been calibrated in the standard way. A map is created from these by FT and it is 

deconvolved using CLEAN. The map of CLEAN components is then used as a model. It is 

FTed into a set of model visibilities- The comple~ division of these model visibilities 

and the original visibiüties yields sets of twenty-one baseline based gains. one set for 

each time interval which can be as s m d  as the integration time. From these. for 

each interval, seven new antenna-based coefficients are found fiom a least squares 

fit: as was done for the initial calibration. These new gains are then applied to the 

visibilities and the procedure is repeated. At each iteration the CLEAN component 

model contains more flux, more of the structures in the field. As well. the tirne 

interval for which to fhd gain values can be varied. The process is brought to a hd t  

when the image no longer changes significantly from one iteration to the ne.*. 

When these data were reduced the DRA0 selfcalibration programme was under 

construction; the pilot project processing served to stimulate software development 

in this area. 



Figure 3.1: The effect of C U  on an image 
The top panel shows the visibility coverage, before editing, for field HW with every 
second sampled point shown. The lower left panel shows the "dirty" image of field 
H W  and the right panel shows the same field after CLEANhg. The greyscales are 
the same for both images and v q  fiom -2 to +2 mJy/beam. For t his field there 
was a 4.36 hour gap in the data as can been seen in the visibility plane coverage 
plot. On the dVty rnap several artefacts are visible. They are part of the synthesized 
beam and so were removed by the CLEAN deconvolution algorithm. In this particda 
example, CLEANing was terminateci after only 6 iterations, once the maximum of 
the residual map fell below 1% of the initial peak value. There are obvious phase 
errors in the C M  image (anti-symmetric rings around strong sources) which require 
selfcalibration. 



Field Major axis Minor axis angle 

Table 3.1: The CLEAN restoring beams at 1420 MHz 
At 408 MHz the same restoring beam was used for all fields. At 1420 MHz the 
beams differed, depenciing on the central declination of each field. The angles giw 
the orientations of the major axes, counter-clockwise fkom est-west . 

Improving the pilot project data 

At 408 MHz, all fields were restored with the same beam which was 3.26 x 2.86 

arcmin* at an angle of 90". At 1420 MHz each field was restored with a differ- 

ent beam. one appropriate to its central declination. The beam sizes are given in 

Table 3.1. 

The level at which the transition from Clark's to Steer et al.k aigorithm occurred 

varied fkom field to field. For HZ, for example, the emission maximum corresponds to 

W3, which is an extended source, and so Steer et d.'s algorithm was used throughout. 

The number of rounds of selfcalibration was not the same for al1 fields. At 1420 

MHz, for field IE where there are a very few bright features only one iteration was 

required, whereas for field HZ ten were needed. 

Phase-only selfcalibration was initially applied until it no longer had any effect 



Figure 3.2: The efTect of selfcalibration 
Field HZ at 1420 M&z before (left) and after (rïght) selfcaübration. Both images have 
been CLWNed. The same geyscde was used for both images; it varies iinearly from 
-40 mJy/beam to +40 mJy/beam. While there are sti l l  artefacts in the selfcalibrated 
image it is clearly a vast improvement over the original CLEAN image. 

on the image. Amplitude selfcalibration was ody attempted if the image still showed 

serious and obvious defects and if there mas a very çtrong source present. In the end. 

the results of amplitude selfcalibration were only useful for field HZ. Pihatever the 

type: phase or amplitude, adjustments were initially restricted to longer baselines 

and/or longer t h e  integrat ions, and t hese restrictions were progressively relaxed 

as changes to the image became more subtle. The longer baselines detect ody the 

more compact structures which are generally the brighter sources in a field and are 

therefore included in the initial C L W  component models of the emission; low-level 

extended emission is not present in the models until the compact source component 

has been dealt with adequately. Figure 3.2 shows the effect of selfcalibration on field 

HZ at 1420 MHz. 



Table 3.2: ALC correction factors for spectral h e  data 

field correction factor 
Hw 1.4 
EFX 1.3 
H Y  1.2 
HZ 1.4 
IA 1.3 

3.3.2 Spectral line data 

- field correction factor 
IB 1.3 
IC 1.4 
ID 1.4 
IE 1.3 
IF 1 -3 

Automatic level control 

The S21 system was equipped with an automatic level control for which the correct ion 

factors were deduced by cornparison of the C21 signal with the signal contained in the 

S21 empty channels. With the 1 MHz bandwidth at the longitudes considered here 

there were generally many empty channels. The method adopted was to compare 

the intensiw of compact sources in the continuum map and in the end channels of 

the cube, determine a correction factor and verify t hat there is no residual structure 

in a Merence map when this factor is used. The ALC factor can be determined to 

an accuracy of 10%. Table 3.2 gives the correction factors for each of the fields. 

Subtracting the continuum 

To obtain images containing Al structure only, the continuum emission must be 

subtracted. There are two possible approaches. One is to subtract a continuum 

map made from the bands on either side of the spectrometer band, Le. bands B 

and C. This method requires that one determine the ALC correction factor quite 

accurately in order to match the intensity scales of the continuum and spectral line 

images. The other possibility is to use channels within the spectral line data cube 



which are empty of HI structure to constmct an image of the continuum emission to 

be subtract ed. For signal-to-noise considerations, it is preferable to average sever al 

such maps and subtract this average rather than use a single channel. This was the 

preferred approach as it avoided any potential problems caused by an inaccurate 

determination of the ALC factor. There were in general between 50 and 60 "emptf 

channels. The first 20 and Iast 20 were used. 

For field ID, it was not possible to create a pseudo-continuum map £rom the 

end channek because none were devoid of M signal. In this field. there is the 

barred spiral starburst galav hldei 2 (see Fig. 1.1) which has associated HI at the 

velocities corresponding to the outer chmels. It was therefore necessq to subtract 

the matching continuum map made from bands B and C, taking the 4LC correction 

into account. The determination of the ALC factor was somewhat problematic and 

no factor was found that perfectly subtracted the brightest source in the field and 

its artefacts. The cause of this problem was unknown though current work at the 

DRA0 suggests that it may have been iinked to non-lineazit ies in the auto-correlator. 

The remaining imperfections are below the theoretical 30 level for a single spectral 

channel and are therefore not apparent in the ha1 images. 

CLEAN and selfcalibr ation 

Generally. only continuum maps are CWed,  spectral line rnaps axe not. For HI 

images emission is typically on the order of 10's of Kelvins. The first sidelobe is at 

2% of the main lobe peak value and so the artefacts associated with the weak HI 

emission would be far below the noise level (3 K at field centre, see Table 2.4). 

For the pilot project data, the exception was field HZ which contains W3. This 



source is absorbed by the HI at certain velocities. Therefore when subtracting the 

continuum signal fiom S21 SST maps, the accompmying artefacts fiom t his source 

are subtracted fiom h e  maps in which they are not present. This is of course the case 

for any absorbed source but because the signal bom W3 is so strong, the artefacts 

are at a higher level. The images were CLEANed before subtracting the continuum in 

an effort to reduce the level of the artefacts. 

Because of the reduced number of baselines used for 521, sellcalibration is not weil 

constrained. However, phase errors usually occur in the atmosphere and in the hont 

end which is calibrated through the continuum measurements. It would therefore 

be reasonable to apply seifcalibration coefficients obtained for the C21 data to the 

S21 data. Though not available at the time these data were processed the necessary 

software has since been developed. 

3.4 Large angular scale information 

Because the shortest spacing observed with the synthesis telescope is 12.86 m. t here is 

large angular scale information missing from the SST images. This must be provided 

by single dish observations. 

3.4.1 Continuum data 

For the continuum images, 

published surveys produced 

the necessary short spacing information is taken from 

at ot her observatories. 



Continuum 21 cm 

The two main single dish surveys in the continuum at 1420 MHz are the Effelsbeg 

survey (Kallas & Reich 1980 and Reich et al. 1990) and the Stockert s w e y  (Reich 

1982 and Reich & Reich 1986). The Effelsberg survey was conducted using a 100 m 

diameter telescope whereas the Stockert data were collecteci using a 25 m antenua. 

One would prefer to use the Effelsberg data to fill in the short spacing gap in 

the SST data since, with the larger diameter antenna. there is more overlap in the 

visibilities of the two data sets making the melding smoother. Ako. the quality 

of the Stockert data has been brought into question: it has become apparent that 

there is an additive zero level offset as weli as a multiplicative s c a h g  factor. and 

furthemore the requisite corrections vary £rom one region of the plane to another. 

However, the Effelsberg survey only extends to +4O in latitude and the SST mosaic 

extends to slightly higher latitudes (+4.33*). In order to make maximum use of 

the better quality and match of the Effelsberg data, it was decided to merge the 

Effelsberg and Stockert data sets, using the Stockert data only for the very highest 

latitudes. 

Correction factors and units First, a study of the short spacings data was 

done in order to determine correction factors required to render ail of the data sets 

consistent. 

A few researchers who worked at the DRA0 with the Effelsberg data sets (there 

are two versions of the survey) had pointed out that the units specified in the survey 

header of the more recent, more extended version seemed to be off by a factor 10. To 

test this, the two data sets were compared. The average value of a ratio between the 



tnro data sets for the CV3/W4/W5/HB3 region was 0.99 indicating that the brightness 

units are consistent. As a second test, a brightness temperature spectral index map 

was produced fiom the 21 cm and 11 cm Effelsberg data. This resulted in reasonable 

spectral indices for W4, W5 and 3C58 (i.e. thermal indices for the HI1 regions and 

a non-thermal index for the SNR). Therefore, it was concluded that unless all of 

the Effelsberg data sets had incorrect uaits? there was no factor of ten missing. A 

quick check was done for other sections of the Galactic plane and it appears that 

this factor of ten problem only applies to certain subsections of the swey-  

Miorking on the assumption that the Effelsberg data are tmtworthy. the S tockert 

data were checked for scale and zero level errors. The Stockert data were gïven as 

N1-beam brightness temperatures whereas the Effelsberg data were given as main- 

beam brightness temperatures. According to Reich & Reich (1988), the conversion 

factor £rom full-beam to main-beam brightness temperatures for the Stockert s w e y  

should be 1.55 f 0.8 as detennined fkom considerations of conversion to fli~u density. 

or 1.56 f 0.25 as determined from T-T plots1. Therefore, at the wry lest. one 

expects to have to apply a correction factor of 1.55-1.56 to the Stockea data  to 

make them consistent with the Effelsberg data. From a T T  plot of a region only 

slightly more extended in longitude than the region sweyed with the SST. the 

following conversion was detennined: 

Furthemore, T-T plots for subareas of this map revealed that the correction factors 

lTemperature-temperature, or T-T, plots are plots of the brightness temperature from one image 
versus the brightness temperature h m  some other. Generaily this method is used to determine a 
spectral index in which case data sets at two different frequencies are used. 



field scde correction zerdevel correction [KI 

Table 3-3: Correction factors for the Stockert data 

differed significantly fiom region to region. Conversion factors were therefore deter- 

mined individudy for the regions corresponding to high latitude SST fields HY. 1% 

and IE. They are given in Table 3.3. Although it may seem distressing that there 

is such a great difZerence in the correction factors from region to region. it must be 

rernembered that only a very s m d  fiaction of this project's data wiIl be affected by 

this as the Effelsberg data are used predominantly. 

Merging the data sets The Stockert and Effekberg data sets were first converted 

to the same grid and were mosaiced together, tapered in the region of overlap so the 

transition between fidl and no weight for each data set was gradual and the sum of 

the weights was always unity. 

Each SST field was treated individually, rather than working wit h a mosaic Mage. 

because of computing constraints to do with undefineci data values and the requisite 

power-of-two dimensions for the Fast Fourier T r d o r m s .  The data sets were filtered 

in the visibility plane, transformed back to the image plane, then added together 

taking into account the appropriate conversion factors for all to be on the same 

scale. For the filtering, the low resolution data were given unit weight out to a 

radius of 12.86 m (the SST7s spacing 3) and the SST data were @en unit weight 

from a radius of 25.71 m (spacing 6) outward. In between these two, the weights of 

the data sets varied linedy. When adding the maps, intensity units were converted 



to Kelvins. 

Continuum 74 c m  

At 408 MHz, the available shortspacing information was the Aaslam et al. (1982) 

swey. This is an d - s b  survey made from observations using the Jodrell Bank 

SM, Bonn 100 m, Paxkes 64 m and Jodrell Bank MkIA telescopes. The fist two 

telescopes have better resolution than the latter two but the images obtained from 

them were smoothed to 0 . 8 5 O  x 0.85" in order that all data sets be consistent- 

Automatic Level Control As indicated in the previous chapter, the C i 4  system 

is a equipped with an ALC for which correction factors must be deduced through 

cornparison with low resolution data. The eEect of the ALC is to keep the output 

level constant and t herefore 

where G is the gain, Ta is the a n t e ~ a  temperature and T, is the system tempera- 

ture which represents the receiver noise as well as unikanted noise from the antenna 

produced by ground radiation, atmospheric attenuation and other sources. It is a p  

proximately 90 K for the SST at 408 MHz. What is required now is an evaluation 

of the antenna temperature both for the field and the calibrator observations. 

The antenna temperature includes contributions from radiation received both 

through the main beam and the sidelobes. Assuming that the sidelobe level îs uni- 

form and at its average level and furthemore that the sky brightness temperature 

is unifom and at its average value over the sidelobes (Tb = 34K £rom the Haslam et 



al. swey)  , the antenna temperature can be written as 

where 71 is the main beam efficiency (0.66 for the DRA0 SST) and Ti is the antenna 

temperature in the absence of sidelobes. The f i t  term represents the contribution 

fiom the main beam and the second is the contribution from the sidelobes. 

To evaluate what the antenna temperature would be in the absence of sidelobes 

images are extracteci from the Haslarn et al. s w e y  for each field and each calibrator. 

These are then multiplied by the primary beam of the telescope. The ratio of the 

average of each of these images over the average value of the beam gives the sought 

after antema temperatures. For the first four fields of the pilot project. those ob- 

served during the summer of 1993, oniy one calibrator, 3C147. was used. For the 

Iast six fields both 3C147 and 3C295 were used and so, in the ALC correction factor 

calculations, an average value of the correspondhg antenna temperatures &-as used. 

The resulting correction factors are indicated in Table 3.4. 

Adding shortspacing information Because there was much daytime obseriing 

involved in the pilot pro ject , and t herefore much solar interference on the short er 

baselines, the Haslam et al. data were given full weight out to a distance of 21.43 m 

after which their weight decreased linearly until it reached zero at 25.71 m. Inverse 

weights were accorded to the SST data over this range. The distances correspond 

to spacing 5 and 6; in effect, data fkom the two shortest spacings observed with the 

SST were disregarded. 



Field FALC Comments 
HW 1.134 only3C147 
HX 1.132 only 3C147 
HY 1.124 only 3C147 
HZ 1-149 only 3C147 
IA 1.181 3C147 and 3C295 
IB 1.169 3C147 and 3C295 
1% 1.189 36147 and 3C295 
ID 1.170 3C147 and 3C295 
IE 1.160 36147 and 3C295 
IF 1.171 3C147 and 3C295 

Table 3.4: ALC correction factors at 408 MHz 

3.4.2 Spectral line data 

The information about large scale HI structure is taken from the 26 m telescope data. 

As with the continuum, both data sets are fütered in the visibility plane. transformed 

back to maps then added together. Of course, for the 26 m telescope observations. 

the maps first needed to be produced! 

Producing images âom the 26 m data 

For each night's observations, the 26 m telescope produces a spectrum for every 

pointing within a 16 x 16 grid. The files that are initially created contain the cor- 

relation coefficients and observational paramet ers for each of the O bserved point s. 

including the two S7 calibration observations. The first step is to produce spectra 

from these files. In addition to the spectra, gain Eles are created. These fiIes are 

used to calibrate the spectra. Finally, the calibrated spectra are used to produce 

images. 



Merging the two data sets 

The parameters chosen for the filtering of data in the visibility plane were those 

suggested by the cumuiated experience of the observatory staft Only 26 m data 

were used out to a radius of 7 m and only SST data were used for radii greater than 

15 m. This may seem a strange choice of parameters considering that the SST's 

shortest spacing is 12.86 rn but it must not be forgotten that the dishes are not 

points but rather, have a diameter of 9 m so there is signal from separations shorter 

than 12.86 m, and &O, because of projection effects. the shortest projected baseline 

is less than 12.86 m at h o u  angles other than O h or 12 h. 

When the low- and high-resolution images were added together the 26 m data 

were corrected for the mïsca.libration problem (c-f. 52.6) and the SST data were 

corrected for the effect of the automatic level control and converted to brightness 

temperature units, 

3.5 Creating the mosaics 

-4s a final step in the image production stage, the individual fields were combined to 

create a mosaic image of the W3/W4/WS/HB3 region. In areas of overlap between 

fields: the mosaic d u e s  are the weighted means of the field values. The weight 

given to a data point from one field was inversely proportional to the square of the 

t heoretical sensitivm at that point and t herefore depended on its distance from the 

centre of that field. 

When creating the 408 MHz mosaic, it was noticed that identical sources in 

overlapping fields did not have identical fluxes. For example, 3C69 had a peak f l i ~  



density of 2587.4 mJy/beam in HX, 2330.9 mJy/beam in LA, 2318.3 mJy/beam in 

IC. 2385.1 mJy/beam in ID, and 1985.4 mJy/beam in IF. Variations up to 10% rvere 

observed. This could not simply be attributed to an incorrect primary beam FTb'HhI 

as the effect did not appear to be systematic with distance fkom field centres. So 

evplanation was found for this phenornenon during the course of this project but it 

will be dealt with by C.L. Butenhoff as part of his M-Sc. andysis of the compact 

source component of the püot project. 

The 408 MHz mosaic is presented in Figure 3.3. Figure 3.4 shows the 1420 ?ilHz 

Stokes 1 mosaic. The HI mosaics are shom in Figure 3.5. Some artefacts remain in 

the mosaics and the main ones are described in the figure captions. 
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Figure 3.3: The 408 MHz continuum mosaic 
All emission below 10 K is in white and above 200 K is in black. The actual image 
maximum is 3193 K. As a result, the interna1 structure of the very bright W3 HI1 
region, centred at (133.7*, 1.2O), is not apparent. West of W3 one can see the HB3 
supernova remnant, and to the east is the W4 HI1 region. At higher longitudes stiu 
is the W5 HI1 region. The bright compact source at (130.700 3-1°) is the SNR 3C58. 
Ring artefacts associateci with 3C69 (136.21°, -O.go) remain as well as large radius 
rings centred on W3. In both cases these artefacts are most apparent towards the 
edges of the mosaic, where only one field contributes to the overall image. The faint 
striping which diagonally traverses the lower half of the mosaic is attributable to 
man-made sources of interference. The resolution of this image is approximately 3.5 
arcrilùi. 



GALACTIC LONGITUDE 

Figure 3.4: The 1420 MHz continuum mosaic 
AU emission below O K is in white and above 10 K is in black. This image is highly 
saturated, the actual maximum being at 2166 K. Again, the interna1 structure of 
W3 is not apparent. The scailoped appearance of SNR HB3 is more apparent on 
t his Mage than at 408 MHz (Fig.3.3), as are the intemal structures of bot h CV4 and 
IV5. In the vicinity of W3 the image is marred by artefacts associated with W3. 
The resolution is approximately 1 arcmin. 



Figure 3.5: The HI mosaics 
Yot all the HI mosaics are presented as many are devoid of emission: charnels 30 
to 101 (utSR = f7.71 km s-' to V L ~ R  = -109.36 Iûn s-' ) are shown. The velocity 
is indicated for each image. The greyscde minimum for ail images is O K. i.e. d 
absorption is in white. The maximum is different for each page of images. set to 
approximately p + 3a where p is the average value of the pair of mosaics and cr is 
the standard deviation of the pair. In order of presentation, the maxima are: 

Velocities [ km s-' ] Greyscale 1 Velocities [ km s-' ] Greyscale 

At velocities where W3 is strongly absorbed there are clear ring-shaped artefacts 

6rst second maximum [KI 
+7.71 +6.06 40 

associated with this source which remain. 

kt second mauimum [k;l 
-5 1.65 -53.30 120 
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Chapter 4 

Massive stars and the ISM 

This chapter presents aspects of the intemetion of massive stars vith 

the ISM: stellar uWids and their effects, supernova remnants. super- 

bubbles, and chimneys. It provides necessary background for the in- 

terpretation of the pilot project data, and its contents vtll often be 

referred to in subsequent chapters. 

Throughout the course of their evolution, massive stars &ect the surroundhg 

intersteilar medium, changing its phase t hrough ionization and dissociation? churning 

and sweeping it up through stellar winds and supernova explosions, and injecting 

fresh material into it through these same two mechssisms. Low-mas stars do not 

r e t m  as  much of their mass to the ISM and gradually deplete it of gas and dust. 

4.1 Stellar winds 

4.1.1 Mass loss during different evolutionary stages 

For hot massive stars, mass loss is mainly engendered by radiation pressure in res- 

onant lines. Momentum transfer through resonant scattering in strong ultraviolet 

lines accelerates the gas. Hot massive stars emit sdicient W radiation to acceler- 

ate matter in an extended atmosphere. For later type stars, other mechanisms enter 

into play to cause stellar winds. However, they do not transfer much energy and 

momentum to the ISM and so wiU not be discussed further. 



Leitherer, Robert & Drissen (1992) identify four phases of mass loss for stars with 

M > 15Mo during the course of their evolution: the main sequence and early post 

main sequence phase (OB phase); the luminous blue variable (LBV) phase: the red 

supergiant (RSG) phase; and the Wolf-Rayet (WR) phase. 

The OB phase Main sequence and early post main sequence stars have mass loss 

govemed by line pressure radiation. During this phase, mass loss does not vary much 

for very massive stars. The total amount of mass and energy contrïbuted to the ISM 

during the OB phase is signitcaat. Together with the WR phase, the OB phase is the 

dominant contributor to the total wind output, both in energy and momentum. It 

is this phase that will be of importance for future considerations in this dissertation. 

'vlass loss rates and wind velocities are higher for earlier spectral types. To iilus- 

trate this point, mass loss rates (&f ) , wind velocities (v, ) and wind Luminosities ( L ,  ) 

for O type stars are given in Table 4.1. These parameters were obtained using the 

empirical relationships derived by Rowarth & Prinja (1989) which WU be discussed 

shortly (54.1.2). Rom the table, it is clear that m a s  loss from later type stars will 

be neglïgible in the presence of early O stars. 

The LBV phase During the short lived LBV phase, mass loss rates are very 

high, on the order of Mo yr-', and wind velocities are typicdy around 200 

km s-' (Lamers 1989). The mass loss mechanism for this phase is not understood. 

From the point of view of ISM dynamics, because of its short duration, this phase is 

not very important. 



Spectral log M um Lu 
type [ & yr-'1 [ km s-' 1 [ erg s-' 1 
03 -5-21 3100 1.93 x 1 0 ~ ~  

Table 4.1: Mass loss parameten for energetic, main sequence stars 
The mass loss rates and terminal wind velocities were evaiuated using the empirical 
relationships derived by Howarth & Prinja (1989) as discussed in 54.1.2. 

The RSG phase Red giants and supergiants have sificant mass loss rates (- 

I O - ~  Mo y-') but very low wind velocities (.Y 10 km s-' ) . As a result , alt hough 

the density in the wind is quite high near the star, the mechanical energy injected 

during the RSG phase is much lower than for hot massive stars. 

The WR phase WR stars, on the other hand, impact the ISM quite heavily Their 

mass loss rates are typicaily 10-4.5 Ma yr-' and the associated wind velocities are 

on the order of 2000 - 3000 km s-' . However, as there are no knom tVR stars in 

the pilot project area, they will not be discussed further. 



4.1.2 Determination of mass loss parameters 

Of interest for the present work is the wind power, or wind luminosity. in order to 

determine the kinetic energy 

wind luminosi@ is related to 

camied by the wind during the Metirne of a star. The 

the mass loss rate and the terminal wind velocity: 

The mass loss rate and terminal wind velocity can be determined observation- 

dy. As well, many attempts have been made to link these parameters to more 

easily determined stellar parameters such as lurninosity, stellar type and effective 

temperature. 

O bservat ional determinations 

The terminal velocity is the mean speed reached by the material in the wind when it 

is fax enough from the star that acceleration has ceased but not so far that interac- 

tion with the ISM has become important. Terminal velocities are determined £rom 

observations of P-Cygni profiles of ultraviolet resonance lines. According to Bieging 

(1990) the uncertainty in values of wind velocity is on the order of 10%. 

The mass loss rate of stars is more difncult to determine obse~ationa&-. In prin- 

ciple, resonance lines can also be used but this requires knowledge of the distance 

dependence of the velocity and of the density, as  well as knowledge of the excita- 

tion conditions. Etesonance lines therefore do not provide an ideal method for the 

determination of M because it relies on poorly determined parameters. 

An alternative is to use free-bee emission from the outflowing material. At radio 

and infiared wavelengths there is significant freefree absorption and as a result there 



is a layer of optical depth one within the wind region. In the infrared this layer lies 

fairly deep, in a region where the wind velocity is ïlI-dehed, and 10 - 15% of the 

flux cornes from the star itself. In the radio regime the situation is better, the T = 1 

layer is Far from the atmosphere, at a distance where the wind velocity is constant 

and can reach the terminal velocity value as determined fkom the resonance line 

absorption profiles. Most of the uncertainty in this method comes from the chernical 

composition and state of ionization of the wùid plasma, as well as fiom the distance. 

It should be noted that this method implicitly assumes that the radio emission is 

ent irely t herrnal. 

Leitherer (1988) proposed the use of Ha prome equivalent widths to determine 

steilar mass loss rates. The Ha emission in the wind orïginates close to the star. from 

approximately the same region as does the IR fiee-free emission, where the flow is stiU 

accelerating. Leitherer showed that the S u e n c e  of velocity on Ha luminosity can be 

accounted for by adopting a dependence of v(r) on spectral m e .  His observations 

and cornparisons with W-determined mass loss rates for 149 Galactic OB stars 

showed the method to be reliable. 

It is important to keep in mind that mass loss rates evduated by different obser- 

vational methods can differ considerably, by as much as a factor of 3-5. 

Empirical determinat ions 

Efforts have been made to detennine empirical relationships between m a s  loss pa- 

rameters and more easily observed stellar characteristics (see e-g. Garmany et al. 

1981, Abbott et al. 1980, Lamers 1981, and Chiosi 1981). It should be noted that 

the spread in mass loss values for stars of the same luminosity can reach two orders 



of magnitude. Therefore, when amilable, obsemtional determinations are by fa. 

preferable to empincal estimates. 

For the purposes of this dissertation, the empVical determinations of Howarth & 

Prinja (1989) will be used. These authors examinecl C ïv, N v and Si ï ï ~  resonance 

doublets for 203 Galactic O stars. They &O estimated the effective temperature: 

luminosis. and m a s  of 201 of these stars. Fkom this they h d  that the best indication 

of m a s  loss rates for O stars is 

1M L* 
log ( Mo F-L) = 1.69lag 7 - 15.4. 

-4s fbr velocities, the direct measurement kom 

due to turbulence, is generally not equal to 

average, for strong-üned stars, v, = 0.85v,. 

Line profiles yields a value, u.: m-hich. 

the terminal, far-field veloci.  On 

Combining the e'rpression for the 

escape velocity, v,, and the strongest correlation between the ratio & and a stellar 

parameter found by the authors, one can write for v, 

0 -493 + 1 .?M log R 
u, îr (4.3) 

[3.81 x 105% (1 - 2.5 x 10-5$)] ' 
where all stellar quantities are given in te- of their solar couterpart. The authors 

give values for the three relevant stellar parameters for O-type stars in their Table 3 

which is reproduced in part in Table 4.2. In addition, Table 4.2 indicates the main 

sequence lifetimes calculatecl kom expressions given by Stothers (1972) and Chiosi 

et al. (1978) using the masses fiom the previous column. 

Howaxth & Prinja considered oniy O stars. In fact , most empiricd determinations 

consider only O stars or Wolf-Rayet stars. This is because, for these high mass loss 

rate stars, P-Cygni profiles are stronger as is associated radio continuum ernission 



Spectral main sequence 

Table 4.2: Physical parameters of O stars 
Stellar Iiiminosities, radii and masses for O stars were extracted from Table 3 of 
Howarth & Prinja (1989). Main sequence lifetimes were cdculated using these pa- 
rameters and the expression given by Chiosi et al. (1978) for stars with masses greater 
than 30 Moor by Stothers (1972) for the later types. 

and so the observational foundation for empirical forrnulae is more secure than for 

Iater type stars. Snow (1981, 1982) extended the study to early to mid B type stars. 

However, in the presence of O stars, of which t here are many within the pilot pro ject 

region, the winds of B stars will be negligible (M as low as 10-11 Ma yr-'). 

4.2 Wind-blown bubbles and shells 

The wind from a star sweeps up gas, fonning a cavity in which the wind expands 

fieely. This cavity is surrounded by a layer of shock-heated, decelerating wind and a 

layer ofswept-up gas. Castor et al. (1975) and Weaver et al. (1977) presented the first 



models of wind blown shells. These models remain the basis of recent investigations 

of these structures. 

4.2.1 The structure of a stellar wind bubbIe 

Figure 4.1 shows a diagram of the multilayer shell that forrns around a strong stellar 

wind source. There are four main, distinct regions: a central core of freely expand- 

ing wind (FEL) where the density d e s  as f and temperatures axe typically 104 

K (Bieging 1990); a region of hot decelerated wind (HWL) where the pressure is 

approximately constant and temperatures are in the 106 K to 10' K range (Bieging 

1990); a shell of swept-up intersteh gas where the temperatures are on the order 

of 104 K if the gas is ionized or -80 K if the gas is neutral; and, findy, the ambient 

interstellar gas. A shock &ont separates the FEL fkom the layer of decelerated wind. 

The HWL is composed of wind gas that has been heated at the shock front and of 

gas evaporated fiom the sheU of swept up interstellar gas. A contact discontinuity 

separates the shell from the HWL and a shock front separates it fiom the ambient 

interstellar medium. The gas in the shell has been swept up and heated by this shock 

front. The contact discontinui@ should, in fact, be a thin transitional layer but. for 

the purposes of the simplified picture presented here, its t hickness is neglected. 

4.2.2 Evolution of wind-blown shells 

The evolution of the multilayer, wind blown shell proceeds through three idealized 

stages. The first stage is adiabatic; radiative energy losses are negligible everywhere 

within the shell. During the second stage, radiative losses £rom the swept-up inter- 

stellar gas become comparable to the energy injected by the Mnd. The swept-up gas 



Figure 4.1: The multilayer shell swept-up by a strong steIlar wind 
There are four main regions as well as a transitional layer: a) fieeiy expanding Mnd: 
b) hot decelerated wind; c) transitional layer; d) swept-up intersteilar gas; e) ambient 
interstella gas. There are two shock konts invoived: 1) between the £reely expanding 
wind and the hot decelerated wind; 2) between the swept-up shell and the ambient 
interstellar gas. 

collapses abruptly due to radiative cooling. The resulting coid dense sheli is observ- 

able at optical and radio wavelengths as a ring nebula. The HWL is still eupanding 

adiabaticallyY In the hal stage, the hot decelerated wind collapses into a thin layer 

and the FEL interacts directly with the swept-up interstellar gas. 

The following description of these three phases is based on Castor et al. (1975) 

and Weaver et al. (1977). It is an idealized scenario and assumes that a steady. 

spherically symmetric outflow begios at time t = O. The wind power is assumed to 

be constant and it occurs in a homogeneous medium of nurnber density no. 



1. Adiabatic expansion 

During the first stage, the expansion is so rapid that radiative losses in the gas do not 

affect any part of the system. As a resuit, the dynamics of each region are described 

by adiabatic flow. This phase is very short (a few thousand years) and is therefore 

mninly of academic interest and not relevant to the analysis in this dissertation. 

2. Formation of a thin, cold, dense sheii 

The transition £rom the adiabatic to the shell formation phase occurs when the time 

scde for radiative cooling in the shell becomes comparable to the age of the system- 

at time 

where the mass Loss rate is given in units of 10-~ Mo p-'. For typical values of 

~ $ 1 ~  = 1, v, = 2000 km s-' and no = 1 cm-3, the cold dense sheil will fonn 

- 2 x 103 yr after the inception of the stellar wind. The gas will cool aIl at once 

causing an abrupt decrease in pressure behind the outer shock front. This ndl sloit- 

it down and simult aneously accelerate the transit ional layer. The swept-up shell 

t herefore collapses and, at this point, becomes opticdy observable. 

The mass of the gas within the sheil is detennined by the amount of interstella 

gas swept-up. Some mass is lost to the HWL through evaporation, but this is only 

a very small fraction of the mass of the shell. The evaporated gas can however corne 

to dominate the actual wind gas in the EIWL. 

In the shell stage, most of the cavity is occupied by the hot wind gas which is 

at constant pressure. This hot buffer transmits the kinetic energy of the outflowing 

matter to the swept-up interstellar gas. 



The growth of the outer radius of the shell can now be expressed as 

where LM is the wind Luminosity in units of 1 0 ~ ~  erg s-' and the time ïs given in 

units of 106 yr. 

3. Momentuni driven bubble 

If the stellar wind persists long enough, eventually the radiative losses in the HWL 

(Lrad) WÜ1 no longer be negligible comparecl to the wind lurninosity. The will 

coilapse and the wind will interact directly with the swept-up sheil of material. The 

radius of the sheU will then vary as 

where pa is the ambient m a s  demie. Therefore the expansion velocity will be 

It shodd be noted that implied in Weaver et d.'s calculations is the assumption 

that Lrad < Lw for almost the entire main sequence lifetime of the star. This arises 

because an increase in the radiated power reduces the evaporated mass influx into 

the HWL, and a decrease in the densi@ of this layer limits any further increase of 

Lrad. Energy losses in the HWL are therefore limited to some fixed value, - 0.9 Lw, 

which is reached after more than - 10' yr if the wind is sustained that long. 

4. Dissipation of the shell 

When its expansion velocity f& beneath the turbulent velocity in the ambient ISM 

the shell dissipates as a result of turbulent motions in the medium. For the standard 



bubble mode1 described here, the dissipation tirne is approxirnately equai to the main 

sequence lifetime of the central star. 

4.3 Supernova remnants 

Shell-type SNRs are the most easily, intuitively understandable type and the evolu- 

tionaq scenaxio described below is appropriate to these "well-behaved" structures. 

As with the stellar wind bubble evolutionary scenario (§4.2), this is an idealization. 

Many factors may influence the development of an SNR, not the least of which is the 

densiv distribution of the sunounding medium. For the purposes of this document. 

however, an idealized scenario will s a c e  (see Lozinskaya 1992 for a more detailed 

description). 

1. Ree expansion phase 

Initidy, the ejected mass dominates the swept-up mass and the ISM has no effect on 

the expansion. The ejecta £rom the supernova expmds heely, moving at a veioci- 

on the order of 104 km s-' , with essentidy no deceleration. Slow d o m  effective- 

begins when the masses of the swept-up material and of the ejecta are comparable. 

typicdy after -200 years (Lozinskaya 1992). 

2. Adiabatic expansion phase (Sedov-Taylor phase) 

When the mass of the swept-up material dominates that of the ejecta, the SNR enters 

the adiabatic phase. The shock is still strong and cooluig times are long compared to 

the age of the SNR. D&g this phase, radiative energy losses are negiigible compared 

to the initial energy input, and energy is conserved. 



3. Snowplow phase (radiative phase) 

Adiabatic expansion ceases when radiative cooling begins in earnest. Using expres- 

sions derived by F d e  (1981) and typical parameters, radiative cooling shouid begin 

at t - 3 x 104 yr, when the SNR has reached a radius of 20 pc or so. By the time 

this stage is reached, approximately half the thermal energy of the swept-up gas has 

been radiated away and a cold, dense shell has formed (Lozinskaya 1992). Within 

this sheU there is hot, low-density gas that continues to expand adiabatically Radial 

momentum of the shell is conserveci during this phase. 

4. End of expansion and dissipation 

Expansion continues until the gas pressure inside the remnant and t hat of the ambient 

ISM are equal (McKee & Ostriker 1977). As was the case for wind-blom bubbles. 

when the shock speed drops below the turbulent speed in the ISM the SNR dissipates 

into the ISM. This fypicdy occurs - 1 0 ~  yr after the initial explosion (Reynolds 

1988)- 

4.4 Supershells and superbubbles 

Many structures observed in the ISM are too large and/or too energetic to be ex- 

plained by the stellar wind or even the supernova explosion from a single star. These 

superbubbles and supershells require some other exphnation, the main t heory being 

that they are due to the combined stellar winds and SNe from a steliar cluster or 

association. Other possibilities will also be presented- 



4.4.1 Stellar wind and supernova powered supersheb 

The description in 54.2 was for a wind blown shell around a single. energetic star 

and the supernova remnants described in 54.3 were also created by a single star. 

Massive stars are often found in associations and clusters (50% to 90% according to 

Lozinskaya). The combined effect of the ionking stellar radiation, the stellar Ninds. 

and multiple supernovae fkom the members of such groupings is to create supershells 

and superbubbles. 

The evolution of supersheils 

Because the component stars of a cluster or association will only start to explode 

as supernova after -2 Myr, the shell is initially powered by stellar winds done. -4s 

time goes by, more stars are formed, more s t e h  winds start to blowo and supernova 

e-xplosions start to occur. Accordhg to Mac Low & McCray (1988), in a typicd OB 

association there is roughly one supernova explosion per ld yr during 50 'ilyr. which 

is the üfetime of the lowest mass B star likely to become a supernova (B3 at 7 

according to McCray & Kafatos 1987)- Repeated SNe ué sweep the ISkI from a 

large volume into a thin, dense sheil similar to a stellar wind shell. Because the mass 

within the bubble is great enough, it acts as a buffer to the discrete energy inputs of 

the SNe. As a result, the dynamics of the systern c m  be described by stellar wind 

bubble theory. 

As the stars evolve, the shell continues to expand and the ionizing flux diminis hes. 

Until t - 10 M ~ T ,  the OB association within the shell will output enough ionizing 

radiation to produce an b e r  rim of HII. For 10 iMyr 5 t <_ 50 Myr, the ionizing 

radiation will have vanished dong with the bright O stars, but the HI shell 



continue to grow as a result of the SNe of the B stars. The £inal stage of supersheu 

evolution is an HI shell some lo2-103 pc across, with an expansion velocity of 10-20 

km s-l. Heiles (1979, 1984) bas catalogueci many HI supershells. From a fit to 

supersheils in Heiles (1979), a very approximate estimate of the m a s  swept up by a 

supershell is 

hfSh FI: 8 . 5 ~ : ~  bIQ, (4.8) 

where the radius of the shell is in parsecs. This assumes that a l l  shells have the same 

HI column density, which assumption is usually correct wïthin a factor of three or 

so (Heiles 1984). 

Only 10%-20% of Heiles' shells have been associated with OB groupings. and 

then only the smdest ones. After approxhately 10 Myr, the more massive O and 

B stars are U y  evolved and, as a result, the association or cluster would be hard to 

recognize in the now quite large shell as the remaining B stars are fainter and may 

have migrated some 50 pc fmm their original sites. According McCray & Kafatos 

(1987), the expancihg HI shek have kinematic ages, t * 0.65, ranging hom 5 3lyr 

to 80 Myr. 

For the largest supershells, the source of energy is not clear. Mode1 supersheüs 

(see e.g. Bruhweiler et al. 1980) do not attain the size and mass of the observed super- 

giant shells, they sweep up les than 10% of the mass and expand at approximately 

the velocity of the largest observed supershell (Heiles 1984). If one such structure 4 

were to be explained by energy input from stars, the central cluster would need to 

be -100 times larger than Sco OB1 which is considered a typical OB association 

(Humphreys 1978) and is the mode1 for Bmhweiler et d.'s energy input. There is 

no independent evidence that such star formation activity occurs in our galauy. es- 



pecidy in the outer Gaiaxy where most supershells are observed and star formation 

activity is presumably moderate. HeiIes concludecl that the observed kinetic energy 

requises that more energy be injected into the ISM than is available from a micd 

star cluster or that it be injected more efficiently. 

4.4.2 Alternatives and complements to wind and SNe models 

HI supershells and the radiation from %rdinary" stars 

Radiation pressure fiom stars within a pre-existing supersheu could, accordhg to 

Elmegreen & Chiang (1982), transfer d c i e n t  momentum to the shell to cause 

it to "run away", Le. to expand with ever increasing velocity. For this to work 

the shell must already be sdciently large to encompass a fair number of ordinaq- 

stars. Because the interior of the shell has been swept clear of dust, the radiation 

pressure from the stars in the interior outweighs that from the stars outside the sheH 

which have to contend with dust absorption, and as a result, the radiation pressure 

merence across the shell is the dominant force and the sheil eupands. 

Collisions of High Velocity Clouds with the ISM 

For the most energetic supershells with velocity ranges of 2 100 km s-l and large 

systemic velocit ies, a possible, alternative explanation has been put fort h by Tenorio- 

Tagle (1980,1981). In the proposed scenario, a High Velocity Cloud (HVC) colliding 

with the Galactic disk tranders a large portion of its kinetic energy to the ambient 

gas. 

Heiles (1984) states arguments in support of this model. First, it has been ob- 

served in the Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC) that shells corne in two distinct sizes' 



"giant" and "supergiantn (see e.g. Meabuni l98O), while for our galaxy Heiles (1979) 

proposes the existence of "shells" and "supershells" based on the very large energies 

required for the latter category. Tenorio-Tagle's mechanism would account for the 

larger and more energetic shell. Second, there is an apparent association of some 

supershells with HV gas. These shells span large velocity ranges and seem to have 

significant systemic velocities. Momentum t ransfer from impact ing W C s  would 

account for this net momentum with respect to the ambient gas. And final-. the 

theory predicts that ody one hemisphere of the shells that are still expandîng should 

be Wible, in agreement wit h Heiles observations for the most energetic e-upanding 

supershells. 

HI supershells evolved from MI regions 

Beltrametti et al. (1982) and Tenori-Tagle et ai. (1982) have considered the possi- 

biLity of an expancihg KI shell being created during the evolution of an HI1 region. 

Their mode1 consists of four phases: 1) "classical" expansion, 2) recession of the 

ionization front, 3) re-expansion, and 4) total recombination. 

During the first phase the HI1 regions evolves according to the  clas as sic al" con- 

stant density formulation. This ends when the stellar photon output from the ex- 

citing stars diminishes due to some of the stars evolving off the main-sequence. 

FoIlowing this, the ionization fiont (1 fiont) recedes and the still-expanding outer 

reaches of the HI1 region recombine. This leads to the formation of an e'rpanding 

M sheU with densities and velocities comparable to those found in the ionized gas. 

When the velocity of the 1 front recession becomes comparable to the speed of sound 

in the ionized gas, the ionization front can expand once more, generating a rarefac- 



tion wave moving back towards the source- During this third phase, the expancihg 

neutral sheil is reionized and the 1 front expands once more into the undistiirbed 

ISM. This situation does not persist for long and the ionization bont n4.U recede 

again towards the stars. During this fourth phase, due to the low densities of the 

e-xpanding gas, the recombination is very slow and the gas remains partidy ionized. 

The expitllding neutral shell should exkt for some 107 yr. Its radius is e-qected 

to be on the order of 100 pc, with a thickness > 10 pc. The predicted expansion 

velocities are between 10 km s-l and 30 km s-' . 

Under certain density conditions, the formation of the expanding sheiI is inhib- 

ited. This occurs when the density is such that the recession velocity of the 1 fiont 

is immediately less than the speed of sound in the ionized gas. 

As a superbubble grows, it may eventudy encounter the less dense gas outside the 

Galactic disk. The portion progressing into the sparser medium will accelerate and 

the bubble may burst. 

4.5.1 Formation and evolution of chimneys 

Norman & &euchi (1989) developed a model in which the disk and halo were con- 

nected through "chimneys" , conduits resulting fiom busting superbubbles and car- 

ryhg hot gas out to the halo. The model accounts for the lower than evpected filling 

factor of the HLM by confinhg rnuch of it to these pipelines within the disk, and 

evacuating it to higher latitudes. 



For a large supersheu, one for which the radius is comparable to the density scale 

height of the Galactic HI Iayer, there axe two possible fates, both of which distort the 

original shell. If its expansion velocity is Iow upon reaching such a radius, the gravie 

of the Gdactic disk will slow the vertical expansion, causing the bubble to collapse 

on itselt Ifi on the other hand, it is expanding rapidly enough to overcome the 

gravitational attraction, then it WU accelerate down the steeply decreasing pressure 

gradient and break out of the di&. Its cap will become Rayleigh-Taylor unstable. 

causing the shell to burst and discharge its internal pressure into the Galactic corona 

(McCray & Kafatos 1987). 

The evacuated hot gas will gradudy cool. After 20-30 Myr it wiU form clouds 

which will fd back onto the disk, closing the cycle. This is reminiscent of the galactic 

fountain phenornenon (Shapiro & Field 1976) but for the chimney mode1 the upward 

flow is collirnated, confinecl to the chimneys, rather than distrïbuted over the entire 

disk. The total gas circulation time, fiom formation of the initial OB cluster to cold 

cloud in fd  on the dkk, is 30-50 Myr (Norman & Ikeuchi 1989). 

4.5.2 Observations of Galactic chimneys 

Norman & Ikeuchi estimate that the number of chimneys in a galaxy should be 

on the order of a thousand. Being produced by OB associations which themselves 

axe formed in molecular clouds, they should be located dong the spiral arms. The 

direction of outflow, towards negative or positive latitudes, depends on the latitude 

of the powering stars. 

Although the population estimate is in accord with the observed filhg factors of 

the phases of the ISM, there has been no direct observational evidence for a chimney 



in our galaxy with a clear indication of outflow. Heiles (1984) used spatial filtering of 

low resolution HI data to find wiggly gas filaments "crawling away fiom the Galactic 

planen. These he dubbed morms. They may be rernnants of supersheh that have 

opened at the top. It is important to note that although it is likely that many 

worms are indeed chimneys, not all of them need be- The term chimney is attached 

to a theoretical construct, the culmuiation of superbubble evolutionary models in a 

disk type density distribution, whereas the term worm is tîed to an observational 

structure- 

According to Koo et al. (1992) there is a good correlation between HI and 100p 

emission for Galactic worms, but only 35 of their 118 w o n  show a corresponding 

408 MHz structure. The latter could be a result of age: for an older structure 

the original powering stms may no longer produce sufficient ionizing radiation to 

therrnalize the inner walls. They find = 0.28 f 0.03 for the w d s .  which is large 

compared to the solar neighbourhood value of 0.21 f 0.02. The suggestion put forth 

is that this is attributable to a relatively large number of small grains due to shock 

processing. 



Chapter 5 

Overview of the HI data and the W3/4/5/HB3 

This chapter presents an overuiew of the entire data set jkom the 

Galactic plane surue y pilot project beginning wïth the global HI distri- 

bution, follo wed b y considemtions to do speczfically v i th  the W3/4/5/ 

HB3 region. Cornplementary data sets are colled upon to  provide in- 

formation on other components of the ISM. Molecvlar data c2C0 

Jrl-O) were obtazned from the Five Colleges Radio Astronomy Ob- 

sematory (FCRAO) 14 m telescope (Heyer 1995). The 60p and 100p 

data vere obsenied by the IRAS satellite. 

5.1 Global HI distribution 

The HI data cube contains a plethora of filaments, arcs, sheJls, bubbles and ridges. 

In this section the global HI distribution is described. The HI associated Nith the 

mernbers of the Galactic complex in the Perseus arm is described in Section 5.2. 

Some individual features whose origins appear to Lie in stellar winds are described 

in the foilowing chapter. 



5.1.1 Velocity-longitude plots 

Figure 5.1 presents the velocity distribution of the HI as a hinction of longitude. 

The first panel presents the velociq-longitude (u - 1) plot for an average over d 

latitudes1. It shows two distinct bands of emission: one between O and -10 km s-' 

which arises fiom emission in the Local spiral arm, and one fiom -30 km s-' to 

-70 km s-' ? associateci with the Perseus spiral arm. Between these two bands there 

is less intense RI emission. The main ridge of emission of the Perseus arm is centred 

at -50 km s-' or so at lower longitudes but gradually gets closer in velocity to 

reach approximately -40 km s-' at the higher longitude end of the mosaic. Beyond 

the Perseus arm, there is no strong concentration of HI emission as clearly defined 

as within the two aforementioned velocity intervals. However the HI does occur in 

bands, primarily concentrated in the -70 km s-' to -80 km se' interval, and. more 

weakly, the -90 km s-l to -100 km s-' range. 

For the Perseus amn there are known to be large deviations from the circular 

motion normdy assumed for the Galaxy (see Roberts 1972 and references therein): 

the location of the optical arm and that of the radio (HI) arm as determined using a 

standard Galactic velocity curve do not coincide, with the radio arm being apparently 

further than the optical arm. Roberts (1972) developed the "two-armed spiral shock' 

model (TASS), to explain these discrepancies. Accordhg to this model a shock 

develops dong the inner edge of the Perseus arm where the gas encounters a minimum 

'A note of caution: the data for the extreme longitudes of the mosaics are not present at 
a.ii latitudes (see Fig.3.5) and so, particdarly for 1 > 138.2' and 1 < 131.4O which only contain 
contributions fiom the row of fieIds centred on b = 1.2O, the structures seen on the average plot are 
not necessarily typicd of the general distribution of atomic gas. For instance, near 1 = 13g0 the 
Local gas distribution appears split, with a trough at -10 km s-' ; this may be typical oniy of the 
central latitudes. 
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Figure 5.1: Velocity-longitude plots 
Ali absorption is in white and the maximum of the greyscale is set at 80 K. 
The first panel is an average over all latitudes and thus represents the general 
distribution of atomic hydrogen. The foUowing panels are, in order. for b = 
+3.0°, +2.0°, +l.OO, O.Ool -1.0". 



in the gravitational potentid of the density wave. The shock has an amplitude 

of approximately 20 km s-'. In this fiamework the main ridge of Perseus a.rm 

ernission seen in Fig. 5.1 bas been displaced fiom circuiar velocity by appr~~ximately 

20 km s-l. 

Figure 5.1 also shows v - 1 plots for five individual latitudes: +3.0°. +2.0°. 

+l.OO, 0.0" and -1.0'. This illustrates the variations with latitude. In particular. 

the Perseus arm is well defmed for lower latitudes but much less so for b > 0". At 

b = +l.OO, the Perseus HI is much broadened for longitudes between 133" and 136.5". 

This corresponds to the position of W3/4 and is likely attributable to the energetin 

of these HI1 regions. On the b = +3.0° plot: there is a clear concentration of HI  

at v - -70 km sW1, separated fiorn the Perseus gas by a weU-defined gap. at least 

at mid to higher latitudes, while at lower latitudes, there is no such structure. The 

weak band of HI emission at -90 km s-' to -100 km s-' is present at a l l  latitudes: 

it most likely represents extended diffuse HI structures. 

5.1.2 The constant velocity HI images 

The distribution of HI in the images of Fig.3.5 will now be discussed: beginning at 

positive velocities. At these longitudes, if all atomic hydrogen foiiowed the Galactic 

rotation curve, there should be no HI at positive velocities. Consequently there is 

very little emission at these velocities, the average intensity is 4.4 K for all positive 

velocity mosaics, and what few structures are present cannot be assigned a distance. 

The turbulent velocity of the ISM is Spically - 8 km s-' and as a result lom velocity 

features are iikely to be local gas. There is an interesting striation pattern at - 
+4.5 km s-l, mostly at higher b, which is slightly inclined relative to the Galactic 



plane. At O km s - ~  there is bright, di&ise emission everywhere, corresponding to 

the bulk of the local HL, comprised of broad bands that are elongated at a slight 

angle to the plane. Localized structure starts to appear as soon as the velocities 

becorne negative, and is initidy concentrated mostly in the higher longitude and 

latitude corner of the mosaic. Out to -10 km s-' or so (Local m) the gas is very 

diffuse and widespread- 

The gas in the -10 km s-' to -30 km s-' interval appears more highiy struc- 

tured on scales of several degrees, with filaments extending over a sizeable fiaction 

of the mosaic. Within this interval, there is a large HI shelI centred at (1.6. a) = 

(132.6", -0.6O, -25 km s-' ) . There is also a filament which diagonaily traverses 

the mosaic7 starting at the north-east edge of the sheil and continuing through to 

(1,b) = (136.0°, +3.g0) and kom there, off the edge of the mosaic. It is not clear if 

this is one coherent structure. At velocities around -28 km s-l most of the HI is 

concentrated in the central part of the mosaic, overlapping the projected position of 

w3/4. 

Moving toward more negative velocities one enters the bulk of the Perseus arm 

HI, corresponding to the high density region created by the shock in the TASS model. 

There is a great deal of structure, some of which can be related to the features seen 

in the continuum. These will be described in more detail in 55.2. The HI becomes 

sparser around -60 km s-' and primarily occupies a band between 6 = +1° and 

b = + 3 O ,  moving towards higher latitude as velocity increases. 

By -83 km s-' there is very Little M left except at low longitudes and medium to 

high latitudes. What Little HI there is past -91 km s-' is very wispy in appearance. 

Finally, at extreme negative velocities, fiom -96 km s-' to -101 km s-I . there 



are intriguing aligneci filaments. They seem to be slightly curved with a centre of 

curvatwe far above the Gdactic plane at higher longitudes. 

Absorption features 

Absorption associated with continuum sources A few continuum sources 

can be seen in absorption. Most noticeable among the compact sources are those 

at (i36.21°, -0.90°), (132.06O, 0.21°) and (131.46', 1.16O). The first of these three 

corresponds to 3C69. 

The most prominent absorption features are those associated with W3 which cm 

be seen out to v = -50 km s-' . Figure 5.2 shows the absorption profiles associated 

with W3-N and W3-W along with an emission s p e c t m  of the surrounding gas. 

Shere are three main absorption peaks along this line of sight: one corresponding 

to Local gas, one corresponding to the b u k  of the Perseus arm and an intermediate 

peak centred on -22 Imi s-' . 

There is HI emission at velocities between the intermediate and Perseus arm ab- 

sorption peaks, at v - -30 km s-' . The lack of absorption places it behind the W3 

region. For a model where the gas at - -40 km s-' is typical of a circular rota- 

tion curve the less negative velocity indicates that the gas emit ting at -30 km s-l is 

approaching us with a velocity of at least -19 km s-' relative to the rotation curve. 

as determined fiom the lower velocity limit of the W3 absorption and the upper 

velocity limit of this emission peculiarity. Since this gas is behind W3 it must be 

is moving away fiom the HI1 region. However in the context of the TASS model 

the absorption gap in the W3 spectrum is explained by a velocity discontinuity just 

past -20 km s-' caused by the shock which accelerates the gas to -40 km s-l. The 



Figure 5.2: Absorption of W3-N and W3-W 
HI spectra along a iine of sight towards W3-N (dashed line) and W3-W (dotted h e )  
are plotted dong with the average emission spectnun of the surrounding gas (fiom 
an annulus with an inner radius of 12.5 arcmin and an outer radius of 22.5 arcmin). 
The absorption spectra were obtained by averaging the HI  images for all pixels for 
which the continuum values were greater than 100 K, at the positions of LV3-N and 
w3-W. 

higher density within the shock results in the large optical depth of that absorption 

feature. The W3 region would therefore be behind the shock but in front of the 

emission seen at v - -30 km s-' . Frai1 & Hjellming (1991) used t h  approach to 

explain the absorption spectrum towards LSI+61°303, located just east of W4: which 

spectrum is very similar in appearance to the one presented here for W3. 

Self-absorption In addition to the absorption of compact continuum sources. 

there appear to be self-absorption features, in the form of arcs and filaments of 

lesser intensity in areas of bright emission, wherein colder foreground HI absorbs the 

emission fiom more distant atomic hydrogen. These are seen in the velocity range 

correspondhg to the Perseus arm. Deciding what is self-absorption and what is sim- 



ply a lack of emwion is somewhat subjective. Dark features (light features in the 

inverse-vida renditions in Fig. 3.5) with sharp edges, seen against bright HI emis- 

sion, that do not correspond to features in the continuum emission are taken here as 

evidence of ~e~absorp t ion  (see e.g. at u = -48.35 km s-' , the large: 0 .go x 1.8O. fan- 

shaped feature below W4). In the velocity interval corresponding to the main ridge of 

the Perseus ann, where the emission is bright over the entire mosaic. self-absorption 

features stand out as distinct from low emission areas. 

From -35.2 km ss-' to -41.8 km s-l there are extended arcs of self-absorption 

just below and overlapping the eastern portion of W5. This most likely corre- 

sponds to the cold HI fragments J (138.4O, 0.7O) and K (138.6". l.lO) inferred by 

Sato (1990) at a velocity of -39 km s-' fiom absorption features in the Maryland- 

Green Bank 21 cm Line S w e y  (Westerhout & Wendland 1982). From -35.2 km s- 

to -53.3 km s-L , there are self-absorption features to the south of W4 and HB3. be- 

guining to the south-east of W4 and generally progressing westward as one rnoves 

through the velocity interval. They overlap Sato's fragments F (136.S0. -0.4'). G 

(137.0°, 0.2") and A (135.2", -0.la) at -42 km s-' , -44 km se' and -45 km s-1 re- 

spectively. The presence of other fragments proposed by Sato - eleven of his thirteen 

fragments are within the area covered by the pilot project - is not evidenced in this 

data set. 

5.2 The W3/W4/WS/HB3 Galactic complex 

The W3/4/5/HB3 Galactic complex, located in the Perseus spiral arm of the Galauy, 

is a region of recent and ongoing star formation. The young massive stars greatly 



affect the surrounding ISM, creating ionization regions as well as engenderîng shock 

fkonts and blowing bubbles. An overview of the main constituents of the Gaiactic 

complex and their interaction with the surroundhg gas s h d  be presented here. 

Distame estimates for the stars in OC1 352 (W4) and the W3 and W4 HI1 regions 

range fiom 1.6 to 2.7 kpc (Alter et al. 1970, Goudis 1979). A distance of 2.2 kpc is 

adopted here. 

5.2.1 The W3 region 

The radio continuum emission 

The s m d  scale stmcture of W3 has been studied repeatedly (e.g. Roelfsema & Goss 

1991, Oldham et al. 1994). It is the youngest of the three HI1 regions and a region 

of active star formation - there are several masers and 59 of Elmegreen (1980)'s 

135 Bright Infrared Stars (BIRS) in the W3/4 axea are within 0.3' of the centre of 

W3 in projection. 

Figure 5.3 shows the 1420 MHz image of the W3 area with the contrast adjusted 

to highlight the structure of this region. At the resolution of the data presented 

here, it can be subdivided into three main components: the very compact northem 

component, W3-N, centred at (133.7g0, 1-43'); W3-W centred at (133.71°. 1.16O): 

and the more diffuse, fan-shaped W3-E centred at (133.86", l.lgO) with an extent of 

-0.25". The combination of W3-W and W3-E is sometimes referred to as W3-main. 

W3-N has an integrated flux density of 183~2 Jy at 408 MHz and 26.4I0.3 Jy at 1420 

MHz, giving it a spectral index of +0.3 & 0.1. As for W3-main, a spectral index of 

+0.2 f 0.1 is obtained fkom flux densities of 62f 8 Jy at 408 MHz and 76.6&0.8 Jy at 

1420 MHz. Twisted plane backgrounds fitted to the edges of polygons surrounding 
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Figure 5.3: The W3 region at 1420 MHz 
Contrasts have been adjusted to reveal the structure of the W3 area. The greyscde 
varies lineariy between O and 250 K. Contours are at  l O , Z O ,  30,60, 90: 130 and 200 
K. The compact source to the north is W3-N. The group of bright sources south of 
this constitutes W3-W. The more diffuse, extended emiçsion to the east is W3-E. 

the sources were subtracted when the fluxes were integrated. The uncertainties 

reflect the scatter of the integration results. 

Because of the variety of observations that have been carried out for the $ 3  

region, the nomenclature has understandably become somewhat confusing, and the 

reader is referred to Table 4 of Dickel et al. (1980) for a summary The foiIowing 

presents some of the main coincidences but is by no means exhaustive. 

The northern component, W3-N or G133.8+1.4, is an HI1 region which, according 

to Ogura & Ishida (1976), is ionized by an 0 8  star (#IO2 of their kt). There are four 

BIRS within Z arcmin of the stated central position. Fùrther, Brand et al. (1994) 

associate water maser emission with IRAS 02230+6202 which is dso positiondy 



coïncident with W3-N and engulfs the four BIRS. 

Within the region defined for W3-E, there is an 08 star (BD+61 411) which 

Gannany & Stencel (1992) consider to be part of the Cas OB6 association, and an 

07 star identified by Ogura & Ishida (#log). Both are towards the eastern edge 

of the region. Because of their position, these stars cannot sufüce to ionize this 

entire region. As for infiared sources, there are four BIRS and four compact sources 

catalogued by IRAS which may or may not be distinct from the BIRS. There is 

also a maser: GAL 133.75+01.20, which, accordhg to Pdagi et ai. (1993). is not 

associated with an IRAS compact source, though they do point out that this does 

not necessarily mean that there is no associated FIR emission. 

As for W3-W, it can be further subdivided into a very bright? unresolved double 

source at (133.7Z0, 1.22O), and, below it, a fainter ring of emission with three bright 

compact sources on its periphery at (133.70°, 1.17'), (133.72': 1.12O) and (133.73'. 

1. Bo), the k s t  two being truly on the ring and the third only slightly offset. What 

appears here as an unresolved double source coincides with the positions of IV3 4 and 

W3 B (Wynn-Wiiams et al. 1972). It corresponds to what Dickel et al. (1980) refer 

to as the northern group of W3 main and, with better resolution, could be subdivided 

into at least five compact HI1 regions. There are five of Elmegreen's BIRS wit hin 

1 arcmin of the central position, as well as  three masers. This is the least evolved 

region of the W3 complex (Dickel et al. 1983). The three sources around the ring 

to the south are compact HI1 regions. The two higher latitude ones are also knon-n 

as radio sources K and J. There are BIRS associated with each of these positions: 

seven in the case of the source just süghtly off the ring (source K). 



HI associated with W3 or lack thereof 

Read (1981) analyseci HI aperture synthesis observations towards W3. His data 

have a simila spatial resolution to those presented here and a somewhat coarser 

velocity resolution, however they are restricted to a one degree radius area around 

W3. Many structures seen by Read also appear in this data set but, with the help of 

the larger field of view, sorne are now shown to be part of larger scale stmctures. In 

particular, the large difFuse cloud 20-30 armin to the south of W3 in the -50 km s-l 

to -54 km s-' range is seen here to be part of a larger scale, extended structure. 

iikely not associated with the HI1 region. As well, Read's feature '4': an arc of 

emission at -24 km s-' , is seen to be part of a extended ndge of emissioe It is not 

clear where one should draw the boundaries for this ridge: it can be seen as an arc 

extending fiom (Il 6)  = (133.3",0-4O) to (1, b) = (134.7': 2.5'): or as part of a longer 

filament which diagondy traverses most of the mosaic. Again, it is unlikely that 

such a large scale feature is associated with the compact W3 region. A third feature 

mentioned by Read on which the larger field of view sheds new light is "an area 

of emission about l0 east-west by 1.5" north-south which surrounds W3 and W33" 

between -35 and -45 km s-' . On the images presented here, it becomes apparent 

that this is not so much HI emission associated with W3 as absences of emission 

associated with HB3 to the west and above W4 to the east. In other words there is 

a Upeninsula" of HI at the position of W3, attacheci to a broad region of emission 

to the south, and extending in between regions where the HI has been evacuated by 

HB3 and W4 (see below). 

There is no indication of an expanclhg shell, be it complete or partial, associated 

with W3. The stars in this area appear to be too young to have had time to greatly 
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Figure 5.4: The W4 region at 1420 M H z  

The greyscale varies hearly fiom 2 K to 8 K. Contours are at 8, 10: 12, 14: 16' 18. 
22, 26, 30 and 32 K. The stars denote the location of the O stars in the OC1 352 
cluster. 

disturb the molecular cloud placenta wit hin which they are stiIl deeply embedded. 

5.2.2 The W4 region 

The radio continuum emission 

The W4 region, adjacent to W3, is composed of a ridge of thermal emission at 

b - 0.9O and a large loop of ionized gas extending - l0 to the south of the ridge. 

Figure 5.4 shows the details of the W4 region a t  1420 MHz. It iç ionized by the 

open cluster OC1 352 which contains some 145 stars (Strobel 1992), nine of which 

are O-type. Table 5.1 gives the spectral types and positions of these nine energetic 

cluster members. 

Extending upward, at a slight angle from the eastern end of the ridge is a long. 



Name Stellaz ~rpe  & b 
BD+60 497 06.0 V 134.58" +1.04" 
BD+60 498 09.5 V 134.63O +O-99" 
BDtGO 499 09.5 V 134.64" +l.OOO 
BD+60 501 07-0 V 134.71" +0.94" 
BD+60 502 05-0 III 134.72O +0.92" 
BDtGO 504 04.0 1 134.770 +0.86O 
BD+60 507 05.0 V 134.77" +l.O1° 
BDtGO 513 07.0 V 134.90° +0.92O 
IC 1805 113 09.0 V 134.70" +0.82O 

Table 5.1: O stars in W4 (OC1 352) 
Spectral types are those given by Garmany et al. (1982). 

thin filament of faint continuum emission (see Fig. 3.4). It ends at (l35.77" . 2.55O ) . 

at which point it bdoons out into two swirls of low level emission. one on eit her side 

of the axis of the fdament. On the Effelsberg 2695 MHz Galactic plane survey Mages 

(Fürst et al. l99O), there is a similar structure seen extending away fiom the eastern 

edge of the tidge. The artefacts associated with W3 make this feature undetectable 

in the pilot project data set. These filaments are thought to be associated with the 

chirnney phenornenon proposed for this region (see Chapter 6 and Normandeau et 

The HI associated with W4 

Above the W4 HI1 region, there is a conical void in the HI distribution, centred on 

-43 km s-l. Braunsftuth (1983) suggested the presence of an expanding HI shell 

around W4. The data used by Brauasfurth did not extend as high in latitude as do 

the observations presented here, leading the author to interpret a concentration of 

HI emission at 1 = 2.0° as the upper boundary of the shell. With the help of the 



larger field of view, this is seen to be a feature w i t h  a Iarger cavity. This structure 

is proposed to correspond to a Gdactic chimney blown by the OC1 352 open star 

cluster and will be described in more detaii in the followïng chapter. 

Below and to either side of W4, there are no obviously related BI emission fea- 

tures. At best a case could perhaps be made for HI tracing the southwest of the 

region within a narrow range of velocities centred on -60 km s-' . However. some 

of the self-absorption features described earlier foliow the southern outline of the 

HI1 region, starting on the southeastern edge at 41.76 km s-L and ending on the 

western side at -50.00 km s-' . This is most evident at 46-70 km s-l where self- 

absorption traces the HI1 fiom the southern tip to W3 dong the western edge. Ail 

of these possible interactions place the W4 region within the layer of dense. shocked 

gas within the Perseus arm prescribed by the TASS model. 

5.2.3 The W5 region 

The third large HI1 region, W5, does not seem to be interacting Rrieh the other two 

although there is a "bridge" of faint continuum emission between it and W4 (see 

55.2.5). The 1420 MHz emission is shown in Figure 5.5. The region can be diiided 

into two main components: an eastern, spherical shell (W5-E) with a diameter of 

.-. O.?', and a western, more amorphous region (W5-W). Furthemore, on the western 

edge of W5 there is a smaller spherical shell centred at (lt 6) = (136.g0, O.go). This 

sheU has a diameter of - 0.43O and WU be referred to as G136.9+0.9. The western 

section is excited by the open cluster OC1 364 containing four O-type stars. In the 

eastern shell, there is only one O-type star visible: BD+5g0578. Table 5.2 lists dl 

of these energetic stsrs. The positions of these stars are shom in Figure 5.5. Notice 
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Figure 5.5: The W5 region at 1420 MHz 

The positions of the O stars within W5 are indicated on the image: the OC1 364 
cluster is represented by the filled stars and BD+59 578, by the open star. The 
greyscale varies linearly between O and 10 K. The limb-brightened, 25 arcmin Nide. 
circdar feature to the west is G136.9+0.9. W5-E is the nearly circular eastern com- 
ponent, centred approximately on the position of BDf59 578. The bright compact 
source to the east of W5 is S201. 

the prominent arc of emission to the east of BD+60°586 and the much fainter and 

less dehed one to the west. 

The western section, including G136.9f0.9, has an integrated flux density of 67 rt 7 

Jy at 1420 MHz. A maximum value for the flux density from gas ionized by a given 

stellar type can be derived from the excitation parameter of the star, Li., using 



Name Spectral Class 1 b 

Table 5.2: O stars in W5 
The top four stars are members of the OC1 364 cluster which ionizes W5-FV and 
the fifth star ionizes the eastern sheil of W5. Spectral types are those listed on the 
SIMBAD database and membership to the OC1 364 cluster is in accordance with 
Vdée  et al. (1979). 

(see e.g. Churchwell& Walmsley l9?3), where d is the distance to the nebda in kpc. 

u is the observing frequency in GHz, Te is the electron temperature of the emit ting 

pas in units of 104 K, and U. is given in pc cm". Using Panagia (1973)k excitation 

parameter values and assumuig an electron temperature of 104 K, the maximum flux 

density at 1420 MHz which could be attrïbuted to the OC1 364 O-stars, if W5-W is 

at 2.2 kpc, is 82 Jy, in agreement with the obsemd value. An upper limit for the 

distance can be derived using the expression for the maximum flux and the obsewed 

integrated flux; for WSW, the resulting distance upper limit is 2.4 kpc. 

G136.9+0.9 The smalier spherical shell G136.9+0.9 is clearly ümb-brightened in 

the radio continuum images. In the infrared and the optical however this is not 

the case and it does not appear as a sheU (see Figure 5.6). There is no evidence 

for a central star which could have blown such a bubble. The prominent knot of 

Uifrared emission on the nort hem edge of G136.9+0.9 does not quite coincide wit h 

the brightness enhancement in the radio continuum, it is centred at a slightly higher 
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Figure 5.6: The W5 region at 60 pm and optical wavelengths 
The panel on the left shows the 60 pm emission detected by the IRAS satellite 
(greyscale varying fiom 10 to 300 MJy/sr) . The right-hand panel is a reproduction 
of the Palomar Observatory Sky Survey E plates. The position of G136.9+0.9 is 
indicated by the dashed circle. 

latitude, and it is noticeably absent £rom the optical image. This suggests t hat t here 

may be a heavy dust concentration obscuring the emission at optical wavelengths. 

At 408 hlHz G136.9+0.9 has an integrated flux of 16.2 f 0.9, whereas at 1120 

MHz it is 13.3 & 0.3. This results in a spectral index of -0.25 rt 0.06. Temperature- 

temperature plots of G136.9+0.9 and the rest of W5 do not however result in appre- 

ciably Werent spectral indices. 

In the polarisation data resulting from the pilot project observations, t his sheil 

may be slightly po lded  along its entire periphery (A.D. Gray, private communica- 

tion). However the peak polarised fraction is only at a level of 3-4% which is not 

inconsistent with the expected instrumental polarisation levels at this distance from 

the centre of a field (-Io from the IF field centre). 



The combination of the radio continuum morphology, the absence of a central 

star, and the lack of a Wax, limb-brightened structure at infi.ared and optical wave- 

lengths suggests that this structure may be a SNR rather than part of the HI1 region. 

The spectral index however does not strongly support this theory. It is possible that 

what appean as a limb-brightened shell in the radio continuum is merely the resuit 

of a chance superposition of three main, separate features: 1) a very bright h o t  at 

(136.8g0, 1 .Os0); 2) a somewhat weaker enhancement at  (136.87O. O.74O) : and 3) the 

weakest at (137.04°,0.910). The first rnay be associated with the bright. compact 

ihared source adjacent to it. The third could be gas swept up by the winds from 

the two lowest latitude O stars in OC1 364, BD+59 522 and BD+59 553. 

W 5-E 

As for the eastern shell, both Vallée et al. (1979) and Braunsfurth (1983) suggested 

that a few more O stars would be needed to account for the observed flux The 

maximum free-free flux density should be 19 Jy at 1420 MHz if there is only the 

central 0 7  star present. The integrated flux of the eastern portion is 22 f 3 Jy at 

1420 MHz and 18 & 3 Jy at 408 MHz. The cited authors assurned the integrated 

flux density to be much higher than thist between 44 Jy and 51 Jy. The background 

subtraction seems to have been underestimated in their analysis, and the discrepancy 

is no longer unreasonably large. The upper M t  for the distance to W5-E fiom its 

integrated flux and the expression for Sm, is 2.0 kpc. 

Assuming a completely ionizd, spherical HI1 region of radius 0.35O: ionized by a 

central 0 7  stsr, and located at the maximum distance of 2.0 kpc, W5 would have an 

average density of 4 1  cm-3 (see Mezger & Henderson 1967 for a derivation of the 



relation between electron density and observed flux density) . At a rate of 6.5 x 10d8 

photons s - ~  (Osterbrock 1989), an 07 star would require 29 Myr to  produce a number 

of ionizing photons equal to the number of ions in W5. This is not in agreement 

with the main sequence lifetime of an 07 star, it is approximately sut times longer. 

All of the above assumes that the eastern shell is in the Perseus am.  However. 

according Garmany et al. (1982), BD+59 578 is a t  a distance of 1.0 kpc, whereas 

OC1 364 is patt of the Cas OB6 association and so is at roughly 2 kpc. If the eastern 

shell and the central 0 7  star were at this closer distance then the maximum 1420 

MHz flux density would be 93 Jy. The density would be -15 cm-3 and it would 

require 5 My-r to produce a sutncient number of ionizing photons. This timescale is 

of the order of the main sequence lifetime of an 07  star. 

Continuum c'boomerang" At the western edge of W5-E there is a s m d  boom- 

erang-shaped region of enhanced emission in the continuum. The left-hand panel of 

Figure 5.7 shows the 1420 MHz continuum emission fiom this region. Consultation 

of the IRAS Point Source Catdog revealed a compact source at (138.30°. 1.56O). in 

the cusp of the boomerang, which is visible in Fig. 5.6. The IRAS source has colours 

characteristic of an HI1 region (Pottasch et al. 1988 and Hughes & MacLoed 1994). 

At this same position there is a very faint compact continuum source at 1420 MHz. 

The molecular data fiom the FCRAO CO Survey of the Outer Galaxy (Heyer 1995) 

show a compact head with a tail structure pointing away fkom the centre of W5-E. 

It first manifests itself at -34.97 km s-' where the head is only faintly visible and 

becomes M y  deveioped at -37.41 km s-' (as illustratecl by the right-hand panel 

of Figure 5.7), after which surrounding CO structures begin to encroach and the 
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Figure 5.7: The continuum "boomerang" and the '*CO cornet- globule in FV5-E 
The left-hand panel shows an unobstructed view of the continuum emission at 1420 
M H z  (min = O K, max = 7 K). The right-hand panel shows the continuum with 
contours of I2CO at -37.41 km s-' superimposed (1 ,3 ,5;  7, 9 K). The star symbol 
indicates the position of BD59f578. The CO data are from the FCR40 CO Survey 
of the Outer Galaxy (Heyer 1995). 

tail disappears though the head seems to still be weakly present at -40.66 km s-' . 

Such molecular wisps seem to be common in the neighbourhood of energetic stars: 

a second one is visible in Figure 5.7 with its head at (138.1°. 1.7'), also pointing 

towards the centre of W5E, and a third will be discussed in conjunction with the 

chimney above W4 in the following chapter. 

The position of BD59+578 relative to both the molecularl cometary tail and the 

boomerang-shaped continuum feature is suggestive of an interaction between these 

and the star, wherein the O star has ionized a layer of gas on the surface of the 

molecular cloud. The boomerang subtends an angle of -32.72' as seen fiom the 

central star and it has a thickness of 4 . 3  arcmin. Assiiming that it is the projection 

of a cone, for a distance of 2.0 kpc, it would require 1.4 Myr for BD59+578 to ionize 



enough atomic gas to create the boomerang. At a distance of 1.0 kpc. 0.2 41' 

wodd be required. Neither is inconsistent with the estimated age of the Cas OB6 

association or the main sequence lifetime of an 07 star. 

HI associated with W5 

For the W5 HI1 region there is no clear indication of an associated expanding HI 

shell, though, because of its location at the edge of the mosaic, it is possible that 

such a structure would go unnoticed. F'urthermore, it has been suggested that t;J is 

in fact composed of three distinct entities (W5-E, W5-FV and G136.9+0.9). in which 

case one would not expect there to be HI interacting with W5 as  a whole. 

W5-E At a velocity of -8.78 km s-' there is a partial sheil of HI emission  h hi ch 

traces the upper boundary of W5-E. Also. fiom -12.07 km s-' to -17.02 km s-l 

the HI1 region abuts a sharp enhancement of HI emission to the northeast : it is near 

the edge of the map and its association with the ionized gas is t herefore l e s  certain. 

If t hese HI  features are truiy associated with W5-E then they support the suggestion 

t hat W5-E is closer than the distance of -2.2 kpc assigned to W5. However. it should 

be noted that there is a slight dimming of the HI emission at the position of CV5-E at 

-36.81 km s-l,  which is similar to the velocity of the '*CO globule and is consistent 

with W5-E being located within the hi& density layer of the Perseus arm. 

W5-W An arc of self-absorption seen from -35.16 km s-l to -41.76 km s-l 

exactly traces the eastem edge of W5-W. As well, there is a relative paucity of 

HI emission at the position of the main bulge of the region (below -1.301 most 

clearly defined in the infrared image seen in Fig.5.6) fiom -23.62 km s-l to -26.92 
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Figure 5.8: G136.9+0.9 and possible associated H I  
The HI velocities with respect to the LSR are indicated above each panel. Greyscales 

from O K to 70 K and the contours showing the 1420 MHz emission are at 6 K 
and 10 K. 

km s-l, though there is no clearly dehed edge. It should be noted that at these 

velocities there is clearly unrelatecl HI at the position of W5-E7 lending support to 

the proposed picture where W5-W and W5-E are at different distances. Both these 

velocity intervals are w i th i~  the Perseus m. The relative void, if it represents 

the position of the gas evacuated by WSW, would place the region past the layer of 

shocked gas. In this picture, the cold HI causing the self-absorption would be moving 

at approximately 13 km s-' relative to the systemic velocity of the HI1 region. 

G136.9+0.9 Fkom -21.97 km s-' to -30.21 km s-' there is HI which appears 

to be related to G136.9+0.9. The lebhand panel of Figure 5.8 shows the HI  at 

a velocity in this intenml along with the radio continuum ernission at 1420 MHz. 

Staxting at the lower velocities, HI traces the north-western edge of the region. 

gradudy inciuding the western edge, until all that remains is a faint depression in 



the HI correspondhg to the position of G136.9+0.9. This last supports the t h e o -  

that G136-9f0.9 is in fact one structure, not a chance combination of three main 

emission enhancements. For the TASS mode1 this places it just beyond the layer 

of shocked, dense gas. As well, oddly enough, there seems to be interacting HI at 

velocities of -73.08 km s-l to -76.38 km s-', most clearly tracing the upper half 

of G136.9+0.9 at -74.73 km s-' which is shown in the right-hand panel of Fig. 5.8. 

If -30 km s-' is taken to be the systemic velocity then this gas would be moving 

at a velocity of -45 km s-' relative to G136.9+0.9. 

5.2.4 The SNR HB3 

The radio continuum emission 

The radio source HB3 (a.k.a. G132.6f1.5) is an evolved Galactic supernova remnant . 

Observations by Landecker et ai. (1987) using the DRA0 SST at 408 MHz indicated 

that it had dimensions of 90' x 123' (EW x NS). This large angulac size. toget her 

with indications for an interaction with the molecular materid associated with W3 

(Routledge et al. 1991) gives AB 3 an estimatecl physical size of 57 x 79 pc. ranking 

it among the largest Galactic SNRs currently known. Figure 5.9 shows the relevant 

area of the continuum mosaics. 

The pilot project 408 NiHz image of HB3 is similar to that presented and dis- 

cussed by Landecker et al. This is not surprising as both data sets were obtained 

using the same instrument, though the present image has greater sensitivity. Tele- 

scope performance has been arneliorated over the past few years, with the 408 MHz 

sensitivity at phase centre for a single field improving fiom 5 mJy/beam to 3.3 

mJy/beam. However, the gain in quality is mainly attributable to the fact that 
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Figure 5.9: The supernova remnant HE53 at 408 MHz and 1420 MHz 
The left panel shows the 408 MHz emission, while the right-hand panel displays the 
data at 1420 MHz. Greyscdes vary heady, fkom 50 to 100 K at 408 MHz and boom 
0.5 to 5 K at 1420 MHz. The 1420 MHz image is contaminated by artefacts related 
to PV3 but nonetheless shows the scdoped structure of the SNR. 

seven overlapping fields contribute to the pilot project image of HB3. It should also 

be noted that Landecker et d.'s data constituted the inaugural observations wit h the 

408 MHz receiving system at the DRAO, 6 t h  a l l  the hardware and software prob- 

lems this can entail and that, with only four antennae in the array at that time. it 

was not possible for these authors to selfcalibrate their data. The püot project image 

therefore provides much better detection of the remnant's weaker features, improving 

the contrast and visibility for the fainter portions, especially the northwestern and 

southwestern limbs. For example, the remnant's "northern emission loop" discussed 

by Landecker et al. is now seen to be part of a large emission extension towards the 

north-west rather than a narrow emission loop. The new 408 MHz image shows this 



whole region now to be largely filied with nonthermal radio emission. with alniost 

no hole as suggested by the Landecker et al. data  However. the remnant dimensions 

are not found to be appreciably larger than reported by those authors. 

The 1420 MHz pilot project data represent the highest resolution radio mapping 

of this remnant to date. Data at this continuum frequency were &O observed Nith 

the SST along with the 408 MHz data presented by Landecker et al. and are men- 

tioned in Routledge et al. (lggl), but the proxhnity of the W3 star formation region 

caused intractable artefacts. Artefacts fiom this source are also visible in the pilot 

project data, though at a much lower level because of the use of selfcalibration. Arte- 

facts notuiit hstanding, the higher resolution 1420 MHz image highlights, better t han 

the 408 MHz image, the rernnant's discrete, overlapping emission arcs, already noted 

by Landecker et al. The rernnant's western limb, farthest from W3 and thus least 

af5ected by its associateci artefacts, shows a sharp, highly irregular radio bound- 

composed of several of these superimposed emission arcs. 

Compact sources, which are for the most part background galaxies. were sub- 

tracted £rom both continuum images and the SNR's emission was integrated for 

spectral index determination. HB3's southeasteni boundary is clïfEcult to determine 

wit h any degree of accuracy. The intense emission region near W3, just sout h of HB3. 

was excluded kom the integration as its spectral index Mers  significantly fiom that 

of the main body of the SNR and is more closely related to that of W3. However. it 

is possible that this region contains a mixture of thermal and non-thermal emission. 

either superimposed along the line of sight or physically meshed. At 408 MHz, the 

rernnant's integrated flux density is 48 f 7 Jy and at 1420 MHz, it is 26 ir 3 Jy 

These are low in cornparison to the d u e  quoted by Green (1996), though they do 



agree within uncertainty with previously published results (see Landecker et al. and 

references t herein) . With t hese values of flux density, the spectral index is -0.5 f 0 -2. 

The spectral index was also examined using temperature-temperatuce plots of 

various sub-regions of the SNR. Considering an area safe1y away fiom the confusion 

of W3: its artefacts and the adjacent thermal plateau, a spectral index of -0.64I0.01 

was found kom the best fit line. The spectral index quoted by Landecker et al. was 

-0.60 & 0.04, obtained from a fit to d flux densities published at that t h e .  

The distribution of the spectral index over the S h i  was eduated by comparing 

the high and low frequency radio continuum emission after convolving the 1420 MHz 

data to the resolution of the 408 MHz image. The SNR is spectrdy quite uniform. 

with variations being on the order of 3~3%. The remnant's filaments. therefore. 

appear to a.Il have very similar spectral indices. 

Cornparison between radio continuum and optical emission 

Fesen et al. (1995) present a cornparison between the optica! and radio continuum 

emission fiom HB3. It was found that there is a good morphological correiation 

between the structures seen on sensitive Ha images and t hose in the radio continuum. 

Previous optical images ( s e  e.g. Fesen & Gull 1983) had shown the SNR to be fair- 

diffuse, without sharp filaments, because of the poorer sensitivity of thei. data. Based 

on these images, HB3 had been found to exhibit poor optical-radio correlation (see 

Landecker et al. and Routledge et al.). 

Two other evolved remnants have been examined for optical-radio correlations - 

S147 by Fürst & Reich (1986) and OA 184 by Routledge et al. (1986) - and in both 

cases such correlations were found to be good, contrary to the case for smaller. less 



evolved remnants (e.g. the Cygnus Loop and IC 443). AU three evolved remnants 

have a morphology suggestive of large-scale, multiple shock fionts. The suggestion 

put forward by Fesen et al. is that the slower shocks which are more prevalent in older 

SNRs should produce less turbulent postshock flows, allowing the formation of more 

uniform laxge-scde magnetic field compressions. This may lead to a better coupiing 

between radiative optical filaments and radio emission, the latter being sensitive 

to B-field compressions. It is suggested that strong radio-optical correlation plus 

multishell structure may be a better indication of advanced remnant age than the 

frequently ment ioned dinw opt ical morphology. 

The HI associated with HB3 

The HI environment of SNR HB3 was studied by Routledge et al. (1991) using the 

DEWO SST. The present data oEer a wider field of view which is useful for the larger 

scale structures and placing them in context . The most strücing feature is a large HI 

shell which encircles the continuum emission. Routledge et al. see this feature in a 

single channel, at -28.56 km se' , and it is at this velocity that it is most apparent in 

this data set but, with the contrast provided by the larger field of view, it c m  now be 

seen to extend in velocity kom -25.27 km s-' to 43.40 km s-' . varying somewhat 

in size along the way. This overlaps with Read's interval of -27 to -34 km s - ~  for 

an arc to the north-west of W3 which he links to HB3, and clearly locates it withh 

the Perseus m velociw range. The absence of absorption associated with W3 at 

the velocities where the large void is unequivocally present places HB3 just beyond 

the layer of shocked gas in the TASS mode1 and therefore slightly further t han W3. 

Between -21.97 km s-' aud -30.27 km s-' there are two HI plumes that extend 
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Figure 5.10: The supernova remnant HB3 and asociated HI 
The images show M emission at the velocities indicated above each panel. The 
greyscale varies iinearly from O K to 90 K. Contours tracing the 1420 MHz continuum 
emission at 2 K, 4 K and 10 K have been superimposed. Two plumes of HI emission 
are seen, seemingly extending fiom the continuum emission, one at each represented 
velocity. As weU, the right-hand panel shows HI tracing almost the entire periphery 
of the remnant- 

out from the upper arc of the SNR shell, both of which are shown in Figure 5.10. 

The lower latitude, lower velocity, more compact one is more likely to be related to 

HB3. It is a continuation of the upper HI ridge and perhaps simply the enhanced 

edge of the HI to the W e s t  of the remnant (see Fig.3.5 for an uno bstructed view of the 

atomic hydrogen emission) . The association of the other, more extended plume wit h 

HB3 is less certain, though its arc does follow the sweep of the northeast continuum 

ridge of the SNR. 



H e k  (1979) found an HL hole near the position of HB3 within the velocity 

intenal -83 km s-' to -91 km s-l. While there is AI tracing out the upper 

boundaxy of HB3 after a fashion, it is spatidy continuous with atomic gas which 

overlaps the western portion of the remnant and spectrally continuous with HI that 

is further to the north-west of the SNR and therefore probably ue ia ted .  

5.2.5 The faint extended halo around W3/4 and the W4-W5 bridge 

Surrounding W3/4 and HB3 there is a f ~ t ,  extended, continuum halo which was 

noted by Braunsfurth (1983) in the Effelsberg 21 cm continuum survey data. It 

extends to the north and south of W4, and south-east of HB3. Because of the 

intensity of the Galactic non-thermal background emission, such a fa& halo is not 

discernible in the 408 MHz data. At 1420 biHz, it is at a level of 2-3 K. To the east 

of W4 Lies the bridge of continuum emission extending to W5: this can be c-iewed as 

a separate entity or as part of the more general continuum halo. The bridge proper. 

centred at b = O.go, is slightly brighter, generaily between 2.5 K and 3.5 K. Both the 

halo and the bridge are clearly shown in Figure 5.11 where the low contour levels 

have b e n  plotted. 

In addition to the bridge, the halo can be subdivided into two separate compo- 

nents: one northward of W4 and the other comprising the ionized gas to the south 

of HB3 and W4. The faint continuum emission nort h of W4 is most likely linked to 

the chimney (see chapter 6), with the OC1 352 cluster stars providing the ionizing 

radiation. As for the southern region, two main exphnations suggest themselves as 

to its nature. First, it may be an old, background, low-density HI1 region, a remnant 

from a previous epoch of star formation. The second possibility is that this halo is 



Figure 5.11: The W4W5 bridge and the halo around W4 at 1420 MHz 
Contour levels have been chosen to highlight the diEuse, low-level emission surround- 
ing W3/4 and the bridge of emission between W4 and W5. Contours are at 2 K. 5 
K and 10 K- 

formed by ionizing radiation escaping fiom W4 and is therefore a product of the 

present generation of stars. 

There is no detectable extended continuum halo around the W5 region. If one 

assumes that the halo around W4 is produced by radiation leakage, why is there no 

corresponding structure around W5? It is, after all, only slightly younger according 

to Dickel (1980) and is evolving in a similarly composed ambient medium. Perhaps 

the explanation lies in the clumpiness of W4 which wouid allow ionizing radiation 

to leak out, whereas W5 better confines radiation, Le. it is ionization bounded- 
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Figure 5.12: The continuum bridge and associated HI 
The contours - at 2 K, 4 K and 10 K - show the 1420 MHz continuum emission 
in the "bridge" region. G136.9-kO.9 is on the Ieft of the figure and W4, on the right. 
The greyscale showing the HI varies from O K to 70 K. 

However, as indicated in 85.2.3, the integrated flux of W5-W is lower than the 

maximum flux which could be attributed to the O stars in OC1 364: indicating that 

it is not ionization bounded. If W5-E is at a distance of 2.2 kpc, then its integrated 

flux agrees within uncertainty with the maximum flux which codd be attributed to 

BD+59 578, and it would therefore be ionization bounded and so an e-xtended halo 

due to radiation leakage would not be expected. 

The HI and the halebridge structure 

The northern and western edges of the HI feature centred at (I36.a0, 0 .O0) which is 

seen most clearly at -23.62 km s-' exactly trace the 2 K contour of the bridge's 

lower latitude limit (see Figure 5.12). The HI emission to the north at this velocity 

traces the 2.5 K emission. Thus the bridge seems to fit into a tunnel in the HI 

emission. At velocities in the vicinity of -46.70 km s-' there is also a paucity of HI 



emission in the bridge and eastern halo regions. As for the rest of the halo, there 

may be HI following its southeasteni edge from -21.97 km s-' to -26.92 km s-' y 

but, othenvise, this is no indication of interaction. AU of these possible interactions 

suggest that the bridge and the halo are within the Perseus arm. 



Chapter 6 

Wind blown structures in the pilot project data 

The unique aspect of the present data set is to image structures that 

are extended in some direction and quite fine in an other such as ZE 

the case 2 ~ ~ 3 %  long filaments or large bubbles or shelk. Svch structures 

may be common zn regions of star formation and are thought to have 

been created by stellar crr-ncls and supernovae. The analysis of three 

such stntctures 2s presented. 

6.1 The HI shell centred at 1=132.62O k-û .72O 

In the HI images at velocities of approlcimately -25 km s-' there is a well-defined 

ring of enhanced emission, presumably a shell of atomic hydrogen. This shell is 

centred at (1, b) = (132.6207 -0.72O) and wiil henceforth be referred to as G132.6- 

0.7. There is no obvious counterpart in either radio continuum image. 

6.1.1 Description 

The HI structure 

Figure 6.1 presents a subsection of the BI mosaics for the relevant velocity interval. 

G132.6-û.T appears to develop fiom a cap at v = -15.37 km s-1 to a complete ring 

at -25.27 km s-' . As velocities become more negative it does not progress back to 

a cap. 
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Figure 6.1: The HI sheil G132.6-0.7 

Greyscdes vary linearly between 15 to 80 K. 



At maximum extent G132.ô-û.7 is approximately elliptical. The major axis. 

which is perpendicular to the Gaiactic plane, measures 110.4 arcmin and the minor 

axis is 95.2 arcmin. There is a hint that the structure is slightly ovoid. being wider 

nearer to the plane. For the halfof the shell from -15.37 km s-' to -25.27 km s-' . 

the total flux above the background level is 390 I 10 Jy. 

Within the shell, on its western inner rim, there is a U-structure which develops 

from -25.27 km s-' to -28.26 km s-' . It is centred on (132.3O, -0.8O). 

Counterparts at other frequencies 

Radio continuum As mentioned previously, there is no corresponding ring struc- 

ture in the radio continuum at  408 MHz or 1420 MHz. At best there is !on- level 

emission (-2 K) dong its southeastem limb as seen in Fig. 5-11. The top two panels 

of Figure 6.2 show the corresponding area fiom the two mosaics. 

Infrard The IRAS infrared data have been searched for dust counterparts to the 

atomic hydrogen structure. The 60 pm and 100 pm images of this area are shom in 

the lower panels of Figure 6.2. Within the shell there is a clumpy plateau of infI-ared 

emission at 60 microns and 100 microns which fah  off rapidly at the HI boundq.  

The morphology - a plateau rather than a limb-brightened stmcture - suggests 

that this emission originates within the bubble rather than in the shell proper. The 

ratio of emission at the two wavelengths indicates that the dust within the bubble is 

generdy at a lower temperature than the dust outside. 

Molecular Within the velocity interval and region of the shell there are no ex- 

tended molecular gas structures present in the FCRAO CO Survey of the Outer 
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Figure 6.2: The radio continuum and infrared emission in the G132.6-0.7 region 
The top panels show the radio continuum emission, 408 MHz on the left and 1420 
MHz on the right. Greyscales vary lineacly fiom 10 K to 150 K for the 408 MHz 
image and fkom O K to 5 K for the 1420 iWz image. The two lower panels show the 
IRAS data for this region, 100 prn on the left and 60 pm on the right. Greyscales 
vary linearly fiom 25 MJy/sr to 100 MJy/sr for the 100 pm image and from 5 MJylsr 
to 30 MJy/sr for the 60 pm image. A 110.4 x 95.2 arcmin* ellipse correçponding 
roughly to the shape of the shell at full extent is overlaid. 



Gaiauy. There are relatively compact sources in the eastem rim of the sheil at 

(133.19O, -0.34O) and (133.23", -0.62O) at velocities ofapproximately -25.2 km s-l . 

There is also a compact moleculsr cloud in the lower rim of the sheU at (132.47O, 

-1.37OY -28.5 h S-' ). 

6.1.2 Distance 

From the average velocity-longitude plot in Fig. 5.1 (top panel) the shell would 

appear to be in the interann region. However, as noted in s5.1. the HI distribution 

\?tries significantly over the latitude range covered by the pilot project. Judging from 

the velocity-longitude plot for 6 = -l.OO, the shell seems to be at the outer edge 

of the Local HI . As for kinematic distances, the shell is completely developed at 

-25.27 km sdL . Assuming a flat rotation curve with A = 14 km s-' kpC1 and & 

= 8.5 kpc, one finds di, = 1.7 kpc (Burton 1988). Using the rotation curve fiom 

Brand & Blitz (1993) one h d s  2.0 kpc. 

The location of G132.6-4.7 on the edge of a spiral arm could account for the 

absence of the second half of the shell: it wodd have expanded more heely in this 

direction and would have fiagmented and disperseci into the less dense medium. In 

this context, if the shell is now static, the missing second half indicates that the shell 

is on the outer edge of the Local arm. However, if the shell is expanding, then the 

less negative velocities correspond to materid which is moving away from us, and the 

suggestion is then that the shell is on the near side of the Perseus m. Alternatel- 

the missing second haJf of the shell could be indicative of the expansion in that 

direction having been forestalleci when it encountered a region of higher density. If 

this is the case then the shell would either be near the edge of the Local a,rm7 the 



higher density of which would have halted the expansion in that direction. or just 

past the high-density shocked region of the Perseus arm. 

There is absorption associated with W3 out to -50 km s-1 : approximately M c e  

the velocity of the shell at full extent. If both the shell and the absorbing gas at 450 

km s-' are following the rotation curve of the Galaxy then W3 is further away and 

therefore G132.6-0.7 is at a distance of substantially less than 2.2 kpc. If. on the 

other band, the gas producing the absorption out to -50 km s-' is the shocked gas 

prescribed by the TASS mode1 then the shell is slightly further than CV3, assuming 

that it is following the rotation of the Galaxy dong with the gas at the position of 

m-3 - 

At the velocity where the sheU is most clearly seen there is ais0 interaction be- 

tween the western edge of W5 and the HI (see Chap. 5 and Fig. 3.5). As weU there 

is HI interacting with HB3 kom -25.27 km s-' to -28.00 km and perhaps at 

-30.21 km s-' (see Fig. 3.5). If this apparently interacting HI and the HI forming 

the shell is aU at the distance of W5 and HB3 then G132.6-û.7 wodd be at 4 . 2  

kpc. 

6.1.3 Stars 

There are no energetic main-sequence stars within the shell at present. This is not 

surprising; if there were energetic stars present, there should be an inner shell of 

ionized gas. Table 6.1 gives all O and B type stars in the vicinity (in projection) and 

Figure 6.3 shows their positions with reference to the shell. 

The B1 Ia star BD+60 447 is alrnost exactly at the centre of the sheU. Ac- 

cording to Hurnphreys (1970) it is at a distance of 1.55 kpc, determined spectro- 



Yame Type 1 b 
BD+6O 456 B9 V 133.13 -0.46 
LS V +60 1 B 133.36 4 .87 
LS V +60 2 B 133.38 4.78 
BDt59 441 B7 V 132.98 4.75 
LS 1 +59 116 B 133.21 -1.05 
LS V +59 2 B 133.47 -1.01 
LS 1 +60 225 B 133.00 4 .03 
LS 1 +60 226 B... 133.16 4.04 
BD+60 461 B9 V 133.29 +0.05 
BD+59 463 B 133.54 -0.40 
BD+59 465 B .  133.55 -0.38 

Name Type 1 b 
BD+60430 B9V 131.89 -0.51 
LS 1 +60 218 B 132.13 -1.22 
LS 1 +60 220 B-.- 132.25 -0.30 
LS 1 +60221 B... 132.33 -0-30 
BD+60 447 B1 Ia 132.60 -0.64 
LS 1 +60 223 B 132.74 -0.55 
BD+59 408 B9 V 132.22 -1.38 
BD+59 409 B6 V 132.22 -1.30 
LS 1 +61 265 B .  132.56 -0.10 
BD+60 435 B2 III 131.97 -0.12 
LS 1 +59 112 0 9  V 132.94 -1.39 

Table 6.1: O and B stars in the projected vicinity of G132.6-0.7 
The information in this table was extracted fiom the SIhIBAD database. 

photometricdy fiom previously published data. No uncertainty was quoted for this 

value and there was no radial velocity listed. This distance is not inconsistent nith 

the various distance estimates for G132.6-0.7. While on the main sequence this star 

was most probably a late O star. Based on the evolutionary tracks by Maeder (1990) 

and using the liiminosity and eEeetive temperature given by Lang (1991) for a B1 I 

star, it would appear that BD+60 447 had a mass between 20 and 25 Ma while 

on the main sequence. According to Table 4.2 this implies that it was an 09.5 V or 

an 09.0 V star. It should be noted however that according to the masses for vaxious 

spectral types aven by Lang (1991) the main sequence type of BD+60 447 couid 

have been as early as 08.0. 

As a lower limit for the energy that could have been input by steilar winds 

during its hydrogen burning phase, consider an 09.5 V star. Using the values given 

in Table 4.1 for the mass Loss rate and the terminal velociw and assuming a main 
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Figure 6.3: O and B stars in the projected vicinity of the G132.6-0.7 

Open star symbols are for B type stars and the fUed star symbol is for LS 1 +59 112. 
the only O star in the field. The greyscale showing the HI at -25.27 km s-l varies 
hearly between 15 and 80 K. 

sequence lifetime of 9.1 Myr in accordance with Table 4.2, the total kinetic energy 

output would be 1.6 x 104' erg over the Me of the star. For an earlier type star, the 

whd luminosity would be greater but the main sequence üfetime would be shorter. 

For an 08.0 star the total kinetic energy of the steilar wind during its main sequence 

would be 4.7 x 104' erg. 

6.1.4 Analysis and conjecture 

It will be assumed that the shell is expmding. This is the most likely scenario in 

view of the varying morphology seen in the EII images. It is unlikely in the extreme 

that there exists, in the ISM, a long enough, stationary cylinder or h e l  to account 

for the aspect of the HI in the different channels. The extreme distance values - 



1.55 kpc from the position of BD+60 447 and 2.2 kpc from the interaction of HI 

with W 5  and HB3 - will be used throughout. 

Kinetic energy of G132.8-0.7 

From its integrated flux, the average column densi@ for the weli-defined first half of 

the shell is 2.7 x lo2* cm-2. For a distance of 1.55 kpc, this implies an HI mass of 

3.7 x 103 hla whereas it would be 7.4 x 103 l& at 2.2 kpc. This is in agreement 

with Heiles (1984)'s statistical observation that the mass swept up by a shell is very 

approximately 8.5GZh Ma, which in t his case would predict i\rl - 5 x 10-41 for a 

distance of 1.55 kpc and M - 9 x 103 at 2.2 kpc. 

Assurning that the cap of the shell is seen at a velocity of - l5.37 km s-1 and t hat 

it has reached full extent at -25.27 km s-' , an expansion velocity of approximately 

9.9 km s-' is found. This is barely larger than the turbulent velocity standard- 

assumed for the ISM, implying that the shell will soon dissipate into the ambient 

gas. For a complete shell - one with twice the mass of the fore half - to edxpa.nd 

with this velocity would require the injection of - 10" erg. Note that this is the 

same order of magnitude as the stellar wind kinetic energy of BD+60 447 during its 

main sequence Me. 

Age of the bubble 

As the standard model stipulates that the time to dissipation into the ISM should 

be approximately qua1 to the main sequence lifetime of the source of the wind. 

this wodd imply that the source can only recently have left the main sequence. 

Attributhg all of the stellar wind to BDfGO 447 and assuming that is was an 09.5 

star when on the main sequence, the age of the bubble should be slightly greater 



Comparing with stellar wind bubble modeis 

As was just mentioned the expansion velociw of G132.6-0.7 indicates t hat it Nill 

soon dissipate into the ISM. Furthermore, the assumed central star has evolved off 

the main sequence and fusion stages past hydrogen burning are estimated to last 0.1 

as long a s  the main sequence (Meynet et al. 1994). Both facts are in accord with the 

prediction of the standard mode1 that a wind-blown bubble should dissipate into the 

ISM shortly after the central star has evolved off the main sequence. In this scenario 

G132.6-û.7 is now a momentum driven bubble. 

Using the m a s  loss parameters for an 09.5 V star and assigning an age of 9.1 

Myr to the bubble, a lower limit, one can deduce the de- of the ambient IS'YI 

before the shell was created from Eq. 4.6. For a spherical shell of radius 51.4 arcmin 

at a distance of 1.55 kpc the ambient density should be 0.8 cme3 and for 2.2 kpc. 

n o  = 0.4 cm-3. Both are reasonable values for the ambient ISM density 

In order to obtain some idea of the ambient density fiom the data, the adjacent 

emission was integrated, both to the east and to the north, for the charnels where 

there appeared to be a void at the centre of the shell. This void corresponds to the 

volume that was evacuated by the stellax winds. The average column density for a 

58 x 85 arcmir? patch centred on (134.7g0, -0.60°) is 3.0 x 1020 cm-?, and for an 

area 80 x 22 arcmin* centred on (134.56*, +0.68O) it is 6.2 x 1020 cm". The overall 

average value is 3.8 x 1020 cm". Assuming that the void has a depth equal to the 

shell's width the ambient densities to the east and north would be 2 and 4 

cm-3 for a distance of 1.55 kpc, and 1 and 3 cm-3 for a distance of 2.2 kpc. 



Using 2.5 cm-3 

velocity should 

and the parameters for an 09.5 V star, after 9.1 Myr the expansion 

be -0.7 km s-' according to the standard model. Not oniy is this 

more than an order of magnitude smaller than the observed value but it is far less 

than the turbulent velocity of the ISM and so the shell should have dissipated long 

ago. 

This shell seems to have too high an expansion velocity for its radius. As both 

the radius and the expansion velocity have a similar dependence on the stellar Nind 

parameters the quandaxy cannot be solved by the assumption of additional stars 

contributing to the stellar wind. As was mentioned in $4-4.1, there are indications of 

a category of supershells having overly high expansion velocity. 0ey (1996) has ob- 

serwd something similar in her inventory of superbubbles in Large MageUanic Cloud. 

dividing her supershells ïnto "high-velocity" superbubbles, which are dynamically in- 

consistent with the standard model, their expansion velocities being too high for the 

observed radius, and "low-velocity" superbubbles which are in agreement with the 

modell. 

Within the shell 

As was noted in the description of the HI emission, there is an HI " U  within the 

shell. A partial shell within a shell as it were. In the crook of this "U" there is a 

compact continuum source which is positionally coincident with an IRAS compact 

sources having the colours of an HI1 region (see Hughes & MacLoed 1994 for colour 

selection criteria), narnely IRAS-O2044+6031. The infkared colours, the radio con- 

tinuum spectral index of +0.55 and the morphologicd indication of HI surroundin,- 

'Oey considers the adiabatic phase of bubble expansion; the LMC superbubbles that she observes 
are stiU ionized. 



the compact source combine to suggest that this an HI1 region within a layer of 

dissociated gas, located on the periphery of the shell. 

There is no indication of a bright star which could account for the ionized gas. In 

fact on the POSS images, coincident with the IRAS source, there is a compact region 

of increased absorption. This suggests that this is a young HI1 region. Perhaps its 

formation was trïggered by the expansion of the G132.6-0.7 shell. 

6.2 The HI shell centred at 1 =135.5* , b=-0.2O 

6.2.1 Description of the HI structure and distance 

There is a ring of enhanced HI emission centred at 1 = 135.47", b = -0.20° and u = 

-89 km s-l, which will henceforth be referred to as (2135.5-0.2. The HI emission 

of this region is shown in Figure 6.4. A ring is detected, not a clear progression £rom 

cap to ring as was the case for G132.64.7, though a case could be made for the 

emission at  -91.22 lan s-' constituting a cap. 

The shell has a double arc structure on its east side at -87.9 km s-' but it is 

the inner one which persists throughout the velocity intenml. This inner ring is weL 

described by a circle with a diameter of 82 arcmin. 

The kinematic distance to G135.5-0.2, using a flat rotation c w e  with A = 

14 km s-' kpc-' and & = 8.5 kpc, is 5.5 kpc. At this distance the shell would 

have a radius of 65.2 pc. This assumes that the velocity of the portion seen is due 

to Galactic rotation only. However, there is very little HI at the velocities where 

G135.5-0.2 is present - the average value over the mosaic is 4 3  K - which begs 

the question: how could a sheU of swept-up material have formed with so Little 
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Figure 6.4: The HI sheU G135.5-0.2 

The greyscale varies Linearly fiom 10 K to $0 K. 

material to sweep up? A possible solution lies in re-exarnining the assumption that 

the structure seen is the sheli at full extent. An alternate interpretation is that 

G135.5-0.2 is an approaching sheU-cap within the Perseus m, on the far side: the 

rest of the shell would not be fomed due to the low gas density outside that spiral 

ann. The observed velocity of -91 kms is then due to the combination of Galactic 

rotation and shell expaasion. 



Name Type 2 b 
BD+58 498 B1 IL 136.42 4 - 9 5  
LS 1 t59 133 BO IV 134.51 -0.73 
BD+60 493 BO-5 Ia 134-62 +OS8 
BD+59 513 BI Iab 135.31 +O-19 
BDt59 510 B1 III 135.44 -0.33 

Table 6-2: O stars and early B post main sequence stars in the (3135.5-0.2 region 
Spectral types and positions are those Iisted by the SIkLBAD database. 

Counterparts at other frequencies 

There is no corresponding structure noted in the radio continuum images, the JIUS 

images or on the POSS plates. It should be noted however that, in projection. the 

position of the G135-5-0.2 overlaps W4, making the detection of possible, faint. 

associated continuum stmctures less likely. The molecular images are equdy devoid 

of obviously associated structures. 

6.2.2 Stars 

Considering the lack of a corresponding continuum structure, the powering source of 

the shell must no longer be on the main sequence. Table 6.2 gives the spectral types 

and position of all O stars and post main sequence early B stars in the projected 

vicinity of G135.5-0.2 listed in the SIMBAD database. There is a B1 III star very 

near the projected centre of the shell, at (135.44", -0.33'). According to Humphreys 

(1978) this star, BD+59 510, is at a distance of 2.6 kpc. If G135.54.2 is at 5.6 kpc 

then this is merely a chance superposition, but if the structure is in the Perseus a,rm 

then the star may be associated. 

Based on the evolutionary tracks by Maeder (1990) and using the Iuminosity and 



effective temperature given by Lang (1991) for a B1 I n  star, it would appear that 

BD+59 510 had a mass between 15 & and 20 M@ while on the main sequence. 

According to Table 4.2 this implies that it was not an O star. It should be noted 

however that according to the masses for various spectral types given by Lang (1991) 

the main sequence type of BD+59 510 could have been as early as 09.0. Assuming 

an 09.5 V star, the total kinetic energy input into the ISM by the stellar winds 

during BDf59 510's main sequence Metirne was approximately 1.6 x 104' erg. 

6.2.3 Analysis and conjecture 

Assuming that BD+59 510 created 6135.5-0.2 

If BDf59 510 is assumed to be the star responsible for G135.5-0.2 and if it is assumed 

that the cap has a velocity of approximately -91 km s-l, then it shouid be possible 

to estirnate an expansion velocity. Unfortunately the radial velocity of BD+59 5 10 

has not been meastued and, because of velocity anomalies in the Perseus a m ,  it 

is not possible to use the rotation c w e  mentioned previously to determine the 

velocity corresponding to a kinematic distance of 2.6 kpc. However, BD+59 510 is 

more distant than W3 and so is l i y  to be beyond the layer of high density shocked 

gas, which ends at -50 km s-' according to the W3 absorption spectnim. Therefore 

the central velocity of G135.5-0.2, were it complete, would be more negative than 

-50 km se' . This implies an expansion velocity of somewhat less than 40 km s-l . 

The Perseus spiral axm extends as far as -70 km s-' in velocity (see §J.l.l). If 

the centre of the bubble is at this outer edge then the expansion velocil would 

be -20 km s-' . It is possible that the central velociw is much less than this - 

circular velocities as low as -30 km s-' are beyond W3 in the TASS model. which 



could correspond to an expansion velocity of -60 km s-' - however considering 

the morphology of G135.5-0.2 and the distance to BD+59 510, the more negative 

central velocities seem more probable. 

An upper limit for the radius of the sheil at bill extent c m  be determined by 

assuming that the 82 anmin wide structure is at a distance of 2.6 kpc. This gives a 

radius of 31 pc. For this radius, using Heileç7 approxhate relationship for the m a s  

of an HI shell; 1!Im - 8 x 103 Mo. The observed mass of HI for a distance of 2.6 

kpc is 5 x 103 M ~ .  

For an expansion velocity of 40 km s-' the kinetic energy of the observed HI 

would be 8 x 1 0 ~ ~  erg. For the less ükely expansion velocity value of 60 km s-' 

the kinetic energy would be 2 x 105* erg. Both these values of kinetic energy are 

inconsistent with a single 09.5 V star having created the shell: especidy considering 

that this is the kinetic energy of the observed mass which would only have felt a 

fraction of the steUar wind! half at best. For an expansion velocity of 20 km s-l the 

kinetic energy wodd be 2 x 104' erg which is not unreasonable. 

Assuming a distance of 5.5 kpc 

From Heiles (1984)'s observations of sheil masses, the mass of an HI shell with a 

radius of 65.2 pc would be very approximately 4 x 104 Ma. The observed mass for 

a distance of 5.5 kpc is 2 x lo4 Mo. 
A lower limit for the kinetic energy of the sheil can be evatuated assuming that 

the shell is expmding with a velocity just above the turbulent velocity of the ISM. 

The resulting value for the observed mass is 1 x 1 0 ~ ~  erg. 



6.3 The chimney above W4 

At velocities of approximately -45 km s-' there is a U-shaped cavity in the HI 

above the W4 MI region (see Figure 3.5). This is suggested to be a chimney blonn 

by stelIar winds. 

6.3.1 Description 

HI and radio continuum 

For convenience, the HI mosaic at  v = -43.40 km s-L and the 1420 MHz continuum 

mosaic have been reproduced in Figure 6.5. The upper image shows an obvious cone- 

shaped cavity in the HI opening upward, in a direction perpendicular to the Gdactic 

plane, toward the region of lower density as one would expect for a chimney It sits 

directly above W4 and the shape of its base matches the upper portion of that HI1 

region quite weIl. The positions of the O stars in OC1 352 (see Table 5.1) which ionize 

W4 are indicated bÿ the star symbols on both images. Sheh location at the apex of 

the HI void strongly suggests that they are responsible for creating the chimney. 

The location of the chimney in velocity space coincides with the disappearance 

of absorption features associated with W3, suggesting that they are at the same 

distance, within the layer of shocked gas according to the TASS model. As the W3 

and W4 HI1 regions are thought to be interacting (Lada et al. 1978, Dickel 1980. 

Thronson et al. 1985) the chimney can be assumed to also be at the same distance 

as W4, in agreement with the suggestion that the OC1 352 stars are responsible for 

its creation. 

Within the generally lower density area of the chimney there are a few HI struc- 
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Figure 6.5: The chimney area at 1420 MHz, spectral line and continuum 
The left panel shows the BI emission at -43.40 km s-l . The greyscale varies line& 
£rom O K to 80 K. The right-hand panel shows the radio continuum emission at 14-2-20 
MHz with an intensity scale varying linearly between O and 10 K. O stars in the OC1 
352 cluster. 

tures of note. Towards the base of the chimney, at 1 = 134.7' and b = 1.5": there is 

a small concentration of HI emission which persists over -9.9 km s-l , from -38.5 

km s-' to 4 8 . 4  km s-' . The lower edge of this cloudlet is traced by the small 

region of emission seen above W4 on the 1420 MHz continuum image. 

About 0.5" above the small cloud, there is a V-shaped filament of HI emission wïth 

its apex at 1 = 134.6O and b = 2.1°, sitting on the upper edge of the 2 K continuum 

halo discussed in 55.2.5. This M structure is suggestive of outflow towaxds higher 

Galactic latitudes within the chimney. A velocity gradient of 11.5 km s - ~  : starting 

at -36.8 km s-l , d t s  dong these streamers, with the material closer to the tips 

being more blue shifted. At 2.2 kpc, the m a s  of HI in the streamers is 430 Mo. 

Also present in the HI image is a filamentary arc within the chimney. near the 



upper latitude limit, above the V-shaped streamers. It extends across some l.sO but 

does not cap the low-density cone. It may be a remnant of the original wind blonm 

shell. 

Low resolution data at higher latitudes The rhimney does not appear to be 

closed within the latitude range of the HI mosaics, however this does not necessady 

imply that it is not closed at higher latitudes. The low resolution data taken with the 

DRA0 26 rn telescope for the purpose of providing shortspacing information extend 

to higher latitudes. Figure 6.6 presents images from that data set for the velocity 

intenml of the chimney. Within the ümits of these data, the chimney does not seem 

to be closed at higher latitudes. It seems to be open towards a region of much lower 

HI density. 

Mared emission 

The walls of the chimney are visible in the infrared, though they are faint compared 

to the very bright emission fkoxn W3 and W4. The eastern w d  has a 60 to  100 

micron flux ratio of 0.25, slightly lower than the value found by Koo et al. (1992) 

for Galactic worm walls but still substantially higher than the solar neighbourhood 

value. The streamers are also faintly visible in the Xrared. 

Molecular material 

Figure 6.7 shows the HI at v = -43.4 km s-' with contours of '*CO (J:1+0) hne 

emission superimposed. The CO data are hom the FCRAO CO Survey of the Outer 

Galavy (Heyer 1995). 

There is a cloud coincident with the Iower latitude concentration of HI mentioned 
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Figure 6.6: L m  resolution RI data for the chimney 
The low resolution data fiom the DRA0 26 rn telescope are shown for the velocities 
where the chimney is most clearly defineci. Greyscales are Iuiear, varying between -5 
K and 100 K. The cusp seen at -(130.5O , +3.0° ) in the last two channels presented 
here may be associated with the SNR 3C58. 

in the previous section. This cloud has a dense "head" Nit h a "tail" stretching away 

£rom the centre of the cluster. The continuum image shows a bright h o t  of ionized 

gas just below the head, indicating that there is an ionization front on the side facing 

the stars. 

There is a second CO cloud at the base of the streamers, extending in the same 

direction. A velocity gradient of 6 km s-' is present in this cloudlet, oriented in the 

same direction as for the HI . 



Figure 6.7: 12C0 (J:l+O) emission associated with the chimney 
The HI is at -43.4 km s-L and the greyscale varies linearly from O K to 80 K. The 
CO data fiom the FCRAO CO S w e y  of the Outer Galaxy are at -40.7 km s-' . 
Contours are at 1, 4, 7, 10 and 13 K. 

6.3.2 Stars and stellar winds 

Mass loss parameters 

Mass loss parameters for the nine O stars in OC1 352 are given in Table 6.3. The 

spectral types are fiom Garmany et al. (1982). For BD+60 498, BD+60 -199 and 

IC 1805 113 no evaluations of mass loss parameters fkom observations were found in 

the literature. For these stars, the mass loss rates and terminal wind velocities were 

evaluated using expressions given by Howarth & Prinja (1989). 

The terminal velociw given by Burki & Llorente de Andrés (1982) for BD+60 497 

seems high. Using Howarth & Prinja's expression, the terminal velocity would be 

2600 km s-' and furthemore this is the velocity given for other 0 6  stars by Casinelli 



Name class logM method vm method 

09.5V 
09.W 
07. v 
0 5 .  III 
04. I 
0 5 .  V 
07.  V 
09. V 

HP 
HP 
w 
Ha 
radio 
Ha 
w 
HP 

Table 6.3: Mass loss parameters for the O stars in OC1 352 
a Llorente de Andrés et al. (1982); Burki & Llorente de Andrés (1979); Lamers 
& Leitherer (1993); Groenewegen et al. (1989); Prinja et al. (1990). The fourth 
and sixth columns of the table indicate the method of determination of the mass loss 
rate and the terminal velociw respectively. HP indicates a t heoret ical evduat ion. 
W refers to fitting of P-Cygni profiles of ultraviolet resonance lines, radio is wrïtten 
when evaluations were done using radio-wavelength fie-£iee emission, and Ha is 
self-explanatory. 



et al. (1981), Garmany et al. (L981), and Mbott et al. (1984), and would agree with 

the velocity trend in Lamers & Leitherer (1993)'s data. It shodd be noted that the 

line profile shown by Burki & Llorente de Andrés for BD+60 497 is ill-defined and 

this may have caused error. 

Both BD+60 502 and BD+60 504 have evolved off the main sequence and their 

present mass loss parameters are t herefore not represent ative of t heir contribut ion 

to stellar-wind induced dymmics during the major part of their lives. 

Timescales 

The fact that BD+6O 502 and BD+60 504 are off the main sequence and that BD+60 

507, an 0 5  star, is still in its core hydrogen burning phase can be used to estimate 

an upper-limit for the age of the cluster. For such a star the main sequence lifetime 

should be 3.7 Myr. If the stars of OC1 352 a l l  formed at the same tirne. this would 

be an upper-lunit for the cluster's age. 

Age estimates for OC1 352 range from 1 Myr (Lang 1991) to 10 Myr (Strobel 

WX),  with the latter value being by far the outlier, ail other values found being in 

the few Myr range (Harris 1976, Joshi & Sagar 1983, Mathys 1987, Dickel 1980). 

From the fit of theoretical gravitational isochrones to the cluster's HR diagram, Joshi 

& Saga (1983) estimate that the age of most of the pre-main-sequence stars lie in the 

range of 0.3-1.2 Myr while some are younger and there are indications of on-going 

star formation. If this is the case, it makes estimating the duration of the winds 

somewhat problematic. 



Energy injected by stellar winds 

With so many sources of uncertainty, only an approximate value of khetic ene r s  

injected by stellar wiods can be derived. For the seven O stars still on the main 

sequence, it is approximately 3 x 10% erg where T is the age of these stars in units 

of 3Iyr. 

At present the wind luminosi@ of BD+60 502 is 8.6 x 1 0 ~ ~  erg s-L and that of 

BDfGO 504 is 9.8 x 1 0 ~ ~  erg s-l. While on the main sequence, BD+60 502 was most 

likely of spectral type 0 4  or 0 5  and BDtGO 504, 03 or 04. For an 05V star. an 

O N  star and an 03V star, using the values given in Tables 4.1 and 4.2, the energy- 

input into the ISM by these stars while on the main sequence would be 5.3 x l0jo 

erg, 7.6 x erg and 18.3 x 10" erg. Compared with these contributions. the 

energy injected into the ISM by the stellar winds of BD+60 502 and BD+60 504 

since they left the main sequence is negligible, both because the energy injected into 

the ISM by r d  supergiants is much lower t han for hotter stars (CL p. 124) and also 

because: presumably, they have spent much less time off the main sequence than 

they did on it. Therefore the total kinetic energy donated to the ISM by the nine 

O-stars in OC1 352 is of the order of 2.5 x 1OS1 erg to 3.7 x lo51 erg where stellar 

types 04V and 05V were used for the lower lunit whereas types 03V and 04V were 

considered for the upper limit. The duration of the stellar winds of the seven stars 

on the main sequence was taken to be 4 Myr which is consistent with the various 

stellar age estimates. The energetics are dominated by BD+60 502 and BD+60 504: 

the contribution of the remainder of the stars, particularly the 09 and 09.5 stars. is 

almost negligible by cornparison. 



6.3.3 Analysis and conjecture 

Streamers and clouds within the chimney 

Lower latitude HI40 cloud Integrating the cloudlet at velocities ranging from 

-38.46 km s-' to -46.70 km ss-' , with a background value being subtracted. yields 

an HI column densiw of - 3 x 1020 cm-2. At a distance of 2.2 kpc this translates to 

an estimated mass of 600 Mo. The positions of the HI and the continuum emission? 

which is mirrored in the optical, suggests that the OC1 352 cluster is responsible for 

ionizing a Iayer of gas on the exposed side of the cloudlet. The molecular material 

extends in a direction pointing away fiorn the energetic stars. 

Heyer et al. (1996a and 1996b) presented a detailed andysis of the Iower latitude 

HI-CO cloud which combines '*CO (JA-0) h e  emission observations fiom the 

FCRAO CO Survey of the Outer Galaxy, 60 pm and 100 pm IRAS data (HIRES 

processing), optical information Erom the POSS? CI80 (J: 1-0) and CS ( 5 2 4  1) fiom 

the FCRAO, and the 1420 MHz continuum and spectral üne data presented here. 

The explmation put forth by the authors is that the molecular material of the taii 

has been shielded fiom the dissociating and ionizing radiation by the denser head of 

the cometary cloud. 

HI streamers As for the streamers, the velocity range of the CO cloud (-35.3 

km s-' to -41.2 km s-' ) overlaps that of the HI , indicating a progression from 

molecular to atomic gas as velocity becomes more negative. This could be caused by 

the material in the streamers being accelerated a s  it moves away from the molecu1a.r 

cloud, in a direction inclined toward the observer. The inclination angle is not known. 

However, if 11.5 km s-' , the velocity gradient dong the streamers, is adopted as 



a lower limit for the relative velocity between the accelerated gas and the original 

molecular cloud material, the kinetic energy imparted to that material wodd be at 

least 6 x 104' erg and the kinematic age, at most 4.5 Myr which is approximately 

consistent with the age of the cluster. 

The chimney proper 

The cavity in the atomic gas corresponding to the chimney occupies a velocity intend 

of 14.8 km s-l. To obtain an estirnate of the density of mbient ISM gas before the 

formation of the chimney, the average column density of RI was measured over the 

same i n t e d  inside a 25.5 ammin wide latitudinal strip adjacent to the chimney 

The mean Galactic latitude of the O stars in OC1 352 (b = 0.94') is indicated by an 

mow on the resulting profile of AI column density in this strip shown in Figure 6.8. 

The figure shows a region of high column density south of the cluster. Other than a 

broad peak at b = +l.6*, which most likely corresponds to HI associated with W5. 

the column density generdy decreases toward higher latitudes, with possibly a sharp 

drop off o c c d g  at b = +3.8O. The width of the chimney increases with latitude. 

reaching some 120 pc at +3.8O which, at a distance of 2.2 kpc, corresponds to a 

height of -110 pc above the base of the chimney. The velocity width of the chimney 

caviw represents the velocity i n t e d  of the gas that previously filled it. A s s u d g  

that the chimney has a depth equal to its width and that the adjacent gas extends 

over the same distance interval, then the HI density at the latitude of the cluster 

is 5 cm-3. The density at the top of the chirnney is - 30% lower. Approxirnating 

the latitude distribution of HI as a uniform slab and using an average density of 4.4 

cm-3 up to a height of 110 pc, with a low density region above, the t h e  required 



Figure 6.8: HI column density near the chimney 
The column density was evaluated from a 25.5 arcmin wide strip adjacent to the 
chimney, centred on 1 = 136.81°. The latitude of the OC1 352 cluster is indicated by 
the arrow. 

for a shell driven by the O star winds to blow out c m  be derived using Eq. 4.5. For 

L38 = 0.3 the result is 5.7 Myr. Note that this allows tirne for the creation of the HI 

streamers during the formation of the chimney. 

The age of the stars is approximately consistent with the time required for their 

wind energy to create the chimney. The rough coincidence of the age of the cluster 

and the time required to blow out the chimney, as well as the presence of the HI 

filamentary arc above 110 pc suggest that the blow out of the chimney may be a 

very recent phenornenon. 

Figure 6.9 is a schematic representation of the chimney showing its relationship 

to the large-scale geometry of this region of the Perseus arm. The upper part of the 



figure shows the tilt towards the observer suggested by the blue-shifted flows of the 

CO cloud and the HI streamers. As the OC1 352 stars are not heavily obscured. 

the chimney has been placed on the near side of the ann. The slight tilt of the 

cross-section of the Perseus arm represents the warp of the Gdactic plane in t hat 

direction. The lower part of the figure shows the details of the chimneyt including the 

nine O stars, the eiongated molecular clouds, and the HI streamers and filarnentq- 

arc. The eastern wall of the HI void is traced by an ionized filamento seen faùitly 

in Fig. 6.5b extending upward from the north-eastem edge of W4. This filament 

probably represents w d  material that has been ionized by the stellar radiation field 

within the cavity. The ionized gas of W4 itself is shom outlining a cavity below OC1 

352. The corresponding ring of ionized gas can be seen in the continuum image. 



Wmd Blown Cavity 

Figure 6.9: Schematic representation of the chimney 
The upper portion shows the suggested position of the chimney within the Perseus 
spiral arm. The observations indicate that the chimney is tilted toward the observer 
and on the near side of the m. The lower portion shows the details of the chimnev 

- - 

- - - - - - . " 

and the interactions between the vaxïous components withh it. (fiom Normandeau 
et al. 1996). 



Chapter 7 

Summary and conclusion 

The work presented in the dissertation LP the outcorne of a new mode 

of obseruations cam-ed out with an vpgmded instrument. This new 

approach yields a data set couering a large field of vlew vhzle provid- 

ing good resolution. A s  a malt it allows the study of fie structures 

ushich span several degrees, a clms of objects severely neglected by p s t  

observations thut had high-~esolution and srnall field-of-uiew as well 

as by those with low resolut2on and vide fields. Though neither ob- 

senring technique nor data processing zuere h l l y  perfected during the 

course of thzs pmject, the resvlting data set W nonetheless vithout ri- 

val in the existing litemture and is being superseded only &y  the data 

from Galactic Plane Survey for which it vas  the pilot project. 

7.1 Technical considerations and improvements 

In order to attain the goal of imaging a large swath of sky with arcminute resolution. 

a new, more stringent observing method was devised for the DRA0 SST. As well. 

melding together several adjacent fields piaced additional demands on data qualits 

requiring greater uniformiSr and reliability. At the t h e  of observations, the u p  

grade of the telescope fiom four to seven antennas had only recently been completed 

and the pilot pro ject observations provided a strenuous testing ground for the new 



instrument. 

7.1.1 Observing and instrumentation 

The aim of the Galactic Plane Survey is to image a large section of the Gdavy 

within a few years. Prior to the pilot project, the standard mode of operation for 

the synthesis telescope was to observe one field at a tirne: 12 hours a day. changing 

the configuration of the telescope every day. This would not be adequate for a laxge 

swey .  A new observing method, interleaving fields and functioning 24 hours a da? 

for several consecutive days, was developed through the pilot project. 

Observing continuously requises greater instrumental reliabiiity: eliminating much 

of the rnargin for error. It also forced the telescope to observe in orientations generaUy 

avoided, near lower culmination. Durhg the course of the pilot pro ject observations 

many instrumental problems were brought to light, problems which would not have 

had such a great impact during observations in the 12-hour-a-day mode. For ex- 

ample, it was necessary to give the lower culmination lllnit a wider berth than was 

initidy thought ; observing within less than 0.2 h of 12 h hour angle often resulted in 

tracking problems, particdarly for antema 6 which on occasion got "trapped" near 

that hour angle, oscillating back and forth. The magin of 0.2 h was f o n d  to be safe 

and work was subsequently undertaken to improve tracking near lower culmination. 

A somewhat related problem to arise was the lack of calibration information near 12 

h. This was rectified during and following the pilot project obsemtions. Other im- 

provements relate m d y  to safety mechanisms (eg. the failsafe mechanism to avoid 

the collision of antennas 1 and 2 in spacing 3) and monitoring systems to insure that 

instrumental problems are detected before a large amount of data is dected. 



Pnor to undertaking observations some analysis of O bservational parameters %*as 

camïed out in order to insure the most uniform data q u e  possible and to produce 

s e d e s s  rnosaics. The stabiüty of the telescope was exarnined through the use of 

the continuum calibration database. In the course of these investigations an error 

in the 408 MEIz system was uncovered, decting the phase. The n e c e s s q  correc- 

tions have been applied to the pilot project data and the observing system has been 

appropriately modified. As wello in an effort to minimize time spent on calibration 

observations, models of calibrator fields were constructed by S. Sukumar during the 

course of the pilot project and these observations were the first to make use of the 

model-based calibration technique. The models have since been arneliorated and 

hardware modifications have been made which have greatly irnproved calibration. In 

particular, the system gain at 1420 MHz is now monitored throughout the obsen-a- 

tions, dowing a more precise correction than through the use of an average of pre- 

and post-calibration results. 

7.1.2 Data reduction and analysis software 

With twice as much data flowing £rom the telescope every day, the influx became 

too large to be handled by the observatory staff using the existing software. Better 

data checking and editing tools were required, with more automation of some of the 

basic ta&. The fist  step in this direction was taken at the beginning of the second 

set of pilot project observations with the creation of a spike-finding algorithm by D. 

Parchomchuk which automatically flags the more obvious results of interference. 

Selfcalibration had not been used at DRA0 previous to the pilot project: the four 

antenna system did not provide a sufncient number of closure quantities to properly 



constrain seIfcalibration. In order to obtain high quôlity images for the GPS on a 

consistent basis, selfcalibration needed to be developed and the pilot project data 

served as a testing ground. The artefacts associated with W3,3C69 and 3C58. even 

after selfcalibration, pointed to a need to more effectively deal with strong sources. 

Such a procedure has been developed by L.A. Hïggs and A.G. Willis and was used 

for the GPS processing (Wi 1995). 

Prior to the pilot pro ject very few mosaics had been const ructed h o m  SST images. 

The softwaxe used for the images presented here was a 6rst version. Improvements 

to do with the weighting fwiction of the fields were added during the course of the 

project. A new programme has been developed by LA. Higgs for the full survey. 

Viewing the resultant lacge data cubes was initially somewhat problematic and the 

e-xïsting software was modified to satiçfy the new demands. 

7.2 Astrophysical considerations 

The pilot study showed, beyond a shadow of a doubt, that the wealth of information 

yielded by a N1 s w e y  wodd be well worth the investment in tirne and energ. 

The variety and complexity of the neutral hydrogen structures in the G a l w  was 

highlighted by this mini-survey. Filaments and arcs sp-g many degrees yet only 

a few arcminutes wide have been shown to be common in the ISM. Though some 

have been Iinked to the activities of speciüc stars or to structures seen in the radio 

continuum, the origin of many remains unknown. 



7.2.1 The W3/4/5/HB3 region 

The 1420 MHz continuum pilot pro ject observations provide the highest resolut ion 

radio wavelength image of the W3/4/5/EB3 region as a whole and the spectral 

line data cube offers a factor of ten improvement in spatial resolution over the best 

previous study of the area. The combination of good spatial resolution and the 

dynamical information from the HI data provides an improved picture. Figure 7.1 is 

a schernatic diagram of the region surveyed, outlining the features discussed in this 

dissertation, with the type of contour indicating thek positions with respect to the 

main ridge of emission in the Perseus m. 

The y-oung stars in the OC1 352 and OC1 364 clusters are the dominant shapers 

of the ISM in the region surveyed for the pilot project, dong with contributions £rom 

the supernova remnant HB3 and the 07  star BD+59 578 in W5-E. Not ody are the 

stars responsible for the ionized gas structures, but they &O greatly influence the 

dynamics of the HI gas. In addition, two old EII shells may have been shaped by 

BD+59 510 and BDfGO 447, stars which have both evolved off the main sequence. 

The W3 region 

Of the components of the W3!4!5/853 region, the pilot project data offered least 

insight into W3. This region is too compact and the phenornena involved occur on 

scales too s m d  to properly study with arcminute resolution. The large field of view 

of the HI mosaics did however serve to indicate that the HI which was previously 

thought to be associated with W3 was in fact not. The W3 region is too young to 

have greatly influencecl the surrounding atornic and molecuiax gas. 

The absorption spectnun towards W3 served to determine its location within the 



Figure 7.1: Schematic representation of the surveyed region 
Ellipses and h e s  indicate the positions the structures discussed in t his dissertation. 
Solid lines indicate a location within the layer of dense shocked gaç in the Perseus 
arm. Dashed lines are used for features which are further away and a dotted iine 
for one which is thought to be closer. In this figure, W5-E is assumed to be at the 
distance assigned to its central star BD+59 578, dthough there are indications that 
it may be within the high density Iayer of the Perseus arm. 

context of the spiral arm structure of the Galaxy. The deep absorption peak at -42 

km s-' places it within the main ridge of emission from the Perseus arm? and the 

lack of emission around -28 km s-' is in agreement with the TASS mode1 wherein 

the dense gas of the main ridge has been shocked, its velocity with respect to the 

LSR being made more negative by some 20 km s-' . 



The W4 region 

The OC1 352 cluster within the W4 MI region contains the most energetic stars 

present in this field and so has a dominant influence on the structure of this region. 

In particular it is responsible for the ionization of the W4 region. the expansion of 

which is thought to have triggered star formation in at  least part of W3, and for the 

creation of a Galactic chimney. Associations with HI features and the interaction 

with W3 place it within the main ridge of the Perseus spiral m. 

The W5 region 

It has been suggested that the W5 region is in fact composed of three different 

structures: W5-E, W5-W and G136.9+0.9. 

W5-W The W5-W region is excited by the OC1 364 cluster which contains four O 

type stars. A paucity in the HI emission at the position of the W5-W's main bull< 

at a velocity of approximately -25 km s-' would place this HI1 region just beyond 

the layer of shocked gas. There are indications of cold HI tracing the eastern edge 

of the region at velocities of approltimately -38 km s-' ; this has been interpreted 

as gas moving relative to the AI1 region. 

6136.9+0.9 The nature of the apparently spherical protrusion on the western 

edge of W5, G136.9+0.9, has been examineci. Its rnorphology, a tentative indication 

of polarisation along its Rm, and a lack of corresponduig structure at optical and 

infrared wavelengths suggest that it may be a supernova remnant. Its spectrum is 

however flatter than would be expected for a shell type SNR. There is no catalogued 

early type star in its centre; such a star could have supported a wind-blown bubble 



explanation or a sphencal HI1 region explanation. Interactions with HI indicate that 

it is beyond the shocked gas layer of the Perseus arm. As well, there seems to be 

associated EZI moving at a velocity of -45 km s-' relative to G136.9+0.9. 

High resolution recornbination Iine observations are required to settle the question 

of G136.0+0.9's nature. An HI1 region would show recombination h e  emission 

whereas a SNR would not. As well, more reliable polarisation observations could 

clarify the situation. 

W5-E W5-E appears to be spherical, centred on the position of the 0 7  V star. 

BD+59 578. This star has been assigned a distance of 1.00 kpc and interactions 

with HI support the hypothesis that the nebula îs closer than the distance of 4 

kpc generally assigned to the region. However the velocity of related 12C0 features. 

approximately -37 km s-' and a slight dimming of HI at this same velocity suggest 

that it is further. The '*CO cometaxy features may well have a Lue of sight corn- 

ponent to their velocity however. Based on the data presented here, the prevailing 

view is that CV5-E is closer than the rest of W5, either in the high density layer of 

the Perseus arm or closer still, at a distance of approximately 1 kpc. Observations of 

BD+59 578, which should be designed to yield radial velocity information7 wouid be 

of assistance in solving this puzzle as would spectral line observations of the ionized 

g=* 

At the periphery of W5-E there are two wisps of I2CO emission pointing away 

from the centre of the nebula. The head of one of them sits within the cusp of a 

boomerang-shaped continuum emission feature and coincides with an IRAS compact 

source having the colours of an HI1 region. The morphology is sugestive of layer 



of gas having been ionized by BD+59 578 on the side of the molecular head facing 

the star. The tail rnay be formed of material stripped off the head. of molecular 

gas that has k e n  shielded by the head kom the ionizing radiation of the star. or a 

combination of both. 

The SNR HB3 

The supernova remant Hl33 has a scalloped appearance both in the radio continuum 

and at optical wavelengths, suggestive of multipIe shock fronts. A relative void in 

the atomic hydrogen emission at the position of the remnant at -29 km s-' suggests 

that it is located just past the layer of shocked, dense gas in the Perseus m. 

The continuum halo and the W4W5 bridge 

There exist a faint halo around the W4 HI1 region. The diffuse ionized gas to the 

north of IV4 could be related to the chimney. The extended emission to the south 

and southwest is more puzzling. It may be the remnant of a previous episode of 

star formation or the result of radiation leakage fkom W4. There do not seem to be 

interactions between the southern halo and the HI , except perhaps in the southeast 

at velocities near -25 km s-' . This would place the halo in the Perseus arm, slightly 

further than the W4 region. However, this association of HI and low-level continuum 

emission is speculative at best. 

Connecting W4 to W5 there is a bridge of ionized gas. This fits within a tunnel 

in the HI at -24 km s-' . Again, this would indicate that thiç stmcture is not within 

the layer of shocked gas where W4 appears to reside, but would be slightly farther. 



7.2.2 Wind blown structures 

KI sheb 

CVhile arcs and partial sheils abound in the HI data, two sheh  have been evamined 

in detail in this dissertation. Both are thought to be old wind-blown bubbles. neither 

showing a counterpart in the continuum emission. 

6132.6-0.7 The HI shell G132.6-0.7 is seen to develop fkom cap to bill e-xtent 

within the velocity intenml of -15.37 km s-' to -25.27 km s-' . suggesting that it 

is expanding with a velociv o f 4 0  km s-l. Its velocity at full extent places it just 

beyond the layer of shocked gas prescrïbed by the TASS model, providing a possible 

explanation for the missing second half of the shell. the expansion of which would 

have been halted by the high density layer. 

The creation of this shelI through stellar winds requires that an O star was present 

at its centre in the past. The absence of an ionized inner rim implies that the ionizing 

flux has diminished, that the star has evolved off the main sequence. but the absence 

of synchrotron radiation, either in shell form or as a central peak as would be the 

case for a Ued-centre remnant, suggests that the star has not yet explodeci as a 

supernova. The central star should therefore still be present though now a gant  

or a supergiant. At the inferred distance of the G132.6-0.7 such a star should be 

observable. Although the Bi supergiant star BDfGO 447 is at  the projected centre 

of the shell and would have output sufncient energy through steIiar winds during 

its main sequence Me to account for the khetic energy of the shell, its assigned 

distance of 1.55 kpc is considerably less than the shell's probable distance of -2.2 

kpc. The star's distance is however based on observations taken some 40 years ago 



and no uncertainties were quoted. A new determination of the star's distance would 

be warranted- 

Along the western rirn of G132.6-0.7 a compact HI1 region was identified. perhaps 

the site of new star formation induced by the expansion of the shek 

G135.5-0.2 Less information is available for G135.5-0.2, centred at -87.93 km s-L 

than for G132.6-0.7. There is no clear progression from cap to full extent though a 

case could perhaps be made for the presence of a cap at -91.22 km s-l. 

If the structure seen at -87.93 km s-' represents the full extent of the shell and 

it is foIlowing the Galactic rotation, then G135.5-0.2 is very distant, residing past 

the Perseus spiral m. It would then have a diameter of 4 3 0  pc, qualifyùig it as a 

superbubble. However, if there is a cap at approximately -91 km s-' then me couid 

be seeing part of the approaching half of a shell on the outer edge of the Perseus 

arm, the rest being dissipated in the low density medium outside the spiral m. Its 

diameter would then be on the order of 60 pc. 

Again, if this is a wind-blown structure, the absence of an ionized rim suggests 

that the star or stars responsible have evolved off the main sequence. and the lack of 

synchrotron radiation indicates the absence of a supernova remnant. As was the case 

for G132.6-0.7, this would imply that the central star should be a late O or early 

B giant or supergiant, though for the greater distance more than one star would be 

required to account for such a large shell. The latter comment argues for the closer 

distance: it is unlikely that a cluster rich enough to have formed such a large HI shell 

should exist in the tenuous medium outside the Perseus m. There is a B1 gant. 

BD+59 510, near the projected centre of the shell. This star is reputedly at a distance 



of 2.6 kpc, which would place it in the outer Perseus arm. Assuming that BD+59 

510 is responsible, via its s t e k  wind, for the creation of this shell, a radial velocity 

measurement for this star would provide an indication of the systemic velocity of the 

bubble, aliowing the determination of the expansion velocity assuming a cap at -91 

km s-1 : and therefore providing for a more detailed kinematical analysis. 

The W4 chimney 

The wide field, high angular resolution mosaics have revealed a Galactic chimney 

above the W4 MI region. It was the £irst example of a Galactic chimney with 

evidence for out flow towards higher latitudes. 

Judging £rom its morphology and its velocity with respect to the LSR. the chim- 

ney is undoubtedly spatially located above the W4 region. The stellar Ninds of the 

energetic young stars within the w4 region, located at the base of the chimney are 

sufEcient to account for its formation. It has been suggested that the chimney has 

only recently blown out of the denser disk gas, venting into the more tenuous halo of 

the Galaxy. However, the synthesis telescope data presented here do not extend to 

sdiciently high latitudes to c l a h  this unequivocally. Although the low resolution 

data fiom the DRAO 26 rn telescope do not show any indication of a cap at higher 

latitudes, their low resolution could easily mask such a feature. Observing t h e  has 

been granted at the DRAO to image the region above the pilot project area, up to 

8 O  or so at 1420 MHz, in order to settle this question. 



future work 

the value of wide-field, high-resolution imaging of the 

in the HI spectral line. The three wind-blown structures 

7.3 Summary and 

These observations proved 

Cdactic plane, particularly 

analysed in Chapter 6 were serendipitous discoveries which would not have been 

revealed by any other data set. They are examples of the impact of high mass stars 

on the neutral medium of the ISM: comptementhg the more obvious. and more 

t horoughly studied, relationship between early type stars and the ionized medium. 

Particdarly important was the discovery of the chimney above the FV4 HI1 region 

which suggests an interaction between the disk and the halo caused by the stellar 

tvinds of a star cluster. 

Possible follow-up observations have been outlined in the sections above for the 

features discussed in this dissertation. As well, there are many h e s  of enquiry Ieft to 

punue using the pilot data set itself. For instance, a search has begun for diçsociat h g  

stars using the data presented here. These are stars which are energetic enough to 

dissociate molecular material but not enough to ionize it. It has been suggested that 

their presence would be revealed by a positional coincidence of a compact region 

of HI emission and an IRAS point source (Dewdney et al. 1991). ;Uso. an angular 

power spectnim analysis of the HI in the pilot project region should be carried out 

and cornpared to the resdts found by Green (1994) for a region where there are 

very few extended continuum features. This could serve to quant* the effect of 

star formation on the mgular scales of HI features. E'inally, many intriguing HI 

structures have yet to be examined in detail. These include small loops and partial 

rings which may be related to stellar winds, as well as long filaments the origin of 



which requires phenornena occuming on larger scales. 

This project served its purpose: the Gdactic Plane S m e y  is now underway. 

Forty-five fields have been o b s e d  at the t h e  of writing. Processing streamst 

which include the software improvements outlined above, have been developed for 

both the 1420 MHz continuum data set and 408 MHz data set, and several fields 

have been processed at le& in part. A processing Stream is presently being designed 

for the spectral line data. Upgrades to the 26 m telescope are nearing completion 

and it should shortly begin collecting the necessary HI shortspacing idormation. 

The k s t  scientifk results to corne out of the fidl survey have been published 

(Moriarty-Schieven et al. 1996b) and some of the GPS science teams have begun 

work. The officia1 distribution of GPS data will commence shortly and at that t h e  

scientific analysis WU begin in earnest. 
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